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Preface to “Atomic Layer Deposition”

Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a process that is renowned for its ability to produce films

with unrivaled thickness control, conformability to three-dimensional structures, control over

composition, and versatility in the range of materials it can produce from quaternary compounds to

elemental metals. It has expanded from a small-scale batch process to large scale production now also

including continuous processing—spatial ALD. It has matured into an industrial technology essential

for many areas of materials science and engineering from microelectronics to corrosion protection. Its

attributes make it a key technology in studying new materials and structures over an enormous range

of applications. This Special Issue contains six research articles and one review article that illustrate

the breadth of these applications from energy storage in batteries or supercapacitors to catalysis via

x-ray, UV, and visible optics. They deal with the details of the ALD processes that produce these

various films, the properties of the devices, and simulations that illustrate how the ALD system

configuration affects the deposition process. In their research article, de la Huerta et al. explored gas

flow issues in atmospheric pressure spatial ALD by computational fluid dynamics. They demonstrate

the influence of the size and uniformity of the spacing between the coating head and the substrate

and how it affects the transition from ALD to CVD behavior. The importance of exhaust efficiency in

removing the reaction byproducts in the transition from ALD to CVD has also been explored. They

have shown how control of the substrate-head spacing could be used as a method to obtain selective

area deposition. Lee and Chang used the inorganic precursor VCl4 to directly deposit crystalline VO2.

The thermal stability of this inorganic precursor for V compared to the typically used metal-organic

precursors allows a high enough deposition temperature to render the usual post-annealing process

unnecessary. The films show a transition from monoclinic to rutile crystal structure between 30 ◦C

and 90 ◦C corresponding to a semiconductor to metal phase transition. Müller et al. deposited Ru

metal films for XUV and x-ray optical applications and compared the results with films produced

by magnetron sputtering. The ALD films show lower stress but somewhat higher roughness. This,

together with the existence of a thin oxide surface film, leads to lower reflectance in the wavelength

range of interest. The process needs further development to improve the optical properties to fully

exploit the advantages of ALD, such as 3D conformality, in short-wavelength optics. Krumpolec et al.

investigated the deposition of the wide bandgap semiconductor γ-CuCl using pyridine hydrochloride

and a Cu metal-organic compound as precursors. CuCl is of interest for UV optical applications

because of its bandgap and high exciton binding energy. They have shown that films of CuCl could

be deposited without any Cu2+ content and could be protected against hydrolysis by atmospheric

moisture using an Al2O3 capping layer. Ivanova et al. investigated the use of silver oxide and

silver-doped CeO2 ALD films for catalytic oxidation of diesel exhaust soot. In their work, a 1:10

composition of Ag in CeO2 deposited on stainless steel had the best performance, with complete

combustion of the soot at 390 ◦C, lower than for pure Ag2O. The films showed consistent performance

in repetitive tests whereas Ag2O showed fast deterioration. The activity was found to be caused

by oxygen species bound to Ag+ sites. Fernández-Menéndez et al. explored a new manufacturing

sequence for supercapacitors based on porous alumina with Al2O3:Zn conducting contact material

and a dielectric layer consisting of either Al2O3 or a SiO2/TiO2/SiO2 triple layer. They show that

the device containing the Al2O3 dielectric is better in terms of lower internal resistance, lower

leakage current, and higher breakdown voltage. Nevertheless, the overall performance still needs

improvement with lower resistance internal contact layers and better external contacts particularly

ix



required. The films showed characteristic free and bound excitonic emissions and structure in

photo-luminescence and optical reflectance, respectively. The review by Mäntymäki et al. covered

the basics of Li-ion batteries and a discussion of metal fluorides as Li-ion battery materials, used as

electrodes, electrode-electrolyte interphase layers, and solid electrolytes. The review demonstrates

that metal fluorides have interesting properties that could provide high voltage and high capacity

alternatives to oxide-based materials and that these are worthy of further research. They propose

that the advantages of ALD processes, namely conformal coatings with precise thickness control for

ultra-thin films could answer the demands of battery materials. They review the previous work on

ALD of metal fluorides and suggest that these are ripe for future investigations. This paper will prove

valuable to those investigating metal fluorides both for battery and other applications.

David C. Cameron

Editor
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Abstract: Within the materials deposition techniques, Spatial Atomic Layer Deposition (SALD) is
gaining momentum since it is a high throughput and low-cost alternative to conventional atomic layer
deposition (ALD). SALD relies on a physical separation (rather than temporal separation, as is the case
in conventional ALD) of gas-diluted reactants over the surface of the substrate by a region containing
an inert gas. Thus, fluid dynamics play a role in SALD since precursor intermixing must be avoided
in order to have surface-limited reactions leading to ALD growth, as opposed to chemical vapor
deposition growth (CVD). Fluid dynamics in SALD mainly depends on the geometry of the reactor
and its components. To quantify and understand the parameters that may influence the deposition
of films in SALD, the present contribution describes a Computational Fluid Dynamics simulation
that was coupled, using Comsol Multiphysics®, with concentration diffusion and temperature-based
surface chemical reactions to evaluate how different parameters influence precursor spatial separation.
In particular, we have used the simulation of a close-proximity SALD reactor based on an injector
manifold head. We show the effect of certain parameters in our system on the efficiency of the gas
separation. Our results show that the injector head-substrate distance (also called deposition gap)
needs to be carefully adjusted to prevent precursor intermixing and thus CVD growth. We also
demonstrate that hindered flow due to a non-efficient evacuation of the flows through the head
leads to precursor intermixing. Finally, we show that precursor intermixing can be used to perform
area-selective deposition.

Keywords: spatial atomic layer deposition (SALD); computational fluid dynamics; surface reaction;
thin films; ALD deposition; CVD deposition; area-selective deposition

1. Introduction

Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a material deposition process that allows for a homogeneous,
conformal thin film deposition with a nanometric thickness control. ALD is a type of chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) method characterized by self-limited surface reactions. In ALD, instead of allowing
a simultaneous presence of the reactants as is the case in the conventional CVD processes, a sequential
exposure of the substrate to different reactants is needed to perform a chemical reaction with the
substrate surface. A typical ALD cycle includes, periodically in time, exposure to a precursor, a
purging step, an oxidant, and a second purging step. Vacuum processing is generally used in ALD
in order to accelerate the purge steps and due to the traditional use of ALD in the microelectronics

Coatings 2019, 9, 5; doi:10.3390/coatings9010005 www.mdpi.com/journal/coatings1
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industries [1]. ALD cycles are characterized by having a defined growth per cycle (GPC) that depends
on the chemical properties of the precursor, the temperature of the surface, and the reactor geometry.
To attain a certain thickness, a determined number of cycles is performed. A review of the origins of
ALD and a recommended reading list can be found in Reference [2].

Spatial Atomic Layer Deposition (SALD) is a technique based on the same principles of
conventional (also called temporal) ALD, whose popularity is growing among the materials research
community due to the fast deposition rates it offers, ranging from 20 to 40 nm/min, and to the
large-area deposition capabilities at atmospheric pressure, and even in the open air, thus making it very
appealing for the industry [3,4]. In addition, it offers the possibility of area-selective deposition [5,6],
simplicity of installation, and allows depositing high-quality materials with a higher throughput
than ALD.

In Spatial ALD, the main difference with respect to conventional ALD resides on a spatial
separation of continuously injected reactants. Instead of defining each step by a time separation, and
to achieve the same chemical half reactions that take place during the temporal ALD cycles, in SALD,
precursors are injected continuously in different spatial regions of the reactor and the substrate is
exposed alternately to the different flows, separating each subsequent exposure with an intermediate
exposure to an inert gas, to purge the substrate of the half-reaction by-products, and/or excess of
precursor. This spatially separated exposure of the substrate is equivalent to the temporal ALD
cycles and achieves comparable materials properties when the materials deposited are not sensitive
to the atmosphere [7]. SALD has been tested before by several groups to deposit a wide variety of
functional oxides in a homogeneous and conformal manner, in many cases taking place at atmospheric
pressure [8–10].

Numerous approaches have been explored to successfully generate the mentioned spatial regions
needed, without intermixing the gaseous precursors in SALD [9–12]. Specifically, the approach used in
our laboratory (a home-made system presented and explained in detail in [4]) is based on a patent
published by Kodak [13] that led to the publication of scientific papers using the spatial separation
ALD concept by the same group from 2008 [4]. The system relies on a deposition head with linear gas
outlets that injects above the substrate surface a given flow and concentration of reactants within an
inert carrier gas. The substrate is usually placed at a close distance (50–200 μm) during deposition,
henceforth referred to as deposition gap. Such technique is commonly known as “close-proximity
approach” since a small deposition gap value is necessary to prevent precursor intermixing across the
inert gas region, thus avoiding a CVD regime deposition, i.e. reaction of the precursors reaching the
substrate surface.

The spatial attribute of SALD gives many advantages with respect to temporal ALD, but due
to the small value for the gap deposition needed, and to the fact that SALD is generally based on
a mechanical displacement of the substrate, to fully exploit its advantages, a high mechanical and
geometrical precision of the system needs to be carefully used. Furthermore, since our SALD approach
does not rely on a chamber to be filled with the gases but rather on a continuous gas flow directed
towards the surface of the substrate, the flow of such gases needs to be optimized as well to control the
deposition conditions and to improve the homogeneity of the deposited film. Full control over these
parameters is thus needed to enable a fast, large-area deposition with SALD.

Controlling the deposition gap can improve the versatility of the SALD, allowing it to tune the
properties of the deposited film. In a CVD-like regime, films can be deposited in a fast way, but
compactness, homogeneity, and control of thickness may be sacrificed. In an ALD regime, surface
reactions on the substrate are self-limited, yielding a slower deposition rate, but a high conformality,
homogeneity, and a good control of thickness are obtained in return. For the CVD regime to occur,
intermixing of reactants must take place, yielding reactions above the surface before the precursors can
reach it and be physi/chemisorbed. In contrast, in the ALD regime, the reactants must be chemisorbed,
and ideally, saturate the surface before introducing the second reactant that leads to a complete surface
reaction, thus creating a monolayer of the product. This key difference can be tuned arbitrarily in
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close-proximity SALD systems in which the deposition gap can be mechanically changed and thus it
may provide versatility to tune the regime even in the middle of a deposition process [14]. A schematic
of our injection head can be observed in Figure 1a, where the arrows represent the outlets and exhausts
of the injected gases. The black arrows represent the inert carrier gas (I) that serves the purpose of
confining the reactants and avoid intermixing. The white arrows represent exhausts (E) to which the
gases can flow after being injected towards the surface of the substrate. The colored arrows represent
the outlets of gases that contain the reactants used to create the surface reaction: the oxidant precursor
(OP) in red and the ALD metal precursor (MP) in blue. Figure 1b shows the equivalent geometry
used to perform the simulations. It is the region of interest from the original SALD schematic and
corresponds to the region surrounded by a red dotted line in Figure 1a. The bottom-most line would
represent the surface of the substrate and this line will be used as the place where surface reactions
take place.

 

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the cross-section of the deposition head in the spatial atomic layer deposition
(SALD) system at the Laboratoire des Matériaux et du Génie Physique (LMGP). The gray section
represents the deposition head on the system, while the blue section below represents a substrate.
These two are separated by a space that corresponds to the deposition gap. (b) Equivalent geometry
used for simulations used to compute all the phenomena in SALD regarding flows, concentrations,
and reactions. (c) Close-up to the region of the OP, showing the expected flow lines and directions of
the gaseous mixture of the SALD.

In this work, we have used computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations and coupled them
with a surface reaction chemistry computation using Comsol Multiphysics® 5.3 in order to model
our homemade close-proximity SALD deposition system. Accordingly, the influence of different
parameters of our SALD system on the intermixing of the gaseous precursors has been studied.
A quantification of CVD or ALD deposition regime, which can affect the quality and homogeneity
of the film deposited, has been calculated. The gas flows in the setup are studied for a controlled
separation of species in the reactor, and adjusted to control the appearance of a CVD component in the
deposition, as has indeed been reported in the past [4,11]. We show that the capability of controlling
the deposition regime can be indeed used to have area-selective deposition with a close-proximity
SALD. Finally, tolerances on the geometry and on the mechanical design of the system are presented as
a guide towards a correct mechanical design of a versatile and reproducible SALD deposition system.

2. Methods and Processes

To calculate the influence of the deposition gap on the growth regime in our system, a Comsol
Multiphysics® simulation, which couples CFD with concentrated species diffusion and with surface
chemical reactions, was used. For this, an equivalent geometry that includes the gap and the outlets
and exhausts of the deposition head was used to compute the gas flow to then couple it with the
reactant concentration distribution in the flow, and ultimately, with the surface chemical reaction that
happens on the substrate surface. A schematic representation of this equivalent geometry is shown
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in Figure 1b. Reference [15] presents a numerical study of a flow in a close-proximity system and
concludes that, in the deposition gaps usually used in close-proximity SALD (typically 50–200 μm),
the Péclet number is low. This means that the transport of reactants is dominated by diffusion rather
than by convection. We thus expect that the diffusion will play a key role in the behavior of our
close-proximity system as well.

As said previously, this work simulates the gas flow that occurs with the gas outlets and the
exhausts, as well as their influence on the distribution of reactant concentration on the substrate surface
as a function of certain parameters of the system. This allows us to elucidate how such parameters
influence on the existence of a CVD regime (i.e., precursor intermixing taking place). The simulation
involved the study of the efficiency of the system to prevent regions where CVD could occur by
calculating the conditions on which both reactants can be in contact prior to being adsorbed onto the
substrate. The simulation has not considered a head/substrate relative movement during the deposition
since the scope is only the efficiency of gas separation as a function of the different parameters studied.

Thus, the concentration of each reactant was computed at the immediate region above the surface
of the substrate and the section in which both reactants are present was quantified (vide infra).

The SALD reactants consist of an ALD metal precursor and an oxidant. In the case of this work,
Diethylzinc (DEZ) was used as the metal precursor, and water as the oxidant. To maintain the physical
conditions as close as possible to the real conditions used, gas inputs of the injection head were taken
as 300, 450, and 900 sccm for the precursor (DEZ), oxidant (H2O), and nitrogen separation, respectively.
These values are in accordance with what is commonly used when depositing zinc oxide (ZnO) films
with our system [7]. The diffusion coefficient of the reactants used was in the order of magnitude of
10−3 m2·s−1 [16].

For the experimental validation of the simulations described here, ZnO was deposited using the
SALD system at LMGP. A nitrogen flow carrying DEZ as precursor and water as oxidant to perform
the surface reaction were used. A flow of pure nitrogen was used as the gas barrier between the
reactants. The flows used were 300 sccm for DEZ, 450 sccm for water, and 900 sccm for the nitrogen
separation. The substrate was heated during deposition at 200 ◦C. The scanning speed of the substrate
was 50 mm/s.

In order to simulate the reactions that happen during a SALD deposition, it is important to
understand the simulation workflow. The ultimate objective is to study the surface reaction of species
onto the substrate surface. For this, we first perform a zero-dimensional simulation of the CVD reaction,
following the equation:

DEZ + H2O
RAB→ CVD adsorbed film (1)

which assumes that whenever DEZ and water molecules meet above the substrate they will react to
form ZnO. Equation (1) allows quantifying the amount of deposition obtained in a CVD regime.

Then, a CFD analysis of the flows in the deposition gap was performed and the results are
presented in the geometry shown in Figure 1c. This computation yields the velocity and pressure
of the flow at every point. Next, the velocity component of the CFD results was used to calculate a
diffusion of concentrated species along the geometry. As a result, the presence of each reactant at any
point of the geometry can be obtained. Finally, a surface concentration due to the CVD regime reaction
is calculated using Equation (1) and the pressure obtained in the CFD computation. For such a surface
reaction to happen, both reactants (in this case DEZ and H2O) need to be present at a given time. Thus,
the final surface reaction will yield the amount of CVD regime deposition.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Evaluation of the Velocity Profile and Pressure in the Head-Substrate Gap

Figure 2a shows the velocity profile obtained for a geometry in which the deposition gap was fixed
at 150 μm, a value that is commonly used in real depositions and using the gas flow values previously
mentioned. The profile shows the expected flow from the gas outlets to the exhausts, but it shows a
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non-zero value on the lateral outflow regions of the simulation, which would indicate that the exhaust
at the injection head may not be as efficient as required. The simulation shows a maximum velocity of
~2 m·s−1 at the narrowest point on the fluid’s path from the inlet to the exhaust. The pressure profile is
also shown in Figure 2b and it presents a gradient of pressure from the corner of the gas outlets to
the corner of the exhausts. For comparison, Reference [17] presents a similar study on the deposition
gap of another close-proximity system and concludes that a 2 mm gap with a “low pumping” at the
exhausts would achieve a good spatial separation of the reactants. While their system also relies on
inlets, exhausts and a deposition gap, the geometry is not planar, as opposed to our system. It is
also important to notice that their system works at a pressure lower than the atmospheric pressure,
which prevents confinement of the gaseous flows, and that the geometry of the system may enhance
diffusion processes, and therefore, enhance intermixing when working at close-proximity. In our case,
the pressure achieved by the geometry (especially in the corners close to the exhaust) is helpful to
induce a flow towards the exhaust, hence improving the convective flow of the reactants to the exhaust
and reducing the diffusive flow. This in turn contributes to preventing precursor intermixing.

 

Figure 2. Computational Fluid Dynamics calculation made with Comsol Multiphysics® to represent
the flow of the region of interest in the SALD geometry: (a) The velocity increases in the deposition
gap, given the close proximity, and (b) the pressure increases under each of the outlets as it enters the
deposition gap.

3.2. Study of the Effect of the Head-Substrate Deposition Gap on the Deposition Mode

Using the calculation of the velocity and the pressure obtained in the CFD computation, the
concentration of each reactant was calculated along the gap, and more importantly, in the immediate
region above the surface of the substrate for different deposition gaps. Figure 3 shows the concentration
of the different reactants obtained along the length of the substrate (30 mm).

One can observe that, for a gap of 150 μm, the separation of reactants is well achieved (Figure 3a).
In the concentration plot, the colors that represent the concentration of reactants are well separated
along the geometry, with dark blue color (i.e., no precursor) below and next to the inert gas inlet
channels, thus indicating a well-defined ALD regime. On the other hand, when the deposition gap is
increased to 750 μm, the concentration is no longer well defined, as shown by the light blue color in the
regions between each precursor. Thus, with this deposition gap, the deposition occurs in CVD regime
(Figure 3b). In addition, to clearly compare different deposition gaps, first we plot the concentration
of reactants in the carrier gases at the immediate region above the substrate, and then we quantified
the amount of “overlap” between the plot of each precursor (indicated by the gray region in Figure 3).
Again, a deposition gap of 150 μm shows almost no overlap, whereas a deposition gap of 750 μm
clearly shows a much greater overlap.
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Figure 3. Concentration plot along the immediate region above the substrate for a deposition gap of (a)
150 and (b) 750 μm. Under each plot, a 2D plot along the whole geometry of the gap is shown, with a
color code that corresponds to the concentration of reactants along the whole gap geometry.

Furthermore, in order to quantify the overlap for each deposition gap value, we calculated the
ratio between the area under the curve of the overlap (where both reactants are present at the same
time represented by the gray region in Figure 3) and the area under the curve of the sum of both
concentrations, yielding a “percentage of overlap”.

With this approach, further calculations of the percentage of overlap as a function of the deposition
gap were made and are shown in Figure 4. This graph shows that, as the gap is increased, the overlap
increases as well. Nevertheless, at a deposition gap value of around 750 μm the gases mainly flow out
through the sides of the head, rather than being confined on top of the substrate, and therefore there is
a change in the slope of the curve and a lower overlap than it would be expected takes place.

Figure 4. (a) The percentage of overlap, i.e., the percentage in which there exist both reactants at
the same time, creating thus a CVD regime reaction on the surface of the substrate; (b) The total
concentration of all the gases (both separated and overlapped) at the immediate area above the
substrate vs. head-surface deposition gap.

Figure 4 also shows a plot of the total concentration of all reactants in the immediate region above
the surface of the substrate, as measured by integrating the sum of the concentration of both reactants
at the line of the substrate. The concentration reaches a maximum at ~750 μm, which means that, at
that deposition gap, the flow is preferentially directed towards the surface of the substrate, rather
than at the lateral outflow regions. Nevertheless, the overlap percentage at that deposition gap is
~13%, which indicates the existence of a CVD component taking place. Logically, as the deposition gap
increases, the flow tends to be directed to the lateral outflow regions rather than be captured at the
injection head exhaust, making the extraction of the surplus of reactants difficult, leading to a release
of chemicals to the atmosphere, which should, of course, be avoided.
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Study of the CVD Mode as a Consequence of Precursor Crosstalk

On a SALD reactor, reactions take place on the surface of the substrate, thus generating the desired
films. Such reactions, in principle through chemisorption, take place as a consequence of the presence
of a certain concentration of a reactant above the surface, and this depends on the pressure at each
point, and of the substrate surface temperature.

In the case of an ALD deposition, the film deposition happens in two sequential half-reactions on
the surface. Each half-reaction is self-limited to the surface sites available. In the case of SALD, if we
assume a correct separation of the reactants, a static substrate, and a correct extraction of the reactant
surplus, regardless of the time of injection of gases, the concentration of adsorbed reactant molecules
in the surface should not be higher than the concentration of available sites. The surface coverage (θ)
can be explained with the help of a Langmuir isotherm [18]:

θ =
kadsP

kdes + kadsP
=

(number of occupied sites)
(total number of sites)

; 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 (2)

where kads and kdes represent, respectively, the rate of adsorption/desorption of the reactant to/from
the surface, and P is the precursor partial pressure.

Furthermore, the reaction probability depends on the surface coverage, since, as more sites are
occupied, the sticking probability β of a reactant diminishes:

β = β0(1 − θ) (3)

where β0 is the “bare reaction probability”, given by the intrinsic properties of the reactant. Equation (3)
is taken from [19], which also mentions that the saturation time of the reactant (our ALD precursor in
this case) is inversely proportional to the precursor pressure and to β0.

In contrast to an ALD deposition, in a CVD deposition, the reactants are present in the gas
simultaneously, which will induce both a surface chemical reaction, due to both chemisorption and
thermal activation of the reaction, and at a lower rate, at the gas phase. In the substrate surface,
this CVD reaction will induce a competition among the reactants for the available surface sites.
The reactants may react to be chemisorbed or may be desorbed from the surface. To describe this
phenomenon, the Langmuir-Hinshelwood reaction rate equation can be used [18]:

RAB =
kreactKAKBPAPB

(1 + KAPA + KBPB)
(4)

where kreact, KA, and KB are reaction constants corresponding to the whole reaction, and to reactant
A and B, respectively, and PA and PB are the partial pressures of each reactant. To express the partial
pressure of each reactant in terms of its concentration, we can assume an ideal gas behavior and express
them as:

PA =
nA

n
P = xAP (5)

and
PB =

nB

n
P = xBP (6)

where nA and nB are the numbers of moles of each reactant, n is the total number of moles of the
solution and xA and xB are the partial fractions of each reactant. Hence, substituting in Equation (4),
we can obtain:

RAB =
kreactKAKBxAxBP(
1
P + KAxA + KBxB

) (7)
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In Equation (7), the reaction rate of each reactant is considered, as well as a reaction rate of the
reaction as a whole. This equation indicates that the reaction rate is not self-limited and will, therefore,
continue as long as there is a non-zero concentration for both reactants. It also implies that if at any
point the mass fraction of any of the reactants is zero, the reaction rate will also be zero and hence, no
reaction would occur.

With this in mind, several time-dependent simulations were carried out in Comsol Multiphysics®

to observe the appearance of a CVD deposition regime for different values of the deposition gap.
The surface concentration obtained in such CVD regime is characterized by Equation (1) (Section 2),
while the reaction rate RAB comes from Equation (7). The pressure and the mass fraction of each
reactant are calculated before the time-dependent surface chemistry reaction study, in the laminar
flow study presented in Section 3.1, and in the concentration simulation of each reactant in the flow,
respectively. As the CVD reaction is not self-limited, such time-dependent simulation was limited to
1 s. The reaction rate used for the CVD surface reaction has a value of 1.5 × 10−5 mol·s·kg−1·m−1 [18].

Figure 5 shows the result of simulations of a time-dependent surface reaction. On top, a plot that
corresponds to the amount of ZnO film deposited as a result of CVD taking place is shown. Under
each plot, a 2D color plot of the CVD reaction rate can be seen. It is clear that the highest value of
reaction rate RAB would lead to a thicker, CVD regime deposition. Confirming previous simulations
described above, as the deposition gap increases, the diffusion of reactants presents more “overlap”
and hence, the reaction rate is higher, leading to a higher CVD component in the process, which in
turn yields higher surface concentration as the gap is increased (Figure 5a).

 
Figure 5. Results of the CVD surface reaction on the substrate calculated with a time-dependent
multiphysics simulation. The plots shown correspond to the surface concentration that results from
different gaps. Under each plot, a surface plot of the CVD reaction rate that corresponds to the plot
directly above is shown, with OP and MP representing the outlets of the reactants; (a) deposition gap
of 750 μm, (b) deposition gap of 425 μm, and (c) deposition gap of 150 μm.

To obtain evidence of the existence of the CVD and ALD regime with a simple change in gap,
depositions of ZnO were made at different values of the gap. Figure 6 shows experimental results
as evidence of the ability to modify the growth regime in our SALD system. Figure 6a presents the
increase of growth rate as the gap value increases. The values for growth rate are in accordance with
those reported for a self-limited (ALD) growth of ZnO [20–22]. The increase of the growth per cycle
(GPC) with the gap value confirms the transition from an ALD regime (with small gap values) to a
CVD regime (with higher gap values). Figure 6b shows the XRD spectra of ZnO films grown with
different gap values for the same number of cycles. The peaks correspond to those of crystalline
ZnO and one can observe that, as the gap value increases, the intensity of the peaks increases as well,
indicating that thicker films are obtained in the same deposition time as the gap is increased.
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Figure 6. Experimental results for a deposition of ZnO using di-ethyl zinc (DEZ) and water as
co-reactants. (a) Growth per cycle (GPC) evolution with different gap values; (b) X-ray diffraction
patterns for ZnO films grown with different gap values, showing the crystalline peaks corresponding
to wurzite ZnO (ICSD #82028).

3.3. Efficiency of the Deposition System Exhaust

Using the same method described above, the exhaust efficiency was studied. In the geometry
of our SALD deposition head, one assumes that all inputs will be directed towards the exhausts and
that all surplus of reactant concentration is directed towards the exhausts (empty arrows in Figure 2).
Nevertheless, to ensure this, the exhaust outlet must have the same outflow rate as the sum of all the
inflow of gases (i.e., mass balance). Failure to achieve this, i.e., due to a bad design or to a partial or
total blockage of the exhausts, may induce a CVD regime even with a small deposition gap. We define
exhaust efficiency as the efficiency in which the incoming gaseous reactants and by-products are
extracted from the reaction zone. A high exhaust efficiency may be achieved by a properly designed
outlet/exhaust area ratio, or alternatively with, for example, properly chosen pumping in the exhausts.
Here, we use a geometrical approach to such efficiency by calculating the outlet/exhaust area ratio, as
explained below.

The result of simulations is shown for different exhaust efficiencies in Figure 7. We quantify
an exhaust efficiency as the ratio between the total cross-section area of the exhausts and the total
cross-section area of the gas outlets. An ideal ratio would be where the exhaust and the outlet have the
same total area, in which case we consider an exhaust efficiency of 100%. As the exhaust efficiency
decreases, there is more diffusion of the reactant concentrations, even when the deposition gap is at
a “close-proximity” of 150 μm. Interestingly, the diffusion of reactant concentrations has a slightly
different behavior in this case than in the case of an increase of deposition gap. As the exhaust efficiency
decreases, the CVD reaction rate appears to be more localized. This leads to a localized deposition in
the CVD regime, and with time, four overlapped regions appear in localized points over the substrate.

To evaluate the behavior of the exhaust efficiency in real conditions, an experimental “static
deposition” was performed to observe the behavior of the real SALD. The deposition head was placed at
150 μm and all flows (precursor, oxidant and separation nitrogen) were injected as usual. The movement
of the substrate was suppressed, and the pattern deposited was compared to simulations.

Figure 8 shows a “static deposition” using DEZ as metallic precursor and H2O as the oxidant.
The deposited sample shows four well-defined stripes roughly at the location under the oxidant,
similar to the plot of the exhaust efficiency of 4.5% shown in Figure 7. The exhaust/outlet ratio
measured on the physical exhausts and outlets of the geometry of our SALD system (measured as
the ratio of the total cross-section area available for exhaust and the total cross-section area of gas
outlets in our deposition head) is 10.1%, which may explain the four lines pattern observed in our
“static deposition”. In order to improve the exhaust efficiency, one could envision either a change of
the geometry of the deposition head or a forced exhaust using a pump. While it should be noted that
adding a pump to the system will affect the fluid dynamics in the system, it may substantially change
the deposition.

9
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Figure 7. CVD regime deposition with different exhaust efficiencies. It can be seen that the exhaust
efficiency has a drastic influence on the appearance of CVD regime: with an exhaust efficiency of ∼45%,
almost no appearance of CVD regime can be observed, at ∼13% CVD regime appears in some regions,
and at ∼4% CVD regime is more pronounced and more localized.

Figure 8. Simulation and experimental result of a static deposition experiment made with the SALD
set-up at LMGP: (a) CVD deposition simulated for an exhaust efficiency of ~4% shown previously in
Figure 7, and (b) optical photography of the pattern obtained after performing an experimental “static
deposition” on a Si substrate with DEZ and H2O; (c) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) cross-section
image showing a ZnO thickness of ~75 nm for one of the lines in the pattern obtained after a 30 s long
“static deposition”.
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3.4. CVD Regime Influenced by a Tilt in the Deposition Gap

Finally, the CVD surface reaction was used to assess the influence of a tilt on either the substrate
or the head. Since our SALD system uses a “close-proximity” approach where the deposition gap
should be around 150 μm, a slight misalignment is expected to affect the distribution of gases (flows
and pressures) and thus the deposition and homogeneity of the films. Figure 9 shows a CVD surface
reaction of a tilted substrate by 0.3◦.

Figure 9. Simulation results for a tilt of 0.3◦: (a) Schematic of the rotation of the substrate with respect
to the deposition head, about its center point, which leads to a difference of ±75.8 μm on each side
of the substrate for a 30 mm length head. Below, the velocity of the flow is shown; (b) concentration
of reactants above the surface; and (c) 2D concentration distribution in the gap. The concentration
slightly favors the section with a higher deposition gap, (d) surface concentration of a film deposited as
a consequence of the appearance of a CVD regime, and (e) 2D distribution of the CVD reaction rate.

As it can be seen in Figure 9, the influence of a small tilt can greatly affect the deposition. The 0.3◦

tilt along the middle of the substrate for a 30 mm long deposition head causes a difference of ~75.8 μm
at each extreme of the substrate, which changes the effective deposition gap, causing the deposition
regime to change locally. Nevertheless, counter-intuitively to what was expected, the CVD reaction
rate is higher in the section in which the deposition gap is narrower. This may be explained by the fact
that, as the deposition gap decreases, the velocity, and hence the diffusion of the reactants, becomes
higher, and the reactants have a higher chance of interacting between them creating a higher CVD
reaction rate. As the gap widens, the velocity decreases and the flows are better separated by the
nitrogen separation line and the exhausts, reducing the concentration of reactants and therefore the
CVD reaction rate.

4. Conclusions

In the present work, Comsol Multiphysics® was used to study the influence of several geometrical
parameters on the deposition regime when using a close-proximity SALD system. We confirmed that
the deposition gap is crucial for the determination of an ALD or a CVD deposition regime and studied
the influence of the “close-proximity” approach in the fluid dynamics. For a large deposition gap (i.e.,
larger than ~500 μm), the separation of the flows is not achieved and intermixing of gas concentration
appears. CVD regime can, therefore, be tuned simply by changing the value of the deposition gap.
Hence, we present a simple and versatile way to tune the SALD deposition process by controlling
simple parameters such as the head-substrate gap in the system.
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With respect to the CVD surface reaction, simulations were performed to study the CVD reaction
rate at the surface of the substrate. Using the intermixing of concentrations calculated, two parameters
were considered to determine the CVD reaction rate, and therefore, the CVD surface film formation,
namely, the deposition gap and the exhaust efficiency. As expected, as the deposition gap is increased,
the CVD reaction rate is also increased, and it gives place to a non-self-limited surface reaction on
the substrate. In a 1 s simulation, a surface concentration of a film deposited in a CVD regime was
plotted and a higher surface concentration was observed with a higher deposition gap. Concerning
the exhaust efficiency, the ratio between the cross-section area of the exhausts with respect to the
cross-section area of the outlets was investigated since this would define the exhaust efficiency for the
surplus of precursor (and by-products of the surface reaction) present at the moment of deposition.
Interestingly, with a ratio of 4.5%, well localized intermixing of reactants was formed, leading to a
four-stripes deposition pattern that is in accordance with the deposition obtained in a static experiment
of a “static-deposition” performed. This would indicate that probably the exhaust efficiency of the
current deposition head geometry must consider an exhaust/outlet ratio of less than 10%, which is
a value consistent with the real geometry of the deposition head used experimentally. Furthermore,
with a precise mechanical design (of the gap and the inlets and exhausts of the deposition head) and
with an optimized exhaust pumping, this behavior can be exploited as an approach for a selective area
CVD or ALD deposition of materials.

Finally, the influence on a head-substrate tilt was studied. This is important since mis-alignment
between the deposition head and the substrate is often difficult to avoid, and doing as such would
require high-precision equipment, increasing the complexity of the instrumentation. Simulations show
that a slight tilt of only 0.3◦ is enough to change the deposition regime from one side of the substrate to
the other. The simulations performed regarding the tilt influence have the aim to show the sensibility
of the SALD to the positioning and portray the need of high precision on the system to precisely
control the deposition.

The simulations performed in this study justify the need of high-precision and alignment of the
geometry used. The parallelism of the system needs to be ensured as much as possible so that the
deposition regime can be well controlled. In the current study, no movement of the substrate was
studied but the same approach can be readily applied to evaluate the influence of the movement on
the deposition regime, as well as on the precision requirements of the geometry.

As observed here, the geometry of the system is crucial to understand and control the deposition
of thin films with SALD. With the correct geometry, area-selective deposition of films with properties
comparable to ALD deposited films is possible, creating new advantages for SALD such as patterned
mask-less film deposition, subsequent depositions for a multi-layer scheme, or a deposition with well
optimized flows and concentrations to optimize the usage of ALD precursors.
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Abstract: Vanadium dioxide (VO2) is a multifunctional material with semiconductor-to-metal
transition (SMT) property. Organic vanadium compounds are usually employed as ALD precursors to
grow VO2 films. However, the as-deposited films are reported to have amorphous structure with no
significant SMT property, therefore a postannealing process is necessary for converting the amorphous
VO2 to crystalline VO2. In this study, an inorganic vanadium tetrachloride (VCl4) is used as an ALD
precursor for the first time to grow VO2 films. The VO2 film is directly crystallized and grown on
the substrate without any postannealing process. The VO2 film displays significant SMT behavior,
which is verified by temperature-dependent Raman spectrometer and four-point-probing system.
The results demonstrate that the VCl4 is suitably employed as a new ALD precursor to grow
crystallized VO2 films. It can be reasonably imagined that the VCl4 can also be used to grow
various directly crystallized vanadium oxides by controlling the ALD-process parameters.

Keywords: vanadium dioxide; atomic layer deposition; vanadium oxide; vanadium tetrachloride;
semiconductor-to-metal transition

1. Introduction

Vanadium dioxide (VO2) has attracted extensive research interest during the past decades
owing to its unique behavior, called semiconductor-to-metal transition (SMT) or insulator-to-metal
transition (IMT), which accompanies the reversible and ultrafast phase transition between monoclinic
VO2 [VO2(M)] and tetragonal rutile VO2 [VO2(R)] at temperatures around 340 K (~67 ◦C) [1–5].
Thus, the optical and electrical properties of VO2 can be switched by controlling the SMT behavior of
VO2 [6,7]. Numerous factors for adjusting the SMT behavior of VO2 have already been established that
include impurity doping [8], stoichiometry [9], strain [10], grain boundary [11], oxygen vacancy [12],
applied external electrical field [13], and light irradiation [14]. Therefore, the VO2 has been widely
investigated as a key material for applications in the smart thermochromic windows [15], two-terminal
electronic devices [16], electric-field-effect three-terminal devices [17,18], integrated optical circuits [19],
electronic oscillators [20], metamaterials [21], memristive devices [22], programmable critical thermal
sensors [23], gas sensors [24], and so forth.

Various techniques had been employed for preparing VO2 films, including the sol–gel
method [22,23], electron-beam evaporation [25,26], sputtering [5,17], pulsed laser deposition
(PLD) [27,28], molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [16,29], chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [30–34],
and atomic layer deposition (ALD) [35–50]. Among them, ALD is an excellent technique which
has drawn much attention due to its many advantages, including preparation of the highly conformal
thin films with almost 100% step coverage, accurate control of film thickness at the atomic scale,
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low growth temperature, and wide-area uniformity. These features make ALD a powerful technique
for the fabrication of emerging nanostructures and nanodevices [51–53].

Generally, organic vanadium compounds are employed as ALD precursors
and reacted with H2O or O3 to grow vanadium oxide thin films, such as
tetrakis(ethylmethylamino)vanadium (TEMAV) [35–42], vanadyl isopropoxide (VTIP) [43–46],
and vanadyl triisopropoxide (VTOP) [47–50]. However, the organic precursors (TEMAV, VTIP,
and VTOP) are only suitable for low process temperatures in ALD because the decomposition
temperatures of TEMAV, VTIP, and VTOP are about 175 [35,40], 200 [43], and 180 ◦C [49,50], respectively.
When the process temperature is higher than the decomposition temperature of the precursor,
the growth mechanism of film will be changed from ALD to CVD-like mode [35,40,43,49,50]. In this
case, the film is grown by CVD instead of ALD. This is why the low temperature of 120–170 ◦C is
usually used for the film growth of ALD using TEMAV, VTIP, or VTOP as precursor. However, the low
process temperature is not enough to grow crystalline films. Therefore, the as-deposited vanadium
oxide films grown by ALD from organic vanadium precursors are generally reported to have
amorphous structures with no significant SMT behavior and a postannealing process is necessary for
converting the amorphous to crystalline VO2. Previous studies have reported that postannealing in
N2, He, O2, or N2/O2 mixed gas with a low O2 partial pressure resulted in crystalline monoclinic VO2

for the temperature range of 425–585 ◦C [35–42]. Since the extra postannealing process is necessary to
obtain a crystalline VO2, it results in higher manufacturing costs and increases the failure possibilities
of the process and products.

This work reports that a directly crystalline VO2 film has been successfully grown by ALD using
vanadium tetrachloride (VCl4) and H2O as precursors at a reaction temperature of 350 ◦C without any
postannealing process. It is noticed that the inorganic VCl4 is used as an ALD precursor for the first time,
although a few papers reported that the VCl4 had been used in traditional chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) techniques [30–32]. The VO2 film has a significant SMT behavior with a VO2(M)-to-VO2(R)
phase-transition temperature of about 61 ± 1 ◦C, which is verified from temperature-dependent
Raman spectra and sheet-resistance variations of VO2 film. Besides, the VO2 film exhibits two orders
of magnitude change in sheet resistance across the semiconductor-to-metal transition although the film
thickness is only 30 nm. The results demonstrated that crystalline VO2 films can be directly grown by
ALD using VCl4 and H2O as precursors without any postannealing process, presenting a new selection
of precursors for the ALD process to grow the crystalline VO2 films.

2. Materials and Methods

In this work, VO2 films were grown on native silicon-oxide-covered Si (100) substrates by ALD
at 350 ◦C with 1000 reaction cycles. VCl4 and H2O were employed as precursors to grow the VO2

films, and Ar was used as purge gas. The reservoirs of the VCl4 and H2O precursors were kept at
the temperatures of 30 and 25 ◦C, respectively. The dosing rates of VCl4 and H2O were 0.288 and
0.296 cc/pulse, respectively, as determined by the reservoir temperature and vapor injection time.
The flow rate of Ar was 5 sccm, as controlled by a mass flow controller (MFC, SEC-4400M, HORIBA
STEC, Kyoto, Japan). An eight-step sequence of gas injection was applied in an ALD cycle, as combined
four conventional gas-injection steps and four additional pump-down steps. The pump-down steps
can effectively evacuate excess precursors and byproducts to obtain high-quality films with low Cl
impurity contents and ensure the achievement of “true ALD mode” growth [54,55]. The time for
each step in an ALD cycle was 0.1, 1, 0.5, 1, 0.5, 1, 0.5, and 1 s for VCl4 vapor injection, pump-down,
Ar purge, pump-down, H2O vapor injection, pump-down, Ar purge, and pump-down, respectively.

The crystalline structures of the VO2 films were examined by an X-ray diffractometer (XRD, D8
Advance Eco, Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany) at 30 and 90 ◦C. The surface morphologies of the film were
observed with a high-resolution scanning electron microscope (SEM, SU8000, Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan).
In addition, in order to obtain real surface morphology of the film, the SEM analysis was performed
without any conductive coating on the VO2 film surface. The cross-sectional microstructures of the VO2
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films were observed by a high-resolution transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEM-2100F, JEOL,
Tokyo, Japan). The film thickness was measured from the cross-sectional TEM micrograph and the
growth rate of the VO2 film was estimated from an equation of “growth rate = (film thickness/numbers
of ALD cycles)”. The chemical composition of the VO2 film was analyzed by a high-resolution X-ray
photoelectron spectrometer (XPS, Quantera SXM, ULVAC-PHI, Chigasaki, Japan). In addition, the XPS
analysis was performed on the VO2 film surface before and after Ar ion etching with an etching
depth of about 2 nm. The temperature-dependent Raman spectra of the VO2 film were examined at
temperatures between 30 and 80 ◦C by a micro Raman spectrometer (Raman, UniRAM II, Uninanotech,
Yongin, Korea) with a temperature-controllable sample stage. The temperature-dependent sheet
resistance of the VO2 film was measured at temperatures between 30 and 90 ◦C by a Keithley
2614B SourceMeter (Keithley, Solon, OH, USA) under a four-point probing configuration with a
temperature-controllable sample stage.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns of VO2 film measured at 30 and 90 ◦C, which demonstrate the
structural transition of VO2 film from monoclinic (30 ◦C) to tetragonal rutile (90 ◦C) phase. The VO2

film measured at 30 ◦C (Figure 1a) displays that two XRD peaks located at 2θ of 27.9◦ and 55.4◦ can
be indexed to the (011) and (220) planes of monoclinic VO2(M) (JCPDS no.: 82–0661), respectively.
When the temperature is raised to 90 ◦C (Figure 1b), two XRD peaks located at 2θ of 27.6◦ and
55.4◦ are detected, which can be assigned to the (110) and (211) planes of tetragonal rutile VO2(R)
(JCPDS no.: 79–1655), respectively. In addition, because the VO2 film is grown on Si substrate,
an obvious XRD peak of Si (113) at 2θ of 51.9◦ has also been detected (Supplementary materials: Part 1).
Figure 1c is a comparison of Figure 1a,b, which clearly shows an XRD peak shift of VO2(M) (011)
to VO2(R) (110) peak in 26◦ ≤ 2θ ≤ 30◦ and the XRD peak of Si substrate does not shift. The XRD
peak-shifting behavior is a diagnostic feature for the phase transition of VO2 film from monoclinic
to tetragonal rutile structure. Previously, the similar XRD peak-shifting phenomenon had also been
reported by Wu et al. [56] for confirming the phase transformation of monoclinic VO2 to tetragonal
rutile VO2.

Figure 1. XRD patterns of VO2 film measured at (a) 30 ◦C and (b) 90 ◦C. (c) A comparison of (a) and (b).

Figure 2 shows the SEM and TEM analyzed results for surface and cross-sectional microstructures
of the VO2 film, respectively. The SEM image of surface morphology of the VO2 film (Figure 2a)
displays a conformal VO2 film with bigger grains surrounded by small grains; the grain sizes of big
and small grains are about 78 ± 14 and 40 ± 6 nm, respectively. According to the cross-sectional TEM
bright-field and dark-field images (Figure 2b,c), it can be clearly observed that the VO2 film is grown
on a native oxide layer (SiOx) of Si substrate and constructed from columnar grains. The thickness of
the VO2 film is about 30 nm, and displays its growth rate at about 0.03 nm/cycle. Moreover, the VO2
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grains are directly crystallized and grown on the top surface of the native oxide layer, which is verified
by the high-resolution TEM (HR-TEM) image of the VO2/SiOx/Si interface (Figure 2d). The HR-TEM
image also reveals a clear lattice fringe of about 0.32 nm, corresponding to the (011) plane of VO2(M).
The selected-area electron-beam diffraction (SA-EBD) pattern obtained by focusing the electron beam
on an individual VO2 grain is shown in Figure 2e; the SA-EBD pattern can be indexed to monoclinic
VO2(M) in agreement with the XRD results.

Figure 2. Microstructure analyses of VO2 film. (a) An SEM top-view image. TEM cross-sectional
(b) bright-field and (c) dark-field images. (d) A high-resolution TEM (HR-TEM) image of
the VO2/SiOx/Si interface. (e) The selected-area electron-beam diffraction (SA-EBD) pattern obtained
by focusing the electron beam on an individual VO2 grain.

Figure 3 shows the V2p, O1s, and Cl2p XPS spectra for original (before etching) and after argon-ion
etching surface of VO2 film. In addition, the chemical composition of VO2 film calculated from XPS
spectra are shown in Table 1. The V and O concentrations of VO2 film are about 25.7 at.% and 74.3 at.%,
respectively, for the film before surface etching and are about 33.1 at.% and 66.9 at.%, respectively,
for the film after surface etching. The results clearly indicate that the original surface of the VO2 film
has a higher oxygen concentration because the VO2 film was exposed to air (oxygen-rich) environment,
resulting in absorption of oxygen and a native oxide layer (overoxidation layer) forming on the surface
of the VO2 film [26,33,34,39,41,43,57,58]. After argon-ion etching, surface contamination and the native
oxide layer of the VO2 film had been removed, and the atomic proportion of V:O atom was about 1:2
in agreement with the stoichiometry of VO2. Besides, no Cl impurity had been detected in the VO2

film, demonstrating the Cl concentration in the VO2 film was lower than the detection limit of XPS
(approximately 0.1 at.%). It is noteworthy that this work successfully achieved VO2 film with high
purity (Cl impurity <0.1 at.%) by using a low growth temperature of 350 ◦C, which can be attributed to
the additional pump-down steps in the ALD reaction cycles effectively evacuating excess precursors
and byproducts [54]. In a previous study, Cheng et al. reported that implementation of pump-down
steps into the gaseous-pulse cycle of ALD can effectively reduce the Cl residues. They used TiCl4
as ALD precursor to grow TiN films by using conventional four-step ALD and modified six-step
ALD (adding two pump-down steps). Their results showed that the Cl residues of TiN films can be
decreased from about 7.7 at.% to 2.3 at.% at the growth temperature of 300 ◦C [54].

In Figure 3a, the V2p3/2 peak of the original VO2 film (before surface etching) can be fitted
with two peaks at binding energy of about 517.2 and 515.6 eV, which can be assigned to V5+ and
V4+, respectively [26,33,34,39,41,43,57,58]. Musschoot et al. [43] and Sliversmit et al. [57] reported that
the V5+ signal is mainly contributed from the native oxide layer (overoxidation layer) of VO2 film.
After surface etching (to remove the native oxide layer), the V2p3/2 peak has a maximum at 515.6 eV
(assigned to V4+), which primarily confirms VO2 stoichiometry. In Figure 3b, the O1s XPS peaks are
located at binding energy of about 529.8 and 530.5 eV for the original and after-surface-etching VO2

film, showing a peak-shifting phenomenon. The similar peak-shifting phenomenon of O1s XPS peak for
VO2 film after surface etching by argon ion sputtering had also been observed by Musschoot et al. [43].
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Figure 3. (a) V2p, (b) O1s, and (c) Cl2p XPS spectra for original (before etching) and after argon-ion
etching surface of VO2 film.

Table 1. Chemical composition of VO2 thin film analyzed by XPS.

Elemental Content Before Surface Etching After Surface Etching

V (at.%) 25.7 33.1
O (at.%) 74.3 66.9
Cl (at.%) <0.1 <0.1

Figure 4a,b show the selected temperature-dependent Raman spectra of the VO2 film for heating
and cooling cycles, respectively. It is noticed that the full temperature-dependent Raman spectra of
the VO2 films for temperatures between 30 and 80 ◦C in heating and cooling cycles are shown in
Figures S1 and S2, respectively. As shown in Figure 4, four Raman peaks at 194, 224, 305, and 616 cm−1

are associated with the monoclinic phase VO2 [25,26,59–61]. The peaks of 194, 305, and 616 cm−1

are assigned to Ag phonon vibration modes [25,26,59,60] and the peak of 224 cm−1 can be assigned
to Ag + Bg mode [61]. The low-frequency phonons at 194 and 224 cm−1 relate to lattice motion
involving V–V bonds, while the other peaks are attributed to V–O bonds [26,59–61]. Peaks located at
301, 520, and 935–990 cm−1 are contributed from the silicon substrate that compared with the Raman
spectrum of the silicon substrate (Figure 5). Moreover, the phonon intensities of 194, 224, and 616 cm−1

gradually disappear as the temperature increases and display the reversibility during the cooling cycle.
However, the peak intensity of 305 cm−1 does not show an evident change due to an overlap signal
between 305 and 301 cm−1 for VO2 and silicon substrate, respectively.
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Figure 4. Temperature-dependent Raman spectra of the VO2 film: (a) heating cycle, (b) cooling cycle,
and relative Raman intensity of the Ag phonon mode at (c) 194, (d) 224, and (e) 616 cm−1.

Figure 5. Raman spectrum of the silicon substrate.

Furthermore, the plots of normalized Raman intensity variations for the Ag phonon vibration
mode at 194, 224, and 616 cm−1 are shown in Figure 4c,d,e, respectively. The normalized Raman
intensity of VO2 film was calculated from the equation below:

INRI =
IT − I80

I30 − I80
(1)

where INRI is the normalized Raman intensity, IT is the Raman intensity measured at indicated
temperature (T), I30 and I80 are the Raman intensities measured at 30 and 80 ◦C, respectively. It can be
seen clearly that the plots of Raman intensity vibrations show a hysteresis feature for Raman shift at
194, 224, and 616 cm−1. The phase transition temperatures of VO2 film estimated by the differential
curves (as inserts) are about 65, 63.9, and 64.5 ◦C for 194, 224, and 616 cm−1 in the heating process,
respectively. In the cooling process, the phase transition temperatures of VO2 film are about 57.6,
56.6, and 58.7 ◦C for 194, 224, and 616 cm−1, respectively. Therefore, the overall SMT temperatures
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estimated from the middle of the hysteresis curves are about 61.3, 60.25, and 61.6 ◦C for 194, 224,
and 616 cm−1, respectively.

The temperature-dependent sheet-resistance (SR) variation of VO2 film is shown in Figure 6,
displaying a thermal hysteresis variation. Besides, the SR variation has approached two orders of
magnitude across the semiconductor-to-metal transition (SMT) of the VO2 film (SR changed from
2.2 × 104 to 2.7 × 102 Ω/� for the temperature raised from 40 to 80 ◦C) so that the value of the
resistance ratio agrees with the typical VO2 film thickness less than 50 nm (typically, the resistance
ratios of most VO2 films across the SMT are in the range of 102–103 for thickness <50 nm) [29].
Furthermore, a sharp drop of SR can be clearly observed in the heating cycle, determining a phase
transition temperature of about 63 ◦C, and a sharp rise of SR in the cooling cycle with a phase transition
temperature of about 56 ◦C can be also seen in Figure 6. Therefore, the SMT temperature estimated
from the middle of thermal hysteresis SR variation is about 60.0 ◦C.

Figure 6. Temperature-dependent sheet-resistance variation of the VO2 film.

There are several parameters that may affect the temperature-dependent electrical properties of
VO2, such as changes in impurity content, stoichiometry, strain, oxygen vacancies, and the presence
of grain boundaries [8–12]. In this work, the SMT temperature of VO2 film evaluated from the
temperature-dependent Raman spectra and sheet-resistance variation is about 61 ± 1 ◦C, slightly
different from the well-known 340K (~67 ◦C), which can be reasonably attributed to the influence
of grain boundary density because the VO2 film has a polycrystalline structure with considerable
grain boundaries.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, the VCl4 is successfully employed as a new ALD precursor to grow a VO2 film
on the Si (100) substrate. Besides, without any postannealing process required, the as-deposited VO2

film is directly crystallized and provides a significant SMT property. Moreover, it can be reasonably
imagined that the VCl4 can be used not only to grow crystalline VO2 films, but also to grow other
different vanadium oxides (VOx, x �= 2) by controlling the ALD-process parameters (such as process
temperature, VCl4/H2O ratio, and so forth). It is just like this that the VCl4 had been used as a
precursor for atmospheric pressure CVD to grow different vanadium oxides (VO2 and V2O5) by
controlling process parameters of temperature and VCl4/H2O ratio [30–32]. We anticipate this work to
be a starting point for using VCl4 as a precursor to grow various directly crystallized vanadium oxides
by ALD without any postannealing process.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-6412/8/12/431/s1,
Part 1: A brief report provided by Bruker Corporation for explaining “Why Si (113) peak appears in GIXRD profile?”
Part 2: Full temperature-dependent Raman spectra of the VO2 films. Figure S1: Raman spectra of the VO2 film
measured at indicant temperature for heating cycle (temperature from 30 to 80 ◦C), Figure S2: Raman spectra of
the VO2 film measured at indicant temperature for cooling cycle (temperature from 78 to 35 ◦C).
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Abstract: High-density ruthenium (Ru) thin films were deposited using Ru(EtCp)2

(bis(ethylcyclopentadienyl)ruthenium) and oxygen by thermal atomic layer deposition (ALD) and
compared to magnetron sputtered (MS) Ru coatings. The ALD Ru film growth and surface roughness
show a significant temperature dependence. At temperatures below 200 ◦C, no deposition was
observed on silicon and fused silica substrates. With increasing deposition temperature, the nucleation
of Ru starts and leads eventually to fully closed, polycrystalline coatings. The formation of blisters
starts at temperatures above 275 ◦C because of poor adhesion properties, which results in a high
surface roughness. The optimum deposition temperature is 250 ◦C in our tool and leads to rather
smooth film surfaces, with roughness values of approximately 3 nm. The ALD Ru thin films have
similar morphology compared with MS coatings, e.g., hexagonal polycrystalline structure and
high density. Discrepancies of the optical properties can be explained by the higher roughness of
ALD films compared to MS coatings. To use ALD Ru for optical applications at short wavelengths
(λ = 2–50 nm), further improvement of their film quality is required.

Keywords: atomic layer deposition; sputtering; ruthenium; thin film; optical properties; structural
properties; soft X-ray; XUV

1. Introduction

Ultrathin metal films are essential for numerous applications, especially in microelectronics [1],
heterogeneous catalysis [2], soft X-ray optics, and sensing. Ruthenium, as a relatively low-cost
noble metal, is an attractive material when high oxidation resistance is needed [3]. Smooth and
high-density Ru thin films are a preferred solution, for example, as electrodes for dynamic random
access memories (DRAM) [4–7], metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFET) [8],
metal-insulator-metal capacitors [9,10], and grazing-incidence soft X-ray mirrors [11]. The atomic
layer deposition (ALD) technology enables pinhole-free and conformal films with sub-nanometer
thickness control. Since conventional physical vapor deposition (PVD) technologies cannot realize
conformal coatings on complex shaped substrates, ALD is being considered as a promising technology
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for optical coatings. High-efficiency metal wire polarizers for UV spectral range have already been
realized based on frequency doubling technique with iridium (Ir) coatings by ALD [12,13]. Iridium
ALD coating has been also applied for Fresnel zone plates for X-ray microscopes at 1 keV synchrotron
radiation [14]. Although ALD of Ru processes has been widely investigated for their electronic
properties [2,6–9,15–19], their optical properties have not been analyzed yet. The large interest for Ru
ALD arises since it is considered as a favorable capacitor electrode in DRAM [3,4,6,18], as gates in metal
oxide semiconductor transistors [5,8], or is applied as nucleation seed layers for copper interconnect
formation [19]. As an optical coating, Ru is currently realized for capping layers [3,20,21] and grazing
incidence mirrors [22–25] by magnetron sputtering (MS).

This article presents the optical and structural properties of Ru ALD in the soft X-ray and XUV
(extreme UV) spectral range. Furthermore, the coating properties are compared with conventional
sputtered Ru films and the potential of the ALD technology for optical applications is discussed.

2. Experimental

Ru thin film deposition was performed with an Oxford Instruments OpAL open load reactor
tool. In this study, Ru(EtCp)2 (bis(ethylcyclopentadienyl)ruthenium, Strem Chemicals, Kehl, Germany)
and O2 were used as metalorganic precursor and co-reactant, respectively. Ru(EtCp)2 as a liquid
precursor has a relatively high vapor pressure of 0.24 mbar at 80 ◦C [26]. This temperature was applied
to bubble the precursor with 150 sccm argon (Ar) gas flow into the ALD reactor. Under a working
pressure of approximately 0.1 mbar, the coatings were fabricated in a thermal ALD process at substrate
temperatures between 200 ◦C and 300 ◦C. Major reaction products during this ALD process are carbon
dioxide (CO2) and water (H2O). The overall chemical reaction can be suggested as:

Ru(EtCp)2 (g) + 37/2 O2 (g) → Ru (s) + 9 H2O (g) + 14 CO2 (g) (1)

Growth rate experiments of the Ru films were performed at a deposition temperature of 250 ◦C.
The ALD cycle consists of four repeated steps: Ru(EtCp)2 precursor pulse, precursor purge with Ar
(150 sccm), co-reactant pulse with 50 sccm O2, and a final purge with 150 sccm Ar flow. The optimized
time for each step was constant at 2 s, 4 s, 3 s, and 4 s, respectively. Furthermore, a plasma enhanced
ALD (PEALD) process was tested. Therefore, O2 plasma was ignited with 100 W RF power at 100 sccm
flow rate. The substrate was exposed for three seconds to the O2 plasma instead of the thermally
activated O2 gas flow. Super-polished silicon (Si) wafers with a crystal orientation of (100) and
amorphous fused silica (SiO2) were used as conventional substrates for optical coatings.

For comparison, Ru coatings were fabricated on the DC-magnetron sputtering system
NESSY 3 [27]. In this industrial system, coatings were deposited in an Ar atmosphere on Si substrates
with a working pressure of 10−3 mbar and a source power of 500 W.

All samples produced were measured by grazing incidence X-ray reflectometry (XRR) with Cu-Kα

radiation (λ = 0.154 nm) to characterize the coating properties. The XRR data were fitted with a simple
single layer model (Ru on substrate, whereby the roughness of the coating is also considered) using
the Leptos 7 software package (Bruker Corporation) [28]. The extracted simulation results provide
information on the coating thickness, coating density, and surface roughness. The same measurement
setup was used for X-ray diffraction experiments (XRD). The crystal sizes were estimated according to
the Scherrer equation [29].

Furthermore, the surface was investigated with a Carl Zeiss Σigma scanning electron microscope
(SEM, Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) with a constant acceleration voltage of 10 kV and energy
dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) for chemical characterization. Surface roughness analysis was
additionally carried out through atomic force microscopy (AFM, Dimension 3100 with Nanoscope IV
controller, Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) measurements.

The XUV reflectometry (XUVR) was carried out by the Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt
(PTB, Bessy II, Beamline PTB-EUV, Berlin, Germany) [30] at a fixed grazing incidence angle of 10◦

varying the wavelength between 2 nm and 25 nm. The reflectivity curves were simulated with the
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IMD-software [31] using the optical constants of Henke et al. [32]. Similar to the XRR simulations,
a single-layer model has initially been applied, but had to be extended by a thin RuO2 and C layer.

The surface composition was studied with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, XR 50 M X-ray
source with FOCUS 500 monochromator, SPECS Surface Nano Analysis GmbH, Berlin, Germany)
using an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) surface analysis system. The photoelectrons were excited by
monochromatic Al-Kα radiation (E = 1486.71 eV) under 55◦ angle of incidence and detected with
a PHOIBOS 150 hemispherical electron analyzer (SPECS Surface Nano Analysis GmbH, Berlin,
Germany).

Additionally, an Auger electron spectroscopy (AES, Varian Vacuum Division, Palo Alto, CA,
USA) depth profile was performed with an Auger cylindrical mirror spectrometer. A focused 5 keV
electron beam under an angle of incidence of 30◦ and a cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA) were used.
Sputtering was carried out with krypton (Kr) at an energy of 2 keV and a current of 10 μA.

3. Results

Atomic layer deposition of Ru has been reported using several metalorganic precursors.
Hämäläinen et al. presented a review of the reported Ru ALD processes with various precursors [33].
They summarized growth rates, deposition temperatures and the evaporation temperature of different
precursors relating to the corresponding co-reactants. Besides Ru(Cp)2 [6,34] and Ru(Thd)3 [33,35],
Ru(EtCp)2 [5,10,34,36] is the most commonly used precursor. Its flexible deposition properties have led
to the choice of Ru(EtCp)2 to start here the optical coating development. Besides thermal and plasma
enhanced ALD, the precursor enables the deposition with a wide selection of co-reactants, e.g., air [6],
O2 [26,34], ozone (O3) [10], ammonia (NH3) [19,34], and hydrogen (H2) [5]. The main by-products
of the chosen process (Ru(EtCp)2 and O2) are water and carbon dioxide [37] (see Equation (1)) and
thus it fulfills safety requirements. Furthermore, the liquid precursor Ru(EtCp)2 is readily available in
adequate ALD bubblers for precursor delivery.

3.1. Structural Properties

Immediately after deposition, all coatings were characterized by XRR to determine the density (ρ),
roughness (σ), and film thickness (z) without major influence of contaminations.

The experimental data and the corresponding simulation are presented in Figure 1. As shown,
a simple simulation model (single Ru layer on Si-substrate) describes the experimental data very well.
After 1500 cycles at 250 ◦C, the Ru grows to a z = 57.5 nm thick film with a surface roughness of σ = 2.6
nm. At comparable temperatures of 275 ◦C to 300 ◦C, other authors reported an even higher surface
roughness from 3.7 nm [34] up to 13.9 nm [10] of thermally deposited Ru. Furthermore, the Ru ALD
layer exhibits a high density of ρ = 12.3 g·cm−3 comparable to the bulk Ru value of 12.45 g·cm−3 [38].

Figure 1. X-ray reflectometry (XRR) measurement on atomic layer deposition (ALD) Ru layer and
corresponding simulation with a simple two-layer model (substrate + Ru thin film).
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To determine the growth rate per cycle (GPC), processes were carried out with 500 cycles up to
3000 cycles and the films were thoroughly characterized. Figure 2 points out a linear thickness evolution
with increasing number of ALD cycles. The GPC was determined by a linear fit to (0.047 ± 0.002)
nm/cycle on a Si substrate and (0.049 ± 0.002) nm/cycle on fused silica, respectively. Compared with
other ALD processes using Ru(EtCp)2 as a precursor, the determined GPCs are of the same magnitude.
Wojcik et al. reported a growth rate of 0.037 nm/cycle with a Ru(EtCp)2 PEALD process [39] and
Park et al. 0.075 nm/cycle with a thermal process [34]. A higher growth rate of 0.12 nm/cycle was
achieved with O3 as co-reactant [10].

Figure 2. Evolution of Ru film thickness determined by XRR measurements as function of the number
of ALD cycles on different substrates. After a nucleation delay, the growth rate per cycle (GPC) becomes
constant for both substrate materials.

Figure 2 indicates a nucleation delay since the linear fit does not cross the origin until the growth
rate becomes constant. This delay lasts longer for amorphous fused silica substrates compared with
Si substrates. Following the linear fit in Figure 2, the linear growth regime starts after approximately
250 cycles on Si and after 1350 cycles on SiO2, respectively. An ALD review by George indicates that
ALD metals prefer to form clusters on oxide surfaces [40]. Depending on the substrate material, it takes
a certain amount of ALD cycles until the first metal layer is fully closed and the growth becomes linear
per cycle. Hämäläinen et al. reported that this nucleation delay for Ru can last up to hundreds of
cycles [33], as our observation also indicates. The initial density of nucleation sites plays a critical role
in the formation of Ru thin films and is higher on Si than on SiO2. On noble metal substrates, such as
platinum (Pt) and palladium (Pd), no nucleation delay was found by Lu et al. [5].

Nevertheless, all ALD coatings show a high density of (12.3 ± 0.1) g·cm−3 by XRR independent
of their thickness. Repeated XRR measurements show identical curves three months past deposition.
Thus, high coating stability is assumed due to identical XRR results. High-density coatings are
important for the optical properties in the soft X-ray and XUV spectral range [41]. Kim et al. report
a density of ρ = 11.9 g·cm−3 by XRR investigations [10] although they used O3 as a more reactive
co-reactant. The highest Ru coating density of 12.7 g·cm−3, achieved with an O2 based ALD process,
was reported by Manke et al. [42] at temperatures of Tdep = 450 ◦C. In addition to the density, a low
surface roughness is also essential for high reflective properties in optical applications. We have
determined a strong influence of the deposition temperature Tdep on the film growth and thus the
surface roughness.

Figure 3 presents film surface morphologies after 500 cycles deposited at different temperatures.
No deposition was observed at temperatures below Tdep < 200 ◦C. The deposition started at
Tdep = 230 ◦C. However, the nucleation delay was so high that even after 500 cycles the layer was
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not fully covering the substrate and Ru nanoparticles were clearly visible. The black background
corresponds to the Si substrate surface. The small white areas on top are Ru nuclei with a diameter of
approximately 6–20 nm. The growth rate rises with an increasing temperature of Tdep = 250 ◦C. At this
point, the complete surface is covered with Ru crystals and results in a film thickness of z = 17 nm.
Furthermore, the estimated crystal size is of a similar magnitude (20–30 nm). At a higher deposition
temperature of Tdep = 300 ◦C, the lateral crystal size grows further to 25–40 nm. Besides a larger film
thickness (z = 35 nm by XRR) caused by a higher growth rate, a possible reason for larger grains is
the higher substrate temperature itself. This increases the mobility of the Ru atoms and thus they can
reach places at a favorable energetic state, e.g., the crystal lattice.

 

Figure 3. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of Ru layers at different deposition temperatures
after 500 ALD cycles. While no deposition was observed below Tdep = 200 ◦C, blistering occurred at
higher temperatures. A temperature optimum was found at 250 ◦C.

Furthermore, the formation of blisters at deposition temperature of 300 ◦C can be seen in Figure 3.
These large blisters consist of air pockets. This phenomenon was also reported by Kim et al. for a
Ru(EtCp)2–O2 process [10]. For Ru deposition at Tdep = 275 ◦C, they reported a formation of blisters
that led to a significant surface roughness of approximately 14 nm [10]. Other O2 based metal ALD, e.g.,
Ir [43], show also the effect of blistering, whereby improving the process parameters (e.g., long purge
time) significantly minimized the appearance of defects. Gadkari et al. described that the blistering
can be caused by the combination of stress and a weak film-substrate adhesion [44]. Nevertheless,
we also detected that the film adhesion became worse and the coating could easily be scratched. Thus,
these coatings deposited at high temperatures are not suitable for optical applications.
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As shown in Figure 3, all coatings demonstrate a crystalline growth. Therefore, additional
XRD-investigations have been carried out to study the crystallinity of the Ru ALD coatings in
detail. Figure 4 shows the diffraction pattern of a 57 nm thick coating on a Si substrate deposited at
the optimized temperature of 250 ◦C. For comparison, an MS coating with equivalent thickness is
additionally presented.

Figure 4. X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of ALD (z = 57 nm) and magnetron sputtered (MS) (z = 50 nm)
Ru coatings on Si substrates with corresponding phase analysis. Diffraction peaks of the MS coating
are slightly shifted to smaller angles indicating film stress.

Both coatings consist of hexagonal polycrystals [45]. Three peaks can be clearly identified at
the angles of 38◦, 42◦, and 44◦. The fourth peak at 58◦ is only indicated because of its low intensity.
The blue solid lines show the intensity distribution of each peak for a randomly oriented powder
sample. This indicates that both coatings are randomly oriented with the Ru polycrystalline structure
oriented in the [100], [002] and [101] orientations in the growth direction. Further, the peaks of the
sputtered coating are slightly shifted to smaller angles. These findings suggest that the coating is under
compressive stress. Alagoz et al. report on high compressive stresses of several GPa in Ru films by
MS [46]. The ALD sample matches the diffraction database values perfectly. Therefore, low film stress
is expected. The film stress, reported by Kim et al. based on a Ru(EtCp)2 and O2 process, was also low
with a value of 88 MPa [10].

Figure 5 summarizes the evolution of grain size and roughness with increasing film thickness.
The grain size was estimated by the Scherrer equation based on the (101) peak with maximum intensity.
When the film thickness increases, the grain size rises as well. Nevertheless, for thin films, the grain
growth evolves further into a saturation of approximately Λ = 30 nm. The MS Ru coatings have a
comparable grain size (Λ = 21 nm, z = 50 nm).

The estimated grain sizes by the Scherrer equation from XRD are commonly smaller than from
SEM images because only coherently scattering areas contribute to the signal. Other effects, e.g.,
mechanical stress, can also lead to a broadening of Bragg peaks and thus apparently smaller grains.
Hence, the Scherrer values are considered as a lower limit value.

In relation, the surface roughness σ of all ALD coatings with thicknesses between 10 and 130 nm
show similar results between 2 and 4 nm (AFM measurement). Interestingly, the thinnest layers
demonstrate high roughness values that are as high as for thick layers. Due to the nucleation process,
we assume the appearance of a Ru film which is not a fully closed layer with protruding crystals.
This effect could cause the high roughness at the early observation stage. As the film thickness increases,
the layer closes and smooths out the surface to a roughness of only 2.6 nm for a 57 nm thick coating.
When the film thickness further increases, the surface roughness rises as well, but no blisters have
been observed. This can be explained by larger Ru crystals. Due to the fact that the crystal size growth
saturates, we also expect a saturated roughness of coatings with thicknesses larger than z > 150 nm.
The MS Ru coating is much smoother, although the crystal size has comparable dimensions (σ = 0.5 nm,
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Λ = 21 nm) compared to the ALD sample (σ = 2.6 nm, Λ = 26 nm). All investigated coating properties
for a 50 nm thick film are summarized and compared with an MS coating in Table 1.

Figure 5. The estimated grain size by the Scherrer equation (left, �) increases with coating thickness
and saturates at Λ = 30 nm. The roughness evolution with increasing Ru film thickness is additionally
shown (right, Δ). The filled symbols correspond to the MS coating.

Table 1. Comparison of coating properties of a 57.5 nm thick ALD and a 50 nm thick MS Ru coating.

Property Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) Magnetron Sputtering (MS)

Roughness, σXRR (nm) 2.6 ± 0.5 0.4 ± 0.1
Density, ρXRR (g·cm−3) 12.3 ± 0.1 12.4 ± 0.1

Structure polycrystal hexagonal polycrystal hexagonal
Grainsize, Λ (nm) 26 21

3.2. Optical Properties

The measurement of the reflectance in the XUV spectral range requires specialized beamline
equipment, which is only available in a few research centers. Hence, the XUV reflectance measurement
could be carried out only 5 months after deposition of the ALD samples. Degradation of the Ru ALD
samples with time cannot be fully excluded. The thickness of the Ru thin films for XUV applications
at a grazing angle of incidence should exceed tens of nanometers to obtain high reflectance values.
Further, for numerous reasons, even film thicknesses >200 nm are required to ensure the stability of
the mirror optics at the beamline to minimize damage due to the radiation. In Figure 6, the reflection
data determined for an ALD sample with a layer thickness of z = 35 nm is compared to a sputtered Ru
film (z = 50 nm). A lower reflection appears for the fixed angle of incidence Θ = 10◦ in the spectral
range between λ = 2 nm and 25 nm (Figure 6) for the ALD coating as compared to the MS sample.
In addition to the normalized integral reflection, the critical angle for the ALD film is significantly
smaller (see Table 2).

Although a simple single-layer model leads to a good agreement with the experiment for the XRR
simulations, the model had to be improved by two additional layers besides surface roughness to fit
the XUV reflectance data. First, a ruthenium(IV) oxide layer (RuO2: ρ = 7.0 g·cm−3) on the Ru surface
was assumed, and second carbon residuals (C: ρ = 2.0 g·cm−3). These thin surface layers could not be
detected by XRR due to the high surface roughness. The characteristic oscillation is suppressed in XRR
even at small angles of incidence. Hence, the features of the thin surface layer, which typically occur at
large angles, are not visible.

With the extended model, the XUVR measurement data could be fitted very well. The fit shows
that the surface of the ALD coating is significantly rougher (σALD = (4.5 ± 0.6) nm) than that of
the sputtered film (σMS = (0.7 ± 0.3) nm). These results are in qualitative agreement with the XRR
study of the roughness. The surface roughness is a critical factor affecting the reflectivity at XUV
wavelength range because the microstructural relevant size of the surface is close to the wavelength of
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light. In terms of reflectivity, the higher roughness of the ALD coating leads to a reduction of nearly
20% compared to the MS coating. In the XUVR simulations, the thickness of the surface oxide on
the ALD film is larger (doxide = 2.5 nm) compared to the sputtered layer (doxide = 1.0 nm). Due to the
increased surface roughness and grainy topography of the ALD sample, it is assumed as the cause
of the increased oxide thickness. Furthermore, a 1.6 nm thick C layer was fitted on the RuO2 layer.
This third layer was not presumed for the simulation of the sputtered sample. The C residuals on the
surface of the ALD layer could be attributed to reaction products during the ALD process because C is
a component of the precursor Ru(EtCp)2. Additionally, the C surface contamination due to increased
roughness and long storage time is probable.

Figure 6. Comparison of experimental reflection data of sputtered and ALD Ru films in the soft X-ray
and extreme UV (XUV) spectral range. Shown in red is the fit with the simulation model Ru + RuO2 + C.
In blue, the reflectivity without a surface oxide and ideal smooth interfaces is shown.

Table 2. Comparison of the optical properties and simulation results for a 35 nm thick ALD and a
50 nm thick sputtered Ru layer from XUV reflectometry (XUVR) measurements.

Property ALD MS

Int. reflection [2.5◦–20.0◦], Rexp (◦) 12.1 14.9
Normalized int. reflection, Rexp/Rideal 0.79 0.97
Critical angle, Θcrit (◦) 18.4 25.3
Surface roughness, σ (nm) 4.6 ± 0.6 0.7 ± 0.6
Thickness of oxide layer, doxide (nm) 2.5 ± 0.5 1.0 ± 0.5
Carbon residuals, dC (nm) 1.5 ± 0.5 –

If the influences of the surface roughness σ and the layer thicknesses (RuO2, C) for the ALD
coating are considered separately, σ describes three-quarters of the reflection losses with respect to the
normalized integral reflection Rexp. If the reflection curve is simulated with a RuO2 and C layer, it leads
to a quarter of the reflection losses, neglecting the surface roughness (σ = 0 nm). This observation
shows that the roughness of the Ru ALD film is the critical reflection-reducing effect. The simulation
results with the optical properties are summarized in Table 2.

3.3. Chemical Analysis

To verify the XUVR simulation model, XPS and an AES depth profile were performed on a
z = 57 nm thick ALD sample. With both methods, only Ru and O were detected. The XPS survey
spectra with indicated features are shown in Figure 7. Oxygen is mainly present on the surface because
the Ru features decrease stronger than the O features with increasing angle of photoelectron emission
(increased surface sensitivity). The Ru 3d3/2 state overlaps the C 1s state at EB ≈ 285 eV (see Figure 7
inset). Unfortunately, a determination of the amount of adventitious C on the surface is not possible
because the C 1s peak is obstructed by the Ru 3d3/2 feature.
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Figure 7. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) survey spectra of ALD Ru (z = 57 nm) coating on a Si
substrate at normal emission (0◦) and a polar angle of 70◦ with indicated features. Only Ru and O were
detected, with O mainly being present on the layer surface. The inset shows a zoom-in into the Ru 3d
state region.

The Ru 3d5/2 peak appears asymmetric at normal emission (0◦) and has clearly two components
at 70◦. This originates from metallic Ru and oxidized Ru. Based on the binding energies of different
Ru oxides, the surface oxide can be confirmed as RuO2 corresponding to the shoulder around 280.8 eV
(see Table 3). The thickness of the surface RuO2 layer can be estimated between 1 nm and 2 nm, which
is in agreement with the XUVR simulation.

Table 3. Binding energies of Ru 3d5/2 state for metallic Ru and different Ru oxides [46].

Compound Ru 3d5/2 Binding Energy [eV]

Ru ≈280.0
RuO2 ≈280.8
RuO3 ≈282.5
RuO4 ≈283.2

Figure 8 presents an atomic ratios depth profile for Ru and O using AES. On the surface, that means
without sputtering, more than 60 at % O is situated which fits to a thin RuO2 on the surface. The O
content decreases exponentially with increasing sputter depth and remains at 0.8% in the bulk material.
Probably due to the high surface roughness, no ideal layered structure of RuO2 and Ru occurs. Carbon
was not measurable, because the Ru signal overlaps spectrally the C signal again.

Figure 8. Atomic ratios depth profile for Ru and O of ALD Ru (z = 57 nm) coating on a Si substrate using
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). The composition on the surface fits RuO2, whereby the O content
decreases fast with increasing sputter depth and remains at 0.8% in the bulk material. The sputter
depth is a rough approximation, whereby the sputter rate is roughly 8 nm/min.
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4. Discussion

Ruthenium thin films deposited by ALD have been thoroughly characterized. The typical
ALD temperature window to obtain a constant growth rate for the specific process is in the
range of 230 to 300 ◦C. However, the nucleation and film properties significantly depend on the
deposition temperature.

The results obtained in this study indicate that further optimization of ALD Ru coatings for optical
applications is essential to leverage on the ALD capability of conformal coatings on nanostructured
substrates or on complex shaped optics. The comparison between the ALD and MS technologies has
pointed out several advantages of the MS technology. As shown, a sputtered Ru coating resulted in a
highly dense and smooth film. The reflection measurements and simulations (Figure 6) indicate that
the smooth interfaces are essential for high reflection properties at short wavelengths. The reflectance
of the sputtered coatings is approximately 20% higher than the ALD coatings at the peak wavelength
of 12 nm. However, there are also disadvantages for MS compared to ALD. The XRD pattern suggests
higher film stress in MS films. Stress can lead to deviations of manufacturing tolerances or delamination.
Alagoz et al. reported that highly dense Ru films could not be grown to a thickness of higher than
85 nm by magnetron sputtering because they started to peel off beyond this thickness [47]. In this study,
Ru coating with a film thickness of 120 nm has been achieved by ALD although it is a relatively slow
deposition process. In general, the crystal size and roughness continuously grow with increasing film
thickness in MS coatings [48], whereas in ALD the crystal size and surface roughness do not alter with
increasing coating thickness. The roughness evolution of MS films, caused by grain growth, increases
significantly in thicker coatings in contrast to ALD. The technology of ALD has further advantages
compared with conventional MS. A conformal deposition is possible over large areas and even on
complex-shaped substrates [49]. Furthermore, there is the possibility to switch easily between Ru and
RuO2 coatings while increasing the O2 pressure and pulse lengths [18].

Concerning the optical properties, the higher surface roughness of ALD coatings mainly reduces
the reflection at short wavelengths. We tried to reduce the crystal growth to smaller grains and thus
the roughness evolution. While Park et al. reported smoother surfaces of σ = 0.9 nm with an NH3

based PEALD process [34], there was no improvement observed using O2 plasma. No film growth was
observed by PEALD with O2 plasma. The O2 plasma was strong enough to instantaneously remove
the grown Ru layer. Similar etching phenomena were reported by Belau et al. [20]. Even by changing
the deposition temperature, a further improvement of the surface roughness was not possible, and a
deposition with NH3 is currently not available in our laboratories.

As potential option to improve the nucleation seed density and thus the fast formation of the first
fully closed metal layer, a metal-based seed layer can be implemented as Lu et al. reported that no
nucleation delay was found on Pt and Pd layers [5]. Furthermore, Kim et al. showed a nucleation
improvement and a surface roughness reduction by O3 supply [10]. An alternative chemistry of
precursor and co-reactant is also possible. There are several other precursors and processes that
achieved smoother Ru ALD films, e.g., Ru(MePy)2: σ = 0.2 nm [50], RuEtPy: σ = 0.4 nm [51] and RuO4

with H2: σ = 0.3 nm. However, with regard to other necessary requirements for optical applications,
e.g., high purity and high density, these processes need to be evaluated in detail.

The chemical analysis of the ALD Ru surface has confirmed the presence of a thin oxide layer at
the surface of the coating; however, not within the film. This ultra-thin surface layer also significantly
affects the XUV reflection of the ALD Ru, even though not as much as the high surface roughness.
The oxide layer might be related to the chemical process which involves an oxidizing step to remove
the organic ligands of the Ru(EtCp)2 precursor. In the O2 pulse step, the Ru would be also partially
oxidized. In the following metalorganic pulse, the oxide is probably decomposed and the precursor
ligands serve as a reducing agent. Hence, little oxygen contamination is being detected in the film.
In contrast, at the surface, the reaction terminates with the O2 pulse and remaining RuO2 is not further
reduced. This further motivates the development of oxygen free ALD processes of metals.
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5. Conclusions

Ruthenium thin films grown by ALD have been evaluated for optical applications. High-density
Ru films have successfully been deposited on Si and fused silica substrates. Temperatures above
230 ◦C are required for a film formation using Ru(EtCp)2 and O2. Higher deposition temperatures
above 275 ◦C have led to blisters that increased the surface roughness significantly and reduced the
adhesion properties. With an optimized deposition temperature of 250 ◦C, we have explored the
film growth and the resulting optical properties. The polycrystalline growth and the corresponding
evolution of the surface roughness have led to major reflection losses at short wavelengths. Sputtered
Ru coatings show similar density but are much smoother than ALD coatings. The ALD samples show
a thin (<2 nm) RuO2 surface layer and 0.8 at % residual O in bulk material. Carbon impurities were not
measurable. Further experimental development is required to leverage on the major benefit of ALD to
realize conformal coatings on complex-shaped substrates towards coatings with high reflectance and
stability for optical applications.
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Abstract: Sequentially pulsed chemical vapour deposition was used to successfully deposit thin
nanocrystalline films of copper(I) chloride using an atomic layer deposition system in order to
investigate their application to UV optoelectronics. The films were deposited at 125 ◦C using
[Bis(trimethylsilyl)acetylene](hexafluoroacetylacetonato)copper(I) as a Cu precursor and pyridine
hydrochloride as a new Cl precursor. The films were analysed by XRD, X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), SEM, photoluminescence, and spectroscopic reflectance. Capping layers of
aluminium oxide were deposited in situ by ALD (atomic layer deposition) to avoid environmental
degradation. The film adopted a polycrystalline zinc blende-structure. The main contaminants were
found to be organic materials from the precursor. Photoluminescence showed the characteristic free
and bound exciton emissions from CuCl and the characteristic exciton absorption peaks could also be
detected by reflectance measurements.

Keywords: vapour deposition; copper chloride; characterization; optical properties; XPS;
crystal structure

1. Introduction

Copper(I) chloride (CuCl) is a wide-bandgap, I–VII ionic semiconductor. γ-CuCl with zinc
blende structure, which is stable below 407 ◦C, has a direct bandgap with Eg = 3.395 eV at 4 K [1].
It has a high exciton binding energy of ~190 meV [2], which is higher than both GaN (25 meV) [3]
or ZnO (60 meV) [4]. CuCl has been investigated for some time for its application to optoelectronic
devices [5–8]. The high binding energy gives the possibility of stable, room temperature, UV emission
which, together with high biexciton binding energies, enables optoelectronic effects such as bistability
and four-wave mixing with the potential for new short wavelength devices [9,10].

In order to use CuCl in optoelectronic devices it has to be deposited in thin films or in arrays
of nanoparticles. Thin films of CuCl have been deposited by thermal evaporation, molecular beam
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epitaxy, and magnetron sputtering [11–13]. Arrays of nanoparticles of Cu halides have been produced
in a matrix of glass, silicon, or organic compounds by gas or liquid phase methods, typically in a three
dimensional form [6,14–17] but the size of the crystallites has been difficult to control. Atomic layer
deposition (ALD) has recently been shown to be able to produce two-dimensional nanocrystalline
arrays of CuCl on substrates and the size and distribution of the crystallites could be controlled by
the parameters of the deposition process [18,19]. These films have shown the crystal structure of
γ-CuCl and demonstrated the luminescent and optical characteristics typical of CuCl. One important
feature of CuCl is that it is sensitive to moisture in its environment. Films of CuCl will hydrolyse to
oxy- or hydroxy-halides after a short time and they need hermetic protection for long-term stability.
Successful encapsulation by spun-on organic materials such as polysilsesquioxanes and cycloolefin
copolymers has proved successful while plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition of SiO2 has not
provided adequate encapsulation [20]. These spun-on techniques required short-term exposure of the
CuCl to the atmosphere so there is still the possibility of some degradation before encapsulation. In
addition, the relative thickness and probable lack of uniformity of spun-on films will be a drawback in
device construction.

ALD is a chemical vapour deposition technique characterised by its ability to controllably deposit
ultrathin layers with extreme uniformity. In ALD, the substrate is exposed sequentially to pulses
of reactant gases or vapours and each pulse forms an additional chemisorbed molecular layer on
it. Between the reactant pulses, an inert gas is used as a purge gas for removing all the excess
precursor molecules that have not chemisorbed or undergone exchange reactions with the surface
groups, and removing the reaction byproducts [21]. A single sequence of precursor and purge pulses
is known as an ALD cycle. Initially, the film formation may proceed by the nucleation and growth of
individual nanocrystallites, whose size and density varies according to the number of ALD cycles used
in the process [22]. The details of this nucleation process are dependent on the chemical interaction
between the precursors and the initial surface chemical state of the substrate, which is affected by its
pretreatment. This process of controlled nucleation provides a possible method of producing plasmonic
structures in copper halides in a much more repeatable way. In the previous ALD work [18,19], the Cl
precursor used, i.e., a solution of HCl in butanol, had limitations with respect to questionable stability
of the vapour pressure and possible bi-reactions with butanol itself.

In this publication, we report on the sequentially pulsed chemical vapour deposition of CuCl using
an alternative Cl precursor which circumvents the problems of the one used in previous ALD of CuCl.
We study the change in the distribution of nanocrystallites as deposition progresses. We characterise
the structural, optoelectronic and chemical properties of the film and explore the use of ultrathin
diffusion barrier layers deposited in situ to provide environmental protection.

2. Materials and Methods

The films were deposited simultaneously on quartz glass, Si, and soda-lime glass substrates
by thermal pulsed chemical vapour deposition using a TFS 200 ALD system (Beneq Oy,
Espoo, Finland). The deposition temperature and chamber pressure were 125 ◦C and 2 mbar,
respectively, with 100, 200, 500, or 1000 deposition cycles. The precursor for copper was
[Bis(trimethylsilyl)acetylene]-(hexafluoroacetylacetonato)copper(I) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO,
USA), abbreviated to CuBTMSA for convenience heated to 80 ◦C, and the precursor for chlorine
was pyridine hydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥98%) heated to 50 ◦C. One CuCl deposition cycle was
defined by the following sequence. Cu pulse (2 s) → N2 purge (4 s) → Cl pulse (3 s) → N2 purge
(6 s). Nitrogen was also used as a carrier gas. Some samples were protected against oxidation and
atmospheric moisture by an Al2O3 capping layer. This capping layer was deposited in situ by ALD
from trimethylaluminium (TMA, Strem Chemicals, Newburyport, MA, USA; electronic grade) and
ozone (ozone generator, BMT Messtechnik, Stahnsdorf, Germany; 8 g/h output) at 150 ◦C. One Al2O3

ALD deposition cycle was defined by the following sequence. TMA pulse (0.1 s) → N2 purge (3s)
→ O3 pulse (0.3 s) → N2 purge (3 s). Ozone was used as the oxidiser here because of the fear that
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using water might hydrolyse the CuCl. The capping layer consisted of 47 ALD cycles giving an Al2O3

thickness of approximately 5 nm. The deposition chamber was connected to a nitrogen glove box with
moisture and oxygen content values < 0.1 ppm. The samples were stored in the glove box and only
removed for the time necessary for analyses except for those capped samples deliberately exposed to
the atmosphere.

ALD is characterised by growth saturation with increasing precursor dose and the presence of an
ALD temperature window. In the process described here, the full range of deposition parameters has
not yet been explored with these precursors to definitively prove that the CuCl deposition was purely
an ALD process. Therefore, the process can only strictly be called sequentially pulsed chemical vapour
deposition. We consider, however, that in comparing the growth of different samples it is in order to
refer to the number of “ALD cycles” as a shorthand descriptor rather than saying “sequentially pulsed
precursor-purge cycles”.

The CuCl was deposited on various types of substrate: (i) silicon wafers (100) (P/Boron doped,
thickness = 525 ± 25 μm, Ω = 10–30 Ω·cm); (ii) soda-lime glass; and (iii) quartz glass Herasil 102
(Heraeus, Hanau, Germany). Before the deposition the samples of size approximately 1 × 1 cm2

were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath: 5 min in acetone, 5 min in isopropanol, and dried with nitrogen.
Hydrofluoric acid was used to etch native oxide from the Si wafer surfaces. Transparent samples
(soda-lime glass and quartz glass) were coated with Kapton tape on the back side to allow deposition
only on one side. The Kapton tape was removed prior to optical measurements.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was carried out using an ESCALAB 250Xi apparatus
(ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) with monochromated Al Kα radiation (1486.6 eV) to
determine the chemical composition of CuCl thin films. All samples were measured at two spots at a
takeoff angle of 90◦ in 10−8 mbar vacuum at 20 ◦C. An electron flood gun was used to compensate
for charges on sample surfaces. The spectra were referenced to C–C at 284.8 eV. The spot size was
650 × 650 μm2 and the pass energy was 50 eV for the survey and 20 eV for the high resolution
scan. The elemental composition was estimated from the survey spectra using Avantage ver. 5.938
software. The measurements on sample Q8 after atmospheric exposure were carried out using an Axis
Supra instrument (Kratos Analytical, Manchester, UK) under slightly different conditions; spot size
700 × 300 μm2 and the pass energy was 120 eV for the survey and 20 eV for the high resolution scan.
The analysis was done by CasaXPS software ver. 2.3.19PR1.0. The high-resolution spectra were fitted
using XPSPEAK software (ver. 4.1) with Shirley and/or linear background.

Grazing incidence X-ray diffractometry (GIXRD) was used to measure the crystalline properties
of the CuCl. The measurements were taken with a SmartLab diffractometer (Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) at
grazing incidence angle α = 0.2◦ using a copper X-ray tube (1.542 Å).

Normal-incidence reflectance was measured in the Vis–UV range using an Avantes 2048 pixel
spectrometer (Avantes BV, Apeldoorn, The Netherlands; spectral range from 1.9 to 5.1 eV), equipped
with a fibre reflectance probe [23]. The angles of incidence covered the range of 0.2◦–1.7◦ and the
nearly circular spot had a measured diameter of 0.8 mm for the 400 μm detection fibre. The small
measurement spot allowed us to test the in-plane homogeneity of the samples. Bare substrates were
used to collect reference signals.

The photoluminescence (PL) data were obtained with using a LabRam HR Evolution (HORIBA
Scientific, Kyoto, Japan) 0.8 m focal length single-stage spectrometer with CW HeCd laser excitation
at 325 nm (3.8 eV). The mirror lens collected signals from approximately a 1 μm circular spot; the
excitation power was kept low enough to prevent heating of the layers (~200 W cm−2). The PL spectra
were recorded with a Peltier-cooled back-illuminated UV-sensitive CCD detector Synapse 2048 × 512.
The instrument spectral range sensitivity has been corrected by the Intensity Correction System
(HORIBA Scientific, Kyoto, Japan) delivered with the system. All reflectance and PL measurements
were performed at room temperature (300 K).
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Deposition

Table 1 shows the deposition conditions for quartz glass samples.
The growth habit of the films on all substrates showed individual nuclei growing in number and

size as the number of cycles increased. Figure 1 shows SEM images of the uncapped films on glass for
100, 200, 500, and 1000 ALD cycles (abbreviated to c. hereafter) deposited on soda-lime glass. The films
on Si substrates were similar.

Table 1. Deposition parameters for films on quartz substrates.

Sample No. No. of ALD Cycles Capping Layer

Q1 100 no
Q5 200 no
Q7 500 no

Q10 1000 no
Q2 100 yes
Q6 200 yes
Q8 500 yes

 

Figure 1. SEM images of CuCl deposited on soda-lime glass: (a) 100 c.; (b) 200 c.; (c) 500 c.; and
(d) 1000 c. Scale bars represent 1 μm.

As the number of cycles increased, the diameter of the crystallites also increased. There was
an initial nucleation phase and then the surface was covered in an array of crystallites. The areal
density of the crystallites showed a decrease with the number of cycles; some form of agglomeration
or ripening was evident. Dimensional change of the crystallites can take place by two processes:
(i) Coalescence, where there is poor adhesion between the nanocrystallites and the substrate and they
are mobile enough to move across it and to coalesce and (ii) Ostwald ripening, in which there is strong
adhesion of the nanocrystallites to the surface and material transfer takes place by the diffusion of
atoms across the surface. In this case, there is no significant coalescence of nanocrystallites therefore
there is an Ostwald ripening process taking place. Initially, the crystallites had somewhat “liquid-like”
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shapes whereas the crystallites in the 1000 c. films had a more facetted appearance. This change in
habit was accompanied by differences in the chemical composition of the films as discussed later. It is
possible that this was caused by the longer deposition time required for the thicker film giving more
time for reconfiguration of the crystallites. The size of the crystallites in the CuCl films increases with
the number of cycles as shown in Figure 2a, while Figure 2b shows this behaviour in comparison with
that reported previously using different precursors [19].

Figure 2 demonstrates that the rate of increase of crystallite diameter is similar with both the
current and the previous precursors, once the initial nucleation has taken place, and that the growth on
crystalline and noncrystalline substrates is similar. This similarity is not unexpected since the reactant
is HCl in both cases; here it is derived by decomposition of pyridine hydrochloride, previously the HCl
vapour came from an HCl/butanol solution. The nucleation behaviour is somewhat different: with
PyrHCl there is slower nucleation. However, with the HCl/butanol precursor the nucleation behaviour
depended on the growth cycle parameters so further exploration of the deposition parameters with
PyrHCl may also show differences in nucleation behaviour.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Crystallite diameter vs. number of atomic layer deposition (ALD) cycles using pyridine
hydrochloride (PyrHCl) precursor and (b) comparison with previous results using HCl/butanol as
precursor (HCl).  PyrHCl–Si, + PyrHCl–glass, � HCl (short purge),  HCl (long purge). In (b) error
bars have been omitted for clarity.

3.2. Crystal Structure

Films for XRD analysis were deposited on quartz glass both without a capping layer and with a
capping layer of ~5 nm of aluminium oxide deposited in situ in order to prevent the films undergoing
hydrolysis in atmospheric moisture. The crystal structure was determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD)
using GIXRD. The results are shown in Figure 3a,b. The films show the zinc blende crystal structure
of γ-CuCl with no evidence of any other crystalline phases. The films with an Al2O3 capping layer
also showed the same structure with small additional broad peaks at ~36◦ and 45◦ (marked with
asterisks). These do not fit CuCl2 (PDF 9001506), CuO (PDF 1011148), Cu2O (PDF 1010926), or other
likely compounds. It is not clear what material they represent. The crystallites showed largely random
orientation although with some preferential (220) orientation for thinner films. For randomly oriented
films the intensity ratio I220/I111 ≈ 0.60 and the ratio here is much higher. However, it must be borne
in mind that because of the glancing angle X-ray incidence, any preferential orientation is not parallel
to the substrate. From these results we can conclude that the bulk of the film is γ-CuCl.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3. XRD spectra of (a) uncapped and (b) capped CuCl films on quartz substrates. Unidentified
peaks marked with asterisks. Note: The “missing” CuCl peaks ((200), (222), (400), and (420)) have low
intensities compared to the (111) peak for randomly oriented material (PDF 1010991).

3.3. Chemical Composition

The chemical composition was investigated by XPS. The scans were taken before and after Ar
sputter-cleaning of the substrate to investigate the extent of surface contamination. Table 2 shows the
analysis of survey scans of the deposited material for the unsputtered samples while Table 3 shows
the relative concentrations of Cu and Cl after Ar sputter cleaning for 150 s. The XPS analysis was
not performed in situ so there will be significant amounts of adventitious carbon from environmental
contamination between deposition and analysis for the unsputtered films. The sputtered samples
show significantly reduced C 1s signal. There is evidence, however, of the presence of carbon as a
residue from the organic precursors (see below). There is also some fluorine content in all films which
must come from the CuBTMSA precursor. There is significant uncertainty in the Cu/Cl ration due to
the dispersed crystallites which allow a large signal from the substrate material to be detected and
because the relative sensitivity factor for the XPS quantification for the Cl 2p peak is much lower than
for the Cu 2p peaks by a factor of ~11. Nevertheless, for the unsputtered samples the Cu/Cl ratio
is lower than the expected 1/1 ratio for CuCl; however, the sputter-cleaned samples show close to
the stoichiometric ratio. The low CuCl ratio for the unsputtered samples arises from the different
composition of the surface layer.

Table 2. Element concentration obtained from X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) survey scan
(not Ar-sputtered).

Sample Cycles
Concentration of Elements (at.%)

Cu 2p Cl 2p C 1s Si 2p Al 2p O 1s F 1s Cu/Cl

No cap

Q1 100 0.5 3.1 19.6 29.9 0.0 46.6 0.4 0.1
Q5 200 1.9 2.7 12.9 31.3 0.0 50.5 0.7 0.7
Q7 500 1.4 2.7 15.7 31.1 0.0 48.6 0.5 0.5
Q10 1000 3.8 10.2 50.7 12.8 0.0 21.0 0.6 0.4

Capped
Q2 100 0.3 0.8 22.1 8.4 21.9 46.3 0.3 0.3
Q6 200 0.2 0.5 23.9 6.0 23.2 45.7 0.4 0.4
Q8 500 0.2 0.7 25.9 5.5 24.0 43.5 0.3 0.3
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Table 3. Relative concentrations of Cu and Cl obtained from XPS (after Ar sputtering).

Sample Cycles
Relative Concentration of Cu and Cl

Cu 2p Cl 2p Cu/Cl

Q7 500 55 45 1.2
Q10 1000 49 51 1.0

Q8 (capped) 500 47 53 0.9

High-resolution scans of the Cl 2p peak from the uncapped samples with peak fittings are shown
in Figure 4 for the unsputtered and sputter-cleaned samples. For Q1, Q5, and Q7 the Cl 2p peak is well
fitted by one 2p doublet consisting of 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 components separated by 1.6 eV. Figure 4a is
representative of these. The binding energy values are consistent with those given for copper chlorides
although they cannot easily distinguish between Cu(I) and Cu(II) chloride. In general, the CuCl2
should appear at a higher binding energy [24–26]. Taking into account the XRD results which show
only CuCl we conclude that peak at ~199.0 eV is CuCl. There is no significant ClOx formation: this
would give rise to 2p3/2 peaks at energies approximately 206–208 eV [27], and there is no evidence
of these in the Cl 2p spectra. The peak details are given in Table 4. For sample Q10, if a single peak
fitting is used, the fitting error is significantly higher. However, the measured Q10 signal can be well
fitted with two 2p components separated by 0.6 eV (Figure 4b). This is consistent with the emergence
of two different bonding environments for Cl. The lower energy peak is characteristic of HCl·nH2O
(198.4 eV) [28] and is also consistent with CuCl bound to an organic ligand [29]. The peak area ratio
between this component and the one at slightly lower energy is 1.4 indicating significant surface
contamination. Figure 4c shows the Cl 2p peak for Q7 after Ar sputter-cleaning. For the Ar-sputtered
Q10 sample, again the best fit is with two doublets. In this case, the additional peak appears at higher
energy, consistent with the existence of an organic chloride [28,30].

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 4. XPS Cl 2p spectra for uncapped quartz samples showing fitted peaks: (a) Unsputtered Q7
500 c.; (b) unsputtered Q10 1000 c.; (c) Ar-sputtered Q7 500 c.; and (d) Ar-sputtered Q10 1000 c.
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Table 4. Components of Cl 2p XPS peaks.

Sample Cycles Peak 2p3/2 Binding Energy (eV) Area P2/P1 Peak FWHM (eV)

Q7, unsputtered 500 P1 199.0 – 1.2
Q7, Ar-sputtered 500 P1 199.6 – 1.2

Q10, unsputtered 1000
P1 198.9

1.0
1.2

P2 198.3 1.1

Q10, Ar-sputtered 1000
P1 199.1

0.2
1.2

P2 200.5 1.4
Q8 (capped), Ar-sputtered 500 P1 199.3 – 2.2

Figure 5 shows the high resolution 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 raw data scans scan of Cu and the
decomposition of the 2p3/2 peaks into individual components. Q7 is representative of the other
samples with less than 1000 c. deposition. Table 5 shows the peak positions and full width half
maxima (FWHM).

It is difficult to separate the Cu0, Cu+, and Cu2+ peaks solely by their binding energies but
taking into account the XRD spectra, peak P1 is assigned to CuCl which has been previously seen at
932.4–932.6 eV [31,32]. Peak P2 (~934 eV) could be indicative of CuO, CuCl2, or Cu with an organic
or organo-chlorate ligand [33–36]. However, the presence of Cu2+ species should be indicated by an
obvious shake-up satellite peak at ~940 eV [37] and there is no evidence of this in Q7 both with and
without sputtering (Figure 5a,b). Neither is there evidence for chlorate bonding in the Cl 2p spectra.
Therefore, Q7 contains only Cu+ bonds and P2 is ascribed to Cu(I) organic bonding. The amount
of the Cu organic contamination in both Q7 and Q10 is clearly less after Ar sputtering (Figure 5d,f).
Figure 5a,e, Q10 (1000 c., unsputtered), shows a large satellite peak at the expected energy for Cu2+

at ~940 eV together with a peak at 936.7 eV, P3, which may be evidence for some fluoride bound to
organic material [38]. However, the Q10 Ar-sputtered sample, Figure 5f, shows the same three peaks
as for the Q10 unsputtered sample with no evidence of a satellite peak. Therefore, it is not clear which
of the peaks is related to the Cu2+ satellite peak. It may be that the relatively lower intensity of P3 after
Ar sputtering gives rise to a much smaller satellite peak which is not visible in Figure 5f.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 5. Cont.
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(e) (f) 

Figure 5. XPS Cu 2p peaks, uncapped quartz samples: (a) Q7 500 c. and Q10 1000 c., unsputtered; (b) Q7
500 c. and Q10 1000 c., Ar-sputtered; (c) decomposed 2p3/2 peak, Q7, unsputtered; (d) decomposed
2p3/2 peak, Q7, Ar-sputtered; (e) decomposed 2p3/2 peak, Q10, unsputtered; and (f) decomposed 2p3/2

peak, Q10, Ar-sputtered.

Table 5. Peak parameters for Cu 2p XPS.

Sample Cycles Peak Cu 2p3/2 Binding Energy (eV) FWHM Assignment

Q7, unsputtered 500
P1 932.6 1.3 CuCl
P2 933.7 2.1 Cu(I) org.

Q7, Ar-sputtered 500
P1 932.8 1.3 CuCl
P2 933.7 2.1 Cu(I) org.

Q10, unsputtered 1000

P1 932.6 1.3 CuCl
P2 934.2 2.3 Cu(I) org.
P3 936.7 3.0 organofluoride
S 940.3 3.5 Cu2+

Q10, Ar-sputtered 1000
P1 932.5 1.5 CuCl
P2 933.8 2.0 Cu(I) org.
P3 936.7 3 organofluoride

Q8, Ar-sputtered 500
P1 933.2 1.8 CuCl
P2 934.7 2.1 Cu(I) org.

Observation of the O 1s spectra yields further information. The spectra for Q7 and Q10 before and
for Q10 after Ar sputtering are shown in Figure 6. The samples are dominated by the peak at 533.3 eV
due to SiO2 [39] from the quartz since the substrate coverage is not complete. Both unsputtered
samples, Figure 6a,b, also show a peak at ~534 eV which is probably O in an organic ligand indicating
some residual CuBTMSA precursor material in the film. In addition, Figure 6b shows a large additional
peak at 535.8 eV, which is at an energy which has been ascribed to an O atom linked to a CF containing
ligand [30]. This again is likely due to some partially decomposed CuBTMSA precursor. Figure 6c is
representative of all the sputtered samples and shows only the SiO2 peak indicating that the oxygen
bonded to organic material is only on the surface.

When the Cl 2p, Cu 2p, and O 1s results are taken together with the XRD results, it is clear that the
bulk of the films consists of γ-CuCl with a certain amount of organic contamination from the precursor
molecules. This is confirmed by the presence of significant carbon content even in the Ar-sputtered
samples. The unsputtered samples show, as is to be expected, greater organic contamination, including
from F-containing organic fragments and HCl from the CuBTMSA and PyrHCl precursors, respectively.
The exact nature of the bonding is the subject of further investigation.
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6. Decomposition of O 1s peaks for uncapped quartz samples: (a) Q7 500 c., unsputtered;
(b) Q10 1000 c., unsputtered; and (c) Q10 1000 c., Ar-sputtered.

Thin uncapped CuCl films will hydrolyse after approximately one day. Figure 7 and Tables 3–5
show measurements on the sputter cleaned sample Q8 (500 c., Al2O3 capped) after exposure to normal
atmosphere for approximately 3 weeks. The curves and tabulated data are very similar to those of the
uncapped samples with the same number of growth cycles kept in an inert atmosphere (Figures 4c
and 5e). They show no evidence of degradation, indicating that 5 nm of oxide capping layer provides
an effective barrier to hydrolysis of the films.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Decomposition of (a) Cl 2p and (b) Cu 2p3/2 peaks of Q8 (500 c. capped, Ar-sputtered) after
approximately 3 weeks in normal air.

3.4. Photoluminescence

The photoluminescence signals obtained from sample Q10 (1000 c., uncapped) were easily
measurable at room temperature. Shown in Figure 8 is the experimental spectrum, decomposed
into three Gaussian bands located on a linear background. The sum fits the measured data within
background noise. The band parameters are listed in Table 6. We use band area as the measure of
its strength. The location of the PL maximum is very close to the position of the strongest PL2 band,
coinciding with the position of the absorption peak PL2 (3.248 eV) of Table 6 within experimental
uncertainty. The weaker but discernible high-energy PL3 band at 3.308 eV lies 0.06 eV above PL2.
The lower energy band PL1 is situated at 3.225 eV, approximately 0.10 eV lower than PL2. These results
are similar to those observed on CuCl films obtained by thermal evaporation [40] and magnetron
sputtering [41]. Those showed that at low temperature the emission peak could be resolved into
three components which broadened into one composite peak at room temperature. The main peak
was identified as the Z3 free exciton peak observed at energy 3.227 eV at 15 K. This peak shifted to
higher energy of 3.243 eV at room temperature, a shift of approximately 0.016 eV [42]. This peak is
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almost at the same energy as the main peak reported here (3.248 eV). The peak shown here can also be
decomposed into three components. By comparison with these results and allowing for the shift with
temperature, the main peak indicating the most probable radiative channel is ascribed to the Z3 exciton.
The lower energy peak we see at 3.225 eV (385.4 nm) can be ascribed to the I1 peak due to an exciton
bound to an impurity, probably a Cu vacancy [43]. The higher energy peak at 3.308 eV (375.8 nm) can
be ascribed to the Z1,2 exciton. PL mapping across the sample shown in Figure 9 (32 × 32 μm2, step
4 μm) shows intensity varying by a factor of approximately 2, due to local variations of the effective
film thickness. No changes in peak position, width or shape were observed.

Figure 8. Photoluminescence emission intensity vs. photon energy showing resolved peaks for Q10
(1000 c. uncapped sample). The dashed line is the fitted peak.

Table 6. Best-fit parameters of the Gaussian bands used in modelling the PL spectrum of Figure 8.

Band Strength (a.u.) Position (eV) Width (eV)

PL1 5.8 ± 0.3 3.225 ± 0.010 0.097 ± 0.010
PL2 13.1 ± 0.3 3.248 ± 0.010 0.056 ± 0.010
PL3 0.7 ± 0.3 3.308 ± 0.010 0.054 ± 0.02

(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Uncapped quartz sample Q10, 1000 c. (a) White light photography and (b) integral PL
intensity (arb. units) over the same area of the substrate with 4 × 4 μm2 resolution.

3.5. Reflectance

The measured reflectance spectrum of the thickest uncapped CuCl film (Q10 1000 c.) is shown in
Figure 10a. It shows a significant increase of the reflected intensity compared to the bare substrate,
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which is indicative of a larger optical density of the film. In addition, a fairly strong spectral structure
with maximum intensity at about 3.3 eV has apparently at least two narrow components. The latter are
better seen in the twice differentiated spectra plotted in Figure 10b. The differentiation enhances the
sharper structures and suppresses the flat background. Based on the narrow structures in the derivative
spectra, we have fitted the measured reflectance with a model consisting of a flat background dielectric
function, with two superposed Gaussian absorption bands. The model lineshape of Figure 10a,b
represents the best-fit results with the (fitted) value of the film thickness of 29 nm, and the background
value of the real part of its dielectric function of 3.2. The resulting parameters of the bands are listed in
Table 7. The strength parameter is proportional to the area below the absorptive (imaginary) part of
the dielectric function, having the units of eV; however, we are interested in relative values and use
arbitrary units here.

  
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 10. (a) Normal incidence reflectance spectra of the uncapped, 1000 c. sample; the positions
of two prominent Gaussian bands are indicated by arrows, bare substrate (dashed line); (b) second
derivative; and (c) second derivative of the reflectance spectrum from the capped, 500 c. sample.
Measured data (symbols), model lineshapes (red solid and dashed lines).

Table 7. Best-fit parameters of the Gaussian bands used in modelling the reflectance spectra of Figure 10.

Band Strength (a.u.) Position (eV) Width (eV)

R1 0.03 ± 0.01 3.25 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.02
R2 0.23 ± 0.01 3.33 ± 0.01 0.14 ± 0.02

The two Gaussian bands are 0.08 eV apart, which is in a good agreement with the distance of
0.06 eV seen in the absorption spectra of Z3 (3.23 eV) and Z1,2 (3.308 eV) excitons at in the PL results
and those seen at 4 K [44]. In addition, the significantly larger strength of the upper (3.30 eV) band is
clearly seen in the reflectance results, in contrast to the PL intensities. This is similar to the relative
intensities seen in direct optical absorption measurements [18,45]. We have also observed a weak and
broad luminescence band centred at about 2.7 eV, with the maximum signal below 4% of the main
PL band; its high energy tail forms the smooth background seen in Figure 7. This may be due to
radiative recombination of defect states in the CuCl crystallites, as well as other species present in the
deposited layer.

A film of the sample Q8 (500 c. with an Al2O3 capping layer) displays a reduced intensity
excitonic structure in the differentiated reflectance, see Figure 10c. The results are compatible with
reduced effective film thickness of approximately 12 nm. In addition, the upper lineshape seems to be
narrower than that of the thicker sample Q10, probably due to the smaller dispersion of the crystallite
sizes. It can be seen that reflectance measurements are a useful way to identify the presence of CuCl
in thin films. This method would be particularly useful where the film is deposited on a non-UV
transparent substrate.
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The reflectance of sample Q8 was remeasured after approximately three weeks in normal
atmosphere. A comparison between the two measurements is shown in Figure 11. There is no
significant change to the excitonic absorption confirming the XPS results that 5 nm of ALD Al2O3

provides an effective protection layer for the CuCl. This is consistent with published work showing
that ALD Al2O3 constitutes a good moisture diffusion barrier when applied to other materials [46].

Figure 11. Comparison of reflectance curves (2nd derivative) for aluminium oxide-capped sample Q8
before and after approximately 3-week exposure to ambient air.

4. Conclusions

It has been demonstrated that CuCl can be deposited by sequentially pulsed vapour deposition
process using the precursors [Bis(trimethylsilyl)acetylene](hexafluoroacetylacetonato)copper(I) and
pyridine hydrochloride and that an in situ ALD capping layer of aluminium oxide is an effective
barrier for preventing atmospheric degradation. The crystal structure has been shown to be the
zinc blende-structure γ-CuCl by XRD. The crystallites become more facetted as the film thickness
increases. The bulk of films shows only some organic contamination from incomplete precursor
reaction, however, there is heavier organic contamination on the surface, again from unreacted
precursor molecules. The characteristic photoluminescence behaviour of CuCl has been shown with
emissions from the Z1,2, Z3 and bound excitons. The chemical composition was investigated by XPS:
the 200 c. and 500 c. films show surface layers with predominantly Cu+ bonding from CuCl with
some organic contamination. The thicker films with 1000 deposition cycles have significant Cu2+

content from CuF2 or F containing organic fragments. Optical reflectance measurements have shown
that the characteristic exciton absorptions can be detected, at similar energies to optical absorption
features measured by transmission. This enables exciton absorption measurements to be carried out
on nontransparent samples.

The overall results show that this is a method for deposition of nanocrystalline arrays suitable
for further investigation for the development of new optoelectronic structures and devices. Further
studies are also required to clarify the difference in chemical composition between the surface layers
and the bulk of the film.
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Abstract: The catalytic behaviour of Ag2O and Ag doped CeO2 thin films, deposited by atomic layer
deposition (ALD), was investigated for diesel soot oxidation. The silver oxide was deposited from
pulses of the organometallic precursor (hfac)Ag(PMe3) and ozone at 200 ◦C with growth rate of
0.28 Å/cycle. Thickness, crystallinity, elemental composition, and morphology of the Ag2O and
Ag doped CeO2 films deposited on Si (100) were characterized by ellipsometry, X-ray diffraction
(XRD), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), atomic force microscopy (AFM), and field emission
scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), respectively. The catalytic effect on diesel soot combustion of
pure Ag2O, CeO2, and Ag doped CeO2 films grown on stainless steel foil supports was measured
with oxidation tests. Nominally CeO2:Ag 10:1 doped CeO2 films were most effective and oxidized
100% of soot at 390 ◦C, while the Ag2O films were 100% effective at 410 ◦C. The doped films also
showed much higher stability; their performance remained stable after five tests with only a 10%
initial reduction in efficiency whereas the performance of the Ag2O films reduced by 50% after the
first test. It was concluded that the presence of Ag+ sites on the catalyst is responsible for the high
soot oxidation activity.

Keywords: silver oxide; cerium oxide; oxidation; diesel soot; catalysis; ALD

1. Introduction

The number of diesel-powered vehicles has increased rapidly in recent years due to their reduced
fuel consumption and thus lower CO2 emission compared to petrol engines. However, diesel engines
produce a high content of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and particulate matter (PM) in their exhaust [1].
These emissions have a negative impact on human health causing respiratory, cardiovascular, and lung
diseases, as well as on the environment such as disruption of the natural growth of plants and pollution
of air, water, and soil [2,3]. Even though it is likely that many diesel engines will be replaced by petrol
or electric engines in the future, there will still be a great need for diesel exhaust cleaning for some
time to come.

In order to remove soot from the exhaust, diesel particulate filters (DPFs) are widely used [1].
Conventional DPFs require periodic regeneration by increasing the temperature of the exhaust gases
to the soot combustion temperature, which is approximately 600 ◦C [4]. This method results in an
increase in fuel consumption and clogging of the DPF by ash resulting in a slow increase of back
pressure in the exhaust [1].
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The composition of the exhaust mixture also affects the catalytic activity. Oxygen and NO2 are
generally used to oxidize diesel soot. NO contained in the raw exhaust gas is oxidized with excess
oxygen into NO2. Therefore, the development of catalysts, which can produce highly reactive oxygen
species from O2 molecules and NO2 from NO, is the key issue. The catalyst promotes NO to NO2

oxidation and NO2 is then transported via the gas phase over the soot particles, oxidizing carbon while
being reduced back to NO [5,6].

The preferred solution for continuous regeneration of the DPF is a catalysed diesel particulate
filter (C-DPF) [7]. The main requirements for the catalyst are a reduction in temperature at which soot
combustion occurs and long-term thermal and chemical stability.

Ceria-based catalysts have been studied in depth for various environmental applications such as
three-way catalysts (TWC) for automotive pollution control, fluid catalytic cracking (FCC), and fuel
cells [8,9]. The high potential of ceria as a catalyst is due to its fast and reversible reduction to
sub-stoichiometric phases (CeO2–CeO2−x) as well as the high mobility of oxygen ions in its crystal
lattice [10]. However, the use of metal-doped oxide catalysts can improve the performance of the
bare oxide due to the increased mobility of oxygen species or the facilitation of the redox mechanisms
associated with oxygen release/adsorption [11].

The influence of doping elements on the catalytic properties of ceria has been reported on recently
by many researchers. The catalytic activity of ceria can be enhanced by doping with isovalent (Ti4+,
Zr4+, Hf4+, Sn4+, etc.) and aliovalent (Zn2+, La3+, Ag+, Eu3+, etc.) cations into the ceria lattice [12–15].
Furthermore, the beneficial influence of Rh, Pd, Cu, Au, and Ag supported CeO2 catalysts has been
reported on elsewhere [16–18]. These reports showed increased electron mobility between the cerium
buffer layer and support, favouring the formation of oxygen vacancies in CeO2. Rangaswamy et al. [19]
studied CeO2–Sm2O3 and CeO2–La2O3 catalysts, which could oxidize 50% of diesel soot under loose
contact mode at 517 and 579 ◦C, respectively.

Among the metal additives investigated so far, Ag-based materials are the most promising
catalysts for oxidizing diesel soot at low temperatures. Aneggi et al. [20] reported the effect of Ag
addition on various metal oxides (CeO2, ZrO2, Al2O3) during soot oxidation activity. They showed that
Ag/CeO2 and Ag/ZrO2 catalysts have high soot oxidation activity in the temperature region around
300 ◦C under tight contact mode. Haneda et al. [21] also performed isotopic transient kinetic analysis
on Ag/ZrO2 catalyst and concluded that the presence of Ag+ sites in Ag/ZrO2 was responsible for the
high soot oxidation activity. Ag and Fe doped Mn2O3 catalysts were examined by Kuwahara et al. to
enhance soot oxidation under tight contact mode and showed the T50 (the temperature for 50% of soot
combustion) at 290 ◦C and at 328 ◦C, respectively. Based on their measurements, the mechanism of
soot oxidation was proposed to be by the activated lattice oxygen species in Ag doped Mn2O3 catalyst
via the redox of Ag0/Ag2O species [22].

Machida et al. [9] investigated silver loading onto CeO2 and showed the enhancement of catalytic
activity for soot oxidation because of the enhanced generation of superoxide. Shimizu et al. [23]
showed that the presence of Ag metal nanoparticles on CeO2 significantly improved the reactivity of
CeO2 lattice oxygen during soot decomposition under oxygen and under inert atmosphere. In addition,
a dopant of silver in CeO2 may increase oxygen mobility due to a weakened Ce–O bond [24].

There are a number of methods of preparation of Ag doped CeO2 catalysts such as co-precipitation [25],
impregnation [19,26], and liquid-phase chemical reduction [20]. We chose to use atomic layer deposition
(ALD). The benefits of ALD compared to the other methods are extreme film thickness uniformity,
precise thickness control, excellent step coverage, and high reproducibility. The thickness of the films
can be easily controlled by controlling the number of deposition cycles. Furthermore, the fact that
ALD operates via self-limiting surface reactions in consecutive cycles means that doping materials can
be introduced with greater control and tuning than other deposition methods. ALD can be used to
deposit catalytic coatings on high surface area porous powder supports or on geometrically complex
structures [27] such as particulate filters in diesel engine exhaust systems.
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In this study, we investigated the ALD of Ag2O and Ag doped CeO2 for catalytic applications
in soot combustion under loose contact mode. The crystal structure, morphology, and composition
properties of the deposited films were analysed. The effect of doping on the efficacy of soot combustion
in annealing tests was also studied, paying particular attention to the doping concentration and
oxidation state of silver in the CeO2 thin films.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Catalyst Preparation

The deposition of Ag doped cerium oxide was carried out using an F-120 ALD reactor (ASM
Microchemistry Ltd., Espoo, Finland). Thin films were deposited with different doping concentrations
at a reaction temperature of 200 ◦C. The cyclic nature of ALD means that pulses of dopant can
easily be incorporated into the main process. The desired composition of catalytic thin film can
be achieved by depositing n cycles of the base CeO2 material (where n can be varied to suit the
required doping level) with one cycle of the doping material inserted (Figure 1). The supercycle
(n + 1), which consists of two individual ALD processes, was repeated x times until the required
film thickness was achieved. The process for CeO-based material contains two half-cycles using
2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptadionatecerium Ce(C11H19O2)4 (Ce(thd)4 for brevity) and O3 as precursors.
The Ag doping material also comprises two half-cycles of Ag precursor (see below) and O3.

 

Figure 1. A schematic representation of the atomic layer deposition (ALD) supercycle used to deposit
Ag doped CeO2 catalytic thin films.

Ce(thd)4 (Volatec, Porvoo, Finland) and trimethylphosphine (hexafluoroacetylacetonalo)-silver
Ag(CF3COCHCOCF3)P(CH3)3 ((hfac)Ag(PMe3), 99%; Strem Chemicals, Newburyport, MA, USA)
were used as Ce and Ag precursors respectively. Ozone O3 was used as the co-reactant in both cases
and was generated by an ozone generator (Wedeco Modular 4HC Lab, Herford, Germany) from a pure
oxygen (>99.999%) source. Ozone concentration was 120 g/m3. Nitrogen (>99.999%) was used as a
carrier and purge gas between precursor pulses. The pressure in the reactor was approximately 1 mbar.
Ce(thd)4 and (hfac)Ag(PMe3) were evaporated at 160 and 80 ◦C, respectively to achieve sufficient
vapour pressure. The saturated deposition rate in the ALD supercycle should be obtained when
the two individual ALD processes are in saturation. We used the previously optimized CeO2 ALD
process parameters: 1.5 s Ce(thd)4 dose, 2.5 s purge, 2.5 s O3 dose, 2.5 s purge [28]. The pulse time for
(hfac)Ag(PMe3) was varied from 0.5 to 4 s in 0.5 s steps while keeping the O3 pulse time constant at
2.5 s. After finding the optimal pulse time for (hfac)Ag(PMe3) the pulse time for O3 was determined
with the same method with 2.5 s of the purge time.
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In order to achieve doping of CeO2 with Ag, one supercycle consisted of n CeO2 cycles, with
n equal to 10, 20, and 30, and 1 cycle of Ag. The supercycle was repeated 150, 75, and 50 times for
CeO2:Ag ratios 10:1, 20:1, and 30:1 respectively in order to achieve comparable film thicknesses.

Silicon substrates <100> (Si-Mat, Kaufering, Germany) were used for process development while
stainless steel foil AISI 316 with a thickness of 0.025 mm (Goodfellow Cambridge Ltd., London, UK)
was used as a substrate for soot burning tests. Stainless steel foil was chosen because of its relatively
low weight, which reduced the error during weighing of samples to determine the amount of soot
oxidation. The substrates were cut in pieces of 20 mm × 10 mm and cleaned using an ultrasonic bath
with acetone, isopropanol, and deionized water consecutively, each with a time of 5 min and thereafter
dried using compressed air.

2.2. Soot Deposition System

The soot deposition system was described in detail in the previous report [28]. Briefly, the diesel
soot was generated with a Webasto diesel engine preheater (Webasto group, Stockdorf, Germany) from
diesel fuel and air. The samples were placed on the heating plate and exposed to exhaust gases for
1.5 min. The amount of deposited soot was measured by weighing the samples.

2.3. Catalyst Characterization

A spectroscopic ellipsometer J.A. Woollam M-2000UI (J.A. Woollam Co., Lincoln, NE, USA) was
used to determine the catalytic film thickness. This was obtained by using a Cauchy model for fitting.

The surface topography of the catalytic thin films was evaluated with field emission scanning
electron microscopy (FESEM) Hitachi S-4800 (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan). An atomic force microscopy
(AFM) (Park NX10, Park Systems, Suwon, Korea) was utilized for analysing the film morphological
properties such as roughness and cluster size. All measurements were done in non-contact mode with
a cantilever force constant of 42 N/m.

The crystal structure of the catalytic materials was studied by a Rigaku SmartLab® Type F XRD
(Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan; Cu-Kα radiation, λ = 1.5418 Å). The grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD)
scan was collected with a grazing incidence angle of 0.5◦. Scan speed of 0.9◦/min and 2θ values from
20◦ to 90◦ were used. The high resolution scan was taken with speed 0.045◦/min.

The surface chemical composition, bonding properties and analysis of impurities in the deposited
films were investigated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) using an ESCALAB 250Xi (Thermo
Scientific, Loughborough, UK) with a monochromated Al-Kα (energy of 1486.7 eV) X-ray source in the
constant pass energy mode with a value of 50 eV. For high resolution spectra of Ag 3d a pass energy
of 20 eV with resolution 0.1 eV was used. Charging compensation by an electron flood source was
used in all measurements to minimize binding energy shifts. The binding energy of C 1s was set to be
284.5 eV as an internal standard for calibration. Sputtering by Ar+ ions at 2 kV for 20 s was applied to
remove surface contaminations and obtain actual carbon levels in the films. Deconvolution and fitting
of the obtained peaks were made with Avantage software (Version 5.938) using Smart type background
and applying 90:10 Gaussian-Lorentzian peaks.

2.4. Catalytic Activity

Five samples of Ag doped CeO2, pure CeO2 and pure Ag2O catalytic coatings were separately
deposited on stainless steel foils for evaluation of catalytic activity. For measurement of the amount
of combusted soot, annealing tests were performed by placing the catalytic samples covered with
soot into an oven and measuring the weight loss of the samples over 2 h in the temperature range of
300–490 ◦C in ambient atmosphere. The molar ratio of catalysts to carbon was approximately 1:80
with average soot mass of 0.7 g. The annealing measurements were repeated 5 times to evaluate
reproducibility of the prepared catalysts.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Ag2O and Ag-Doped CeO2 ALD Film Deposition

3.1.1. Ag2O

The concept of the supercycle can be effective when two individual processes are compatible with
each other and each is in saturation. Therefore, before the introduction of Ag as a dopant into the
CeO2 structure, silver oxide thin films were deposited first on silicon substrates to find the self-limiting
growth regime of the ALD process. This could be assessed by measuring the growth rate as a function
of the amount of precursor delivered into the reactor. The ALD saturation growth study was carried out
at deposition temperature of 200 ◦C. This temperature was chosen to match the reaction temperature
of CeO2 and it has been shown that the nucleation period of Ag is significantly shortened at this
temperature [29]. Figure 2 shows the saturation curves for (hfac)Ag(PMe3) and O3. The pulsing time
of (hfac)Ag(PMe3) or O3 was adjusted within the range of 0.5–4 s while the other precursor pulse was
fixed at 2.5 s. The saturation of (hfac)Ag(PMe3) and O3 precursors can be seen at 2.5 s with constant
Ag2O growth rate of 0.28 Å/cycle. No further increase of the growth rate was noticed after increasing
the precursor pulse time up to 4 s.

Figure 2. The effect of ozone and (hfac)Ag(PMe3) pulse time on the growth rate of silver oxide at
200 ◦C reactor temperature.

Figure 3 shows the Ag2O film thickness versus the number of ALD cycles from 10 to 750 deposited
at 200 ◦C. From Figure 3 it can be seen that the thickness increases linearly after 100 ALD cycles.
The incorporation of silver atoms is directly related to the density of hydroxyl groups on the substrate
surface that act as adsorption sites for (hfac)Ag(PMe3) molecules. As illustrated in Figure 3, the initial
growth rate of the films per cycle (GPC) is substrate dependent at the start of the ALD process and it
takes about 100 cycles to obtain a stable GPC of 0.28 Å/cycle. The film growth can be separated into
two regimes: an island-like growth for the first 100 cycles and layer-by-layer growth as is expected from
the proceeding atomic layer deposition. If the bare Si has a higher density of reactive sites compared to
the deposited Ag2O or these sites have a higher reactivity than the reactive sites on Ag2O, then the
growth rate will initially be higher until a complete film is formed. Alternatively, some hfac ligands
may not be completely removed by ozone and may remain bound to the surface. These comments are
expanded on in Section 3.1.2.
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Figure 3. Thickness of the silver oxide film as a function of the number of deposition cycles at the
deposition temperature of 200 ◦C.

3.1.2. Ag Doped CeO2

The film thickness after deposition with different CeO2:Ag ratios was measured by spectroscopic
ellipsometry. The total number of CeO2 cycles was chosen to be 1500 while the number of Ag cycles
was varied from 50 up to 150 according to the supercycle configuration. Growth rate of the films per
cycle (GPC) over the total number of ALD cycles is shown in Figure 4 as a function of Ag dopant
fraction in CeO2 film. The reduction of GPC with increasing Ag dose observed in Figure 4 could be the
result of a slight etching of CeO2 by (hfac)Ag(PMe3), but it could also be due to nucleation delay and
the inhibition of CeO2 growth after (hfac)Ag(PMe3) pulsing.

Figure 4. The effect of Ag concentration on the growth rate of Ag doped CeO2 thin films at 200 ◦C
reactor temperature.

The comparison of the two calculated and experimental silver doping concentrations inside
the Ag doped CeO2 films is shown in Figure 5. The calculated value is determined by the ratio of
the number of doping ALD cycles divided by the total number of ALD cycles in one supercycle
(1/(n + 1)). The experimental value is obtained from XPS measurements. It is worth emphasizing that
the concentrations of dopant do not relate directly to the doping efficiency. Some of the dopant silver
atoms might have formed silver oxide or alloy clusters rather than only doping the film, as will be
discussed in Section 3.2.
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Figure 5. Relationship between CeO2:Ag pulsing ratio vs. silver molar percent in the corresponding
Ag doped CeO2 thin films.

The hypothetical deposition of Ag doped CeO2 by ALD can be explained as follows: (a) Ce(thd)4

adsorbs on nucleation sites (–OH) and dissociates into the attached fraction Ce(thd)x*, where * designates
surface species, with x varying from 1 to 3 depending on the number of OH sites it bonds to. Most
probably, some –OH groups remain unreacted, due to steric hindrance; (b) Ozone regenerates O* groups
which can act as nucleation sites during subsequent (hfac)Ag(PMe3) exposures. The O3 half-cycle also
probably results in the formation of OH groups because of decomposition of the precursor ligand; (c)
(hfac)Ag(PMe3) may adsorb on Ce–O* or Ce–OH nucleation sites and on unreacted –OH groups,
and dissociates into Ce(hfac)* and Ag(hfac)* species; (d) ozone may react with Ce(hfac)* and Ag(hfac)*
species regenerating O* groups for further Ce(thd)4 exposures. We propose that during Ce(thd)4

treatments, not all –OH or regenerated O* groups can react with the precursor or, as mentioned above,
hfac ligands remain bound to the surface and cannot be completely removed by ozone. This statement
is supported by XPS measurements, where a high level of impurities was noticed, and is discussed
in detail in Section 3.2. It could be the reason for formation of Ag2O clusters in the films with higher
concentration of Ag doping, as will be considered during AFM and SEM analysis. With more CeO2

ALD cycles, more nucleation sites are generated and this facilitates the growth of CeO2 thin film with
Ag as a dopant.

3.2. Catalyst Characterization

Ag2O and Ag-Doped CeO2

In examining the nucleation effect and morphology of the resulting ALD of Ag2O, several AFM
images were taken with variable ALD cycles (Figure 6). The average size of Ag2O nanoparticles
after 25 ALD cycles was around 22 nm with film roughness of 1.5 nm. After 100 ALD cycles, large
nanoparticles with size of around 40 nm were present with a high nanoparticle density (Figure 6a)
and overall surface coverage. The AFM image of 500 cycles of Ag2O film is shown in Figure 6b, which
demonstrates that the surface is now fully covered with silver, having grain sizes between 40 and
46 nm. As was shown in Figure 3, the nucleation region for Ag2O ALD occurs over 100 cycles; Ag2O
films can nucleate and grow by the Volmer–Weber (VW) growth mechanism, where the deposited
atoms form islands or clusters and three dimensional aggregates on the substrate. Growth of these
clusters, along with coarsening, can be a cause of rough thin films on the substrate surface [30].
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Figure 6. The atomic force microscopy (AFM) non-contact mode images of Ag2O deposited with:
(a) 25 cycles (Ra 0.7 nm); (b) 100 cycles (Ra 1.5 nm); (c) 250 cycles (Ra 1.6 nm); and (d) 500 cycles (Ra

1.7 nm). Axis scales are in nm.

All the Ag2O thin films deposited on Si had a visual matt finish, which is a sign of rough
microstructure. SEM studies supported the AFM results (Figure 7). The 250 and 500 ALD cycles
films were confirmed to consist of particles with widely different sizes as a result of coalescence and
secondary nucleation on existing particles.

Figure 7. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of Ag2O thin films deposited with different
number of cycles at 200 ◦C resulting in different thicknesses (5.8, 8.8, and 13.8 nm).

The AFM and SEM analyses on Figures 8 and 9 show that the surface morphology of Ag doped
CeO2 films changes in accordance with silver concentration in the film. It can be seen that the reduction
of Ag concentration dramatically decreases crystal and cluster sizes in doped films. Figures 8a and 9a
suggest that higher concentration of Ag (CeO2:Ag 10:1) inhibits CeO2 growth so that the Ag nuclei
are not covered with CeO2 and so the next Ag cycle nucleates more easily on top of the Ag and can
therefore form bigger crystals of about 50 nm in size. Such large nanoparticles were noticed on pure
Ag2O and described above. With lower doping concentration of Ag in CeO2 thin films, no crystals
larger than 25 nm were noticed.

Figure 8. The AFM non-contact mode images of Ag doped CeO2 in different CeO2:Ag ratios deposited
at 200 ◦C: (a) 10:1; (b) 20:1; (c) 30:1; and (d) CeO2. The scales are in nm.
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Figure 9. SEM of Ag doped CeO2 in different CeO2:Ag ratios (a) 10:1, (b) 20:1, and (c) 30:1 deposited at
200 °C.

Figure 10a shows XRD spectra of Ag2O, CeO2, and Ce:Ag 10:1, 20:1, and 30:1 Ag doped CeO2 films
in the 2θ range of 20◦–90◦. The Ag2O films showed strong X-ray diffraction peaks at 2θ = 32.7◦ and
38.3◦ related to the (111) and to (200) cubic planes of Ag2O, respectively (ICCD Card No: 00-41-1104).
They revealed that the films deposited at 200 ◦C contained only Ag2O crystallites. The diffraction
peaks at 2θ angles of 28.6◦, 33.6◦, 47.6◦, and 56.3◦ can be identified for all the other samples and
attributed to (111), (200), (220), and (311) planes of cubic cerium oxide, respectively (COD database,
card No 9009008). The XRD patterns of CeO2, Ag2O, and Ag doped CeO2 in the 2θ range 24–40◦

were expanded (Figure 10b) to analyse the position of CeO2 and Ag2O reflections in the X-ray spectra
in more detail. Figure 10b shows that the cerium oxide peak intensity and the shape of (200) plane
reflection in the Ag doped CeO2 samples decreased and broadened, respectively, with increasing Ag
doping, compared to the pure CeO2 catalyst.

Figure 10. (a) X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of Ag2O, CeO2 and Ag doped CeO2 with different
Ce:Ag ratios 10:1, 20:1, and 30:1 deposited at 200 ◦C. (b) XRD patterns of slow scans of CeO2, Ag2O
and Ag doped CeO2 with different Ce:Ag ratios 10:1, 20:1, 30:1 in the 2θ range of 24–40◦.

The mean grain size, assuming spherical grains, of CeO2 can be determined from the full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of the (111) XRD peak, through Scherrer’s equation. The grain sizes calculated
from the (111) plane reflection of CeO2 are indicated in Table 1. XRD analyses confirm the decrease
of the CeO2 crystallite size of (111) plane as the Ag amount increases. This behaviour is related to
the occurrence of lattice defects due to the presence of the dopant, which leads to deformations in
the crystalline structure and smaller crystallites. The XRD data do not show any peaks related to
Ag species for CeO2:Ag 20:1 and 30:1 catalysts, which is, most probably, demonstrative of a high
distribution of the dopants in the CeO2 samples. The CeO2 (200) and Ag2O (111) appear at very similar
positions. However, for higher amount of Ag doping Ce:Ag 10:1, a small peak from the Ag2O (200)
plane reflection can be observed (Figure 10b). In the CeO2 lattice, the radius of Ce4+ ion is 0.97 Å.
However, the ionic radius of Ag+ ions is 1.28 Å [31]. As such, substitution or replacement of Ag+ ions
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for Ce4+ ions in the CeO2 lattice requires high energy [32] and from the XRD there is no evidence of
significant substitutional doping during ALD of Ag doped CeO2 thin films from a shift in the position
of the CeO2 peaks to smaller angles. Ag2O forms as metal oxide or alloy clusters in CeO2:Ag 10:1
catalyst and inhibits CeO2 crystal formation.

Table 1. Grain size of CeO2 (111) plane reflection based on Scherrer’s equation.

Catalyst Grain Size of CeO2 (111) (nm)

CeO2 10.2
Ce:Ag 30:1 8.7
Ce:Ag 20:1 7.1
Ce:Ag 10:1 6.2

XPS was employed to analyse the chemical state of the as-deposited Ag2O thin films and the Ag
doping in CeO2 films, which were controlled by varying the Ce:Ag supercycle binary process pulse
ratio. The information on silver and cerium oxidation states was obtained from the high resolution Ag
3d and Ce 3d spectra after Ar+ bombardment to exclude surface contaminations.

Using the values of surface atomic composition from Table 2, an estimation of the O/Ce and
O/Ag atomic ratio can be obtained. The ratio O/Ce for the cerium oxide deposited at 200 ◦C is around
two, which indicates that the pure CeO2 is stoichiometric. The carbon impurity level is around 21 at.%,
which arise from the Ce(thd)4. The Ag to O ratio in the Ag2O films was estimated to be close to 2:1,
which indicates that the film primarily consists of Ag2O with 14.2% of carbon, 0.5% of F, and 3% of
N as the main impurities in that film. With regard to the Ag/Ce surface atomic ratio, an important
enhancement with Ag loading is observed, indicative of an increase in the number of Ag surface atoms.
We found from survey spectra that by changing the Ce:Ag ratio from 30:1 to 10:1 the amount of Ag
increases from ~2 at.% to ~9.7 at.%., as measured by XPS (Table 2).

Table 2. Surface elemental composition of Ag doped CeO2, Ag2O, and CeO2 thin films.

Catalyst
Surface Composition (at.%)

Ag/Ce (from Survey)
Ce 3d Ag 3d O 1s C 1s F 1s N 1s

Ce:Ag 10:1 21.4 9.7 46.1 13.9 8.1 6 0.453
Ce:Ag 20:1 23.9 4.5 43.8 15.7 7.1 5 0.188
Ce:Ag 30:1 26.6 2.0 39.9 17.4 5.7 3.6 0.075

Ag2O – 56 27.3 14.2 0.5 3 –
CeO2 25.9 – 52.9 21.5 – – –

High resolution spectra of the Ag 3d peaks of Ag2O and Ag doped CeO2 thin films with
the nominal ratio Ce:Ag from 30:1 to 10:1 give us indications of the chemical state of Ag atoms
(Figure 11). The pure Ag2O films showed only one peak at 368.2 eV. The binding energy which has
been observed for pure Ag2O thin film is 367.2 eV, which consists of the dominant oxidation state
Ag+ [33]. The spectrum here shows a shift of ~1 eV in the peak position compared to the previously
found results which may be due to sample charging. The spectrum showed core level binding energies
at about 368.2 ± 0.1 eV and 374.2 ± 0.1 eV related to the Ag 3d5/2 and Ag 3d3/2 respectively with
spin orbit separation of 6 eV [34]. Each Ag 3d level in Ag doped CeO2 films can be deconvoluted
into three peaks, with corresponding binding energies 368.2, 369.2, and 367.2 eV, which are consistent
with those of Ag+, Ag0, and Ag2+ (Table 3), allowing for the shift due to sample charging [35–37].
The estimated percentages of the three peaks, shown in Table 3, indicates that with increasing Ag
doping concentration in CeO2 films from 30:1 to 10:1, the Ag+ oxidation state also grows from 38.4%
to 85%, respectively. At the same time the Ag0 oxidation state decreases from 59% to 9.7% for CeO2

doped Ag films deposited with the ratio Ce:Ag from 30:1 to 10:1, respectively.
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Figure 11. High resolution Ag 3d X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra of (a) pure Ag2O and
Ag doped CeO2 in different CeO2:Ag ratio (b) 10:1, (c) 20:1, and (d) 30:1.

Table 3. Binding energies and integrated peak areas of Ag 3d spin-orbit doublets in Ag2O, Ag doped
CeO2 and CeO2 thin films.

Catalyst

Compound (BE, eV)
Concentration of Ce4+

(at.%) (Excluding C)
Concentration of Ce3+

(at.%) (Excluding C)
Ce3+/Ce4+

(%)Ag+

(368.2 ± 0.1)
Ag0

(369.2 ± 0.1)
Ag2+

(367.2)

Ag2O 100 – – – – –
Ce:Ag 10:1 85 9.7 4.5 77 23 29.8
Ce:Ag 20:1 59 35 6 80 20 25.0
Ce:Ag 30:1 38.4 59 2.6 82 18 21.9

CeO2 – – – 83 17 20.4

Figure 11 and Table 3 show that at low doping concentration, Ag species mainly exist as Ag0,
while as doping concentration increases, Ag+ species increase remarkably. It is likely that at low
concentrations of Ag2O doping, some of the silver oxide is reduced by the CeO2; a similar effect has
been reported on Ag2O-doped TiO2 [38]. For higher Ag dopant concentration, most of the silver
present in the catalysts remains as cations and probably interacts with CeO2 through the Ag–O bonds.
Based on previous studies involving silver oxides [39–42], it can be concluded that some electrons may
transfer from CeO2 to the Ag dopant and there is strong interaction between the Ag species and the
CeO2 catalyst.

It is interesting to note that the concentration of Ce4+ decreased from 82% to 77% and the
concentration of Ce3+ increased from 18% to 23% with increasing Ce:Ag doping from 30:1 to 10:1,
respectively, further suggesting the existence of the interaction between Ag and CeO2. This is probably
because the Ag+ ions in Ag doped CeO2 can partially substitute Ce4+ in the CeO2 matrix in the form of
Ce1−xAgxO2−δ. As was shown earlier from the XRD spectra, there is no evidence of substitutional
doping. However, the increasing Ag content also produced smaller crystallites so it may be that the
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increasing Ce3+ arises as a consequence of interaction between the CeO2 and the Ag in the disordered
regions at the grain boundaries. In summary, Ag atoms deposited on a stoichiometric CeO2 surface
tend to result in reduction of the Ce ions, which leads to the stabilization of the Ag in the +1 oxidation
state. These results are in good agreement with the literature reports [43–45].

3.3. Catalytic Activity of Ag2O, CeO2, and Ag-doped CeO2 catalysts

The evaluation of the catalytic activity of Ag2O, CeO2, and Ag doped CeO2 thin films deposited
at 200 ◦C on stainless steel foil was carried out to show the effectiveness of the catalysts for soot
combustion applications. The annealing tests of carbon soot, which was generated from diesel fuel,
was carried out under ambient air environment inside an oven in the temperature range 300–490 ◦C
for 2 h.

Figure 12 shows histograms of soot conversion vs. annealing temperature for catalytic and
non-catalytic combustion. The conversion is defined as:

C(%) =
M0 − M

M0
× 100% (1)

where is M0 is the initial soot mass, and M is the amount of soot left on the catalyst after burning by
heating up to a given T value. Weight loss values were obtained by weighing the samples before and
after the annealing test which continued for 2 h.

Figure 12. Conversion of oxidized soot on silver oxide, cerium oxide, and silver doped cerium oxide
in ratio CeO2:Ag 10:1, 20:1, 30:1 thin films deposited on stainless steel foil at 200 ◦C vs. annealing
temperature over 2 h. The measurement uncertainty is approximately 5%.

The conversion of oxidized soot was demonstrated on non-catalysed reference steel foil, and on
cerium oxide, silver oxide, and Ag doped CeO2 thin films deposited on stainless steel foil at 200 ◦C
in loose contact mode (Figure 12). As expected, complete soot conversion on the uncoated reference
sample was only achieved at 600 ◦C. All the catalysts were effective in promoting combustion at
temperatures below 490 ◦C. Although the soot was well oxidized on pure CeO2 and Ag2O thin films
themselves, Ag loading into CeO2 thin films caused a significant enhancement of soot oxidation
rate, in accordance with previous reports [28]. It is noteworthy that the soot oxidation activity of Ag
doped CeO2 was different depending on the dopant concentration. The sample having the maximum
silver loading CeO2:Ag 10:1 and pure Ag2O showed the lowest oxidation temperature of 300 ◦C and
complete combustion of the soot was achieved below 390 and 410 ◦C under real-world loose contact
conditions, respectively. Table 4 lists the characteristic temperatures, where the ignition temperature
(Ti) is the temperature at which the combustion began, and the final temperature (Tf) is the temperature
at which the soot was completely oxidized.
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Table 4. Catalytic performance for soot oxidation.

Catalyst Ti (◦C) Tf (◦C)

None 410 600
CeO2 350 490

CeO2:Ag 10:1 300 390
CeO2:Ag 20:1 300 490
CeO2:Ag 30:1 330 490

Ag2O 300 410

The catalysts with silver doping concentration of Ce2O:Ag 20:1 and 30:1 showed lower
performance for 100% soot oxidation at Tf = 490 ◦C. This indicates that the highest concentration of Ag+

ions, which is contained mostly in CeO2:Ag 10:1 catalyst, can effectively promote 100% soot oxidation
at Tf = 390 ◦C due to the oxygen species formed on Ag+ sites. Zou et al. [46] proposed that during
silver oxide decomposition, its released oxygen migrates to soot surfaces to form carbon–oxygen
intermediates, which are subsequently oxidized further. Finally, the adsorbed oxygen on the silver
promotes the regeneration process. The redox reaction of Ag+ and the active oxygen species prevail in
the reaction at low combustion temperatures. In addition, the silver oxide contributes to the adsorption
of reactants to form complex π bonds that are significant for the formation of peroxide and superoxide
species [47]. It is worth mentioning that higher concentration of Ce3+ contained in CeO2:Ag 10:1
catalyst can also form more active oxygen vacancies, which promote the activation of adsorbed oxygen
to form superoxides in the lattice. These types of oxygen react with soot efficiently [48].

Because the melting point of Ag2O oxides is relatively low, compared with CeO2 (2400 ◦C),
the stability of Ag/CeO2 catalysts during the soot oxidation is an important factor from the practical
point of view. In order to gain information on the stability of Ag/CeO2, repetitive activity tests were
carried out in loose contact mode at annealing temperature 430 ◦C. Figure 13 shows the conversion of
oxidized soot after five replicate trials, and the observed results showed acceptable reproducibility
with relative standard deviation of less than 5%. The pure Ag2O catalyst lost its catalytic activity
immediately after the first trial from 100% to 50% of oxidized soot. Further use of Ag2O catalyst
(in the third, fourth, and fifth trials) led to significant restructuring of the film and total loss of
catalytic properties. For this reason, bulk Ag2O cannot be used in catalytic systems operating at higher
temperature (above 300 ◦C).

Figure 13. Repetitive soot oxidation in the presence of silver oxide, cerium oxide, and silver doped
cerium oxide in ratio CeO2:Ag 10:1, 20:1, and 30:1 thin films deposited on stainless steel foil at 200 ◦C
vs. annealing temperature over 2 h at 430 ◦C.
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It appears that CeO2/Ag 10:1 lost 10% of its activity in the third combustion test, indicating the
deactivation of Ag/CeO2. However, during further trials this catalyst showed stable results of 90%
oxidized soot. We can assume that Ag ions have a strong interaction with the CeO2 catalyst and remain
stable after durability tests. Other catalysts such as CeO2:Ag 20:1, 30:1 and pure CeO2 do not lose
activity, since the combustion curves obtained from the first to the fifth tests were very similar.

4. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that ALD can be used to deposit Ag2O and Ag doped CeO2 catalysts at
200 ◦C with (hfac)Ag(PMe3), Ce(thd)4, and O3 as precursors. The growth rate stabilized to a steady-state
Ag2O GPC of 0.28 Å/cycle after 100 ALD cycles. The silver doping concentration was finely tuned by
setting the CeO2:Ag cycle ratio to 10:1, 20:1, and 30:1. With increasing Ag concentration in the CeO2 thin
films, the overall GPC decreased from 0.32 down to 0.21 Å/cycles. AFM and SEM analyses showed that
higher concentration of Ag (CeO2:Ag 10:1) inhibited CeO2 growth so that the Ag nuclei were not covered
with CeO2 and so the next Ag cycle nucleated more easily on top of the Ag and could therefore form
bigger crystals. XRD and XPS analyses showed that the Ag+ oxidation state dominated for CeO2:Ag 10:1
catalysts and stoichiometric CeO2 tended to be reduced from Ce4+ to Ce3+ ions.

The performance of soot combustion with Ag2O and Ag doped CeO2 with different silver
concentrations was compared at operating temperatures 300–500 ◦C. The annealing test showed that
higher concentration of Ag+ in CeO2:Ag 10:1 catalytic films was as effective as Ag2O films; effectively
promoting 100% soot oxidation at Tf = 390 ◦C due to the oxygen species formed on Ag+ sites. It is
worth mentioning that the higher concentrations of Ce3+ in the CeO2:Ag 10:1 catalyst films can also
form more active oxygen, which then reacts with soot to yield carbon dioxide.

In repetitive tests in loose contact mode, the Ag doped CeO2 catalysts showed stable performance
after a small initial decrease (down to approximately 90% of the initial performance for the case of
CeO2:Ag 10:1 films) whereas the performance of the pure Ag2O films decreased by 50% after the first
test and continued to decrease thereafter.

Overall, the results show that Ag-doped CeO2 films grown by ALD are effective and stable as
catalysts for soot oxidation.
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Abstract: In this work, the entire manufacturing process of electrostatic supercapacitors using the
atomic layer deposition (ALD) technique combined with the employment of nanoporous anodic
alumina templates as starting substrates is reported. The structure of a usual electrostatic capacitor,
which comprises a top conductor electrode/the insulating dielectric layer/and bottom conductor
electrode (C/D/C), has been reduced to nanoscale size by depositing layer by layer the required
materials over patterned nanoporous anodic alumina membranes (NAAMs) by employing the ALD
technique. A thin layer of aluminum-doped zinc oxide, with 3 nm in thickness, is used as both
the top and bottom electrodes’ material. Two dielectric materials were tested; on the one hand,
a triple-layer made by a successive combination of 3 nm each layers of silicon dioxide/titanium
dioxide/silicon dioxide and on the other hand, a simple layer of alumina, both with 9 nm in total
thickness. The electrical properties of these capacitors are studied, such as the impedance and
capacitance dependences on the AC frequency regime (up to 10 MHz) or capacitance (180 nF/cm2) on
the DC regime. High breakdown voltage values of 60 V along with low leakage currents (0.4 μA/cm2)
are also measured from DC charge/discharge RC circuits to determine the main features of the
capacitors behavior integrated in a real circuit.

Keywords: electrostatic supercapacitors; ALD; anodization; nanoporous alumina; energy storage;
environmentally sustainable

1. Introduction

Society is increasingly aware of the usage of sustainable energy sources that protect the
environment, such as renewable energy resources, whose viability is demonstrated. At the same
time, it is necessary that energy storage devices also meet the same requirements of sustainability and
efficiency, making the entire process of generation and consumption of energy as clean as possible.
Nanotechnology has become one of the main subjects in science nowadays, offering exciting new
possibilities in the field of renewable energy production/conversion and storage. An energy storage
device is characterized by two main magnitudes. The first one is the energy density, which gives
an account of the total energy that the device could store. The other magnitude refers to the time
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necessary for the device to store or supply a certain amount of energy to attend to the demand, which
is known as power density.

Within storage systems, capacitors are those that have higher power densities, but the lowest
energy density. Supercapacitors, apart from maintaining the power density of the usual capacitors,
are able to reach higher energy density values of about one or two orders of magnitude above those
achieved by usual energy storage devices. Therefore, by improving the energy storage capacity
of these capacitors, devices with good performance both in autonomy and power density can be
obtained, which present a wide range of applications in industry, electronics, or inclusively in means
of transport [1,2]. Specifically, supercapacitors have direct application in those electrical systems
that demand high power supply in short times, such as the engine of an electric car during vehicle
acceleration. Another possible application would be the supply of extra power to the electricity
network in specific periods of peak energy demand, which would tackle one of the main disadvantages
of renewable energy. In addition, supercapacitors are small gadgets, so it would be possible to
introduce this type of device into electronic circuits, causing capacitors to become increasingly smaller
and improving their performance due to their high capacitance. Capacitors are usually classified
into two types: electrolytic or electrostatic. For the first type, electric charge storage is produced by
electrochemical processes. However, the electrolytic acid medium limits the lifespan of these devices
as they end up being depleted or even oxidizing the capacitor’s own electrodes, rending it out of
service. In addition, these devices have a great disadvantage regarding their ecological footprint,
because at the end of their lifetime, they generate non-usable chemical residues. On the other hand, the
storage of electrical charge on electrostatic capacitors occurs by the electric polarization of an insulating
or dielectric material, when a voltage is applied between the conductive electrodes of the capacitor.
From the environmental point of view, their advantages over electrolytic batteries or capacitors are
clear: a longer (or even unlimited) lifetime and the non-generation of chemical waste at the end of its
working time.

In recent years, several investigations based on nanotechnology have achieved important
improvements in energy storage capacity of electrostatic capacitors [3,4]. Manufacturing of devices
with high storage capacities and energy densities of up to 4 Wh/kg has been demonstrated [5,6], while
maintaining the high power density characteristic of electrostatic capacitors. This type of device is
called a super-electrostatic nanostructured capacitor (super-ENC) [7]. The use of nanoporous anodic
alumina membranes (NAAMs) as a patterned support for the manufacture of super-ENCs that is
proposed in this work is a widely contrasted technique that offers good results not only for the
manufacturing of electrostatic capacitors [8], but also for other types of energy storage devices [9,10].

C = ε0εrS/d (1)

Equation (1) summarizes the main factors to be taken into account when evaluating the storage
capacity of an electrostatic capacitor, where C is the capacitance, ε0 the dielectric permittivity of the
vacuum, εr the relative permittivity of the dielectric medium of the capacitor, and d is the thickness
of such medium. Despite the apparent simplicity of this expression, it can be considered as an
approximation to estimate the order of magnitude for a super-ENC’s capacitance. As shown in
Equation (1), the capacitance is enhanced by a larger surface area (S) of the electrodes. In order to
increase the parameter by sizing up the dimensions of the device, NAAMs are used as a substrate, as
they offer a high open surface area. By using electrochemical anodization techniques, it is possible
to grow hexagonally self-ordered pores whose geometrical parameters can be properly tuned, thus
obtaining a highly ordered nanoporous surface with well-defined dimensions, grown on the starting
aluminum substrate. The atomic layer deposition (ALD) technique represents an important tool within
the nanomaterials additive manufacturing owing to its enhanced possibilities like the fabrication of
thin oxide films over micro- or mesoporous surfaces by covering them conformally [11]. The use of
the ALD technique allows one to take advantage of the internal surface inside the NAAM’s pores
to deposit the three layers that make up the typical structure of the capacitor, that is, the upper and
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the lower electrode and, between them, the dielectric material. The goal of ALD employment is
to reduce the thickness of the dielectric material (d) to the order of nanometers, which results in a
consequent increase of capacitance (see Equation (1)). This technique allows one to make coatings
of oxide materials over porous substrates, achieving the deposition of layers with thicknesses in the
range of nanometers on the internal surface of the nanopores [11,12]. Through ALD performance, it is
possible to guarantee a uniform thickness substrate coating [13,14], able to be carried out on porous
surfaces with diverse morphologies, whether they are micro-, meso-, or macroporous substrates [15].
Within the storage of energy, ALD is a widespread technique and has a wide range of applications
depending on the substrate on which the ALD is made, from the treatment of porous carbon to form
a cathodic material that can be implemented with batteries [16], to the coating of ZnO nanowires as
electrostatic capacitors [17]. This technique is also used to form supercapacitor devices over multiple
substrates. There is a detailed study that applies ALD on NAAMs [4–7] in a very similar way to
what was conducted in this work, developing new electrostatic supercapacitor devices, in which ALD
becomes essential in the conformation of its electrodes and dielectric material. However, its range
of application goes further, as ALD has been successfully used in recent years for electrochemical
capacitor manufacturing over bundles of carbon nanotubes (CNT) [18,19], or TiO2 nanoparticles [20].
One of the main advantages provided by ALD is the performance of electrodes with greater mechanical
and chemical stability, owing to the deposition of conformal coatings, which are adapted, in many
cases, in the form of nanowires [21,22].

In this work, the manufacturing process of electrostatic supercapacitors by combining the ALD
technique and electrochemical anodization of nanoporous anodic alumina templates as starting
substrates is reported. The so-formed electrostatic capacitor structure, which consists of a top electrode,
a dielectric material, and finally a bottom electrode, has been reduced to nanoscale dimensions by
depositing the required materials over patterned nanoporous anodic alumina membranes using the
ALD technique. A thin layer of aluminum-doped zinc oxide, 6 nm in thickness, is used as both the
top and bottom electrodes’ material, while two different dielectric materials were tested. On the one
hand, a triple-layer made by successive combination of a 3 nm in thickness for each layer of silicon
dioxide (SiO2), plus titanium dioxide (TiO2), and silicon dioxide (SiO2) again, forming the three-layered
SiO2/TiO2/SiO2 dielectric medium, and on the other hand, a single layer with 9 nm in thickness made
of alumina (Al2O3).

Regarding the selection of dielectric materials, two criteria have been taken into account.
Firstly, the material needs to have a high relative permittivity in order to increase the capacitance.
The second criterion is related to the energy gap between its valence and conduction bands, which
should be as high as possible, to avoid leakage currents and to reach the maximum working voltage
of the capacitor. Among the different insulating materials characterized in the work of [23], the one
with the highest relative permittivity (TiO2) and the one with the largest gap (SiO2) are extracted.
Unfortunately, these two properties are opposed, with TiO2 being the material with the lowest gap,
and SiO2 being the dielectric with the lowest permittivity, as can be seen in Table 1. For this reason,
in this work, the combination of these two materials in a triple layer of SiO2/TiO2/SiO2 dielectric is
proposed, in such a way that this new material can provide the high performance of permittivity and
insulation that TiO2 and SiO2 display by themselves. The electrical behavior of this new multilayered
capacitor is compared with the performance of a single layer capacitor, which is conformed by Al2O3

as the dielectric layer. This last dielectric is a material whose ALD deposition has been widely
characterized [4–6,11,14,24,25], and which also exhibits an intermediate permittivity and band gap
values with respect to TiO2 and SiO2.
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Table 1. Values of the relative permittivity, εr, and band gap of the different materials employed as
dielectric layers for the supercapacitors. The given values are those collected from the work of [23].

Dielectric Material εr Band-Gap (eV)

SiO2 3.9 9
Al2O3 9 8.8
TiO2 80 3.5

Both oxide materials (Al2O3 and SiO2/TiO2/SiO2) have 9 nm in total thickness and play the role
of insulating layers of the capacitors. The electrical properties of these capacitors were tested under
different experimental configurations, by measuring characteristic magnitudes such as the impedance
and capacitance on the AC and DC frequency regime. In order to give a complete overview on the
electrical behavior of these capacitors, breakdown voltage values along with leakage currents are also
studied. This demonstrated the ability of using nanostructured materials for designing energy storage
supercapacitor devices.

2. Experimental

2.1. NAAMs Manufacturing

NAAMs have been grown on high-purity (99.999%) Al square plates with 2.5 cm sides and
0.5 mm thickness. The pre-anodization treatment consists of immersing the Al plate in an isopropanol
bath and then an ethanol bath, both processes applying ultrasound for 5 min. At this point, a
series of electrochemical anodization processes begin, using a Keithley 2400 Source-Meter power
supply (Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton, OR, USA). Once washed, electropolishing is carried out in an
electrochemical cell for 5 min, applying a DC voltage of 20 V and placing the Al plate as the anodic
electrode and a Pt mesh as the cathode. A mixture of perchloric acid and ethanol (1:3 vol) at 5 ◦C is
used as electrolyte, which was mechanically stirred during the process.

The growth of the highly ordered porous alumina is carried out through a double process of
electrochemical anodization, as reported in the literature [26,27]. The first anodization is carried out
in the electrochemical cell by applying a potentiostatic voltage of 40 V between the electrodes, again
placing the aluminum plate on the anodic electrode, and a Pt mesh as the cathode, while mechanically
stirring throughout. This process takes 24 h and is performed with a 0.3 M oxalic acid electrolyte at 2 ◦C.
Although during this step, a nanoporous alumina membrane has been produced over the aluminum
substrate, the pores of which start to become randomly disordered at the sample surface, it is possible
to generate the set of honeycomb self-ordered concavities in the Al substrate. In order to access to
the Al substrate, the alumina membrane is then removed through selective chemical etching by an
aqueous mixture of chromium trioxide and phosphoric acid for 24 h at room temperature. The second
anodization is carried out under the same conditions as the first one, but for a time of 45 min, in
which the pores already grow in a hexagonally self-orderly manner, by replicating the honeycomb
pattern induced in the substrate by first anodization. Two geometrical parameters of the membrane
are fixed when applying this procedure, obtaining pores with a height (h) of 1.2 ± 0.1 μm and placed
at a horizontal distance between their centers, or interdistance axes (RCC), of 105 ± 5 nm [4] (Figure 1).
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(a) (b) 

Figure 1. (a) Top view of the nanoporous anodic alumina membrane (NAAM) patterned platform
supporting the electrostatic nanostructured capacitor (ENC) structure, showing the honeycomb
symmetry acquired by the pores. Geometrical parameters are also shown, such as the distance between
centers (RCC = 105 ± 5 nm) and the diameter of the pores (D = 65 ± 3 nm). (b) Side view of the NAAM
showing the height (h = 1.2 ± 0.1 μm) of the pores as well as their parallel alignment.

After the second anodization, the diameter of the pores is approximately 35 nm, whereby a
widening of the pore size is performed by chemical etching after immersing the membrane in a 5%
weight phosphoric acid solution at 30 ◦C for 35 min. The final average pore diameter (D) of 65 ± 3 nm
has been obtained [4]. Thus, the pore radius (rp) is around 32.5 nm. Figure 1 displays two scanning
electron microscope (SEM, JEOL JSM-5600, JEOL Ltd., Akishima, Tokyo, Japan) images of the NAAMs
obtained, showing the morphology and geometrical lattice parameters of the patterned alumina
membranes employed in this work.

2.2. ALD Performance

One of the foremost features of thermal ALD is that it is mainly limited to the deposition of oxides,
so the deposition of a uniform metallic thin film electrode cannot be easily performed [28]. However, it
is possible to achieve a semiconductor oxide material layer performance, capable of constituting the
electrode material. Then the use of (1:20) aluminum-doped zinc oxide (AZO) is proposed, because its
effectiveness as a semiconductor has already been demonstrated for applications in super-ENCs [29],
and its deposition performance by ALD has been widely studied [4,29–31].

The ALD process is carried out in a Savannah 100 thermal ALD reactor equipment from
Cambridge Nanotech (Waltham, MA, USA), on exposure mode [11], using an Ar flow of 50 sccm as
carrier and purge gas. As previously reported [11], a minimum exposure time of 20 s ensures that the
precursor gas diffuses properly throughout the substrate, so that the material can be deposited evenly
along the entire length of the pores. The number of ALD cycles for each material has been calculated
according to the deposition rates shown in Table 2. For example, in the case of the Al2O3 dielectric layer,
80 ALD cycles were performed in order to obtain a layer thickness of around 9 nm. The successive
layers of material are deposited on the NAAMs sequentially, beginning with the bottom electrode (BE),
then the dielectric material, and ending with the top electrode (TE). The method composed by 20 cycles
of diethyl zinc (DEZ) intercalated with 1 cycle of trimethyl aluminum (TMA) [4], is used to achieve
ZnO doped with Al atoms. This pulse sequence results in an Al doping level of around 3%, which is
the optimum that minimizes the resistivity of AZO layers [29]. Thus, the resulting material (AZO) has
semiconductor properties and is used as the electrode material in the conductor/dielectric/conductor
(CDC) structure of the capacitors, both in the BE and in the TE with a thickness of 6 nm (see Table 2).
As already mentioned in the introduction, capacitors have been manufactured employing two different
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dielectric materials. On the one hand, a single layer of alumina with total thickness of 9 nm, and
on the other hand, the multilayered combination of SiO2/TiO2/SiO2, in which each layer provides
a thickness of 3 nm (see Table 2), again making a total thickness of 9 nm. During the deposition of
each material, at least two kind of precursors have been used, with the first of them corresponding
to the compound containing the metal, and the other H2O, which is responsible of the substrate
functionalization. For the deposition of SiO2, it is also necessary to use an O3 precursor, in order to
improve the functionalization performed by H2O.

Table 2. The different deposited materials are listed, indicating the average deposition rate of each
material deposited per atomic layer deposition (ALD) cycle, the chamber temperature during the cycles,
the precursor used, as well as the estimated layer thickness for each material. The deposition rates for
aluminum-doped zinc oxide (AZO) and alumina have been extracted from the work of [4], while those
values for TiO2 and SiO2 are obtained from the works of [32,33], respectively. BE—bottom electrode;
TE—top electrode.

Material Deposition Rate
ALD Temperature

Reaction (◦C)
Precursor Thickness

AZO 0.19 nm/cycle 200 Diethyl Zinc (DEZ), TMA + H2O 6 nm (BE/TE)
Al2O3 0.13 nm/cycle 200 Trimethyl Aluminum (TMA) + H2O 9 nm
TiO2 0.07 nm/cycle 250 Titanium-tetraisopropoxide (TTIP) + H2O 3 nm

SiO2 0.06 nm/cycle 180 (3-Aminopropyl) trimethoxysilane
(APTES) + H2O + O3

3 nm

Each precursor used has its own pulse (t1), exposure (t2), and purge (t3) time, as shown in Table 3.
Long exposure (t2) and purged (t3) times have been employed, in order to assure that the gaseous
precursors have enough time to diffuse into the deep pores.

Table 3. Timing for ALD processes, with t1 being the precursor pulse time, t2 the exposition time, and
t3 the purge lapse. For each material, the exposure times used for each precursor are shown by columns.
Note that the precursors and times for Al2O3 are similar, either used for the conformation of AZO or
for the Al2O3 dielectric material itself.

Time Period
ZnO Al2O3 TiO2 SiO2

H2O DEZ H2O TMA H2O TTIP H2O O3 APTES

t1 (s) 0.1 0.05 0.1 0.05 1 1 1 0.1 2
t2 (s) 90 90 90 90 60 60 60 60 60
t3 (s) 180 180 180 180 120 60 120 120 120

In order to ensure the successful deposition of the different layers for the C/D/C capacitor
structure, SEM images of the membrane surface have been taken after every deposition step.
This characterization allows estimating the thickness of the deposited material attending to the
reduction in pores diameter after the placement of each one of the layers that form the capacitor, as
can be seen in Figure 2a,c,e. From these images, the homogeneity of the deposited layers can also be
appreciated. SEM images have been combined with the EDX technique to study the homogeneity of
the materials deposited along the entire pore shape, specifically, for the triple dielectric layer capacitor,
as shown in Figure 2b,d,f.
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Figure 2. Visualization by scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the reduction in pores diameter
as the layers that make up the capacitor are successively deposited, overlapping one above the other.
The left column represents the different stages of the conformation for the single layer capacitor, being
(a) the micrograph made after the deposition of the BE; (c) the one taken after the placement of the
Al2O3 over the BE; and (e) the one that shows the membrane after the deposition of the BE, the Al2O3,
and the TE. Likewise, the column on the right shows the three similar steps for the triple layer capacitor,
being (b) the one corresponding to the BE deposition, (d) the one corresponding to the triple layer
SiO2/TiO2/SiO2 deposited over the BE, and (f) the one showing the whole BE-SiO2/TiO2/SiO2-TE
capacitor structure completely deposited. Note the yellow scale bar of 500 nm for all images.

As can be seen in Figure 3, the depth profiles for Al (blue trace), Si (red), and Ti (green) remain
stable, indicating that a uniform coating along the whole pores size has been carried out.

 

Figure 3. SEM image of the cross section for the NAAM with the deposited triple dielectric layer
capacitor. On the left side, the substrate of Al can be seen, while on the right side, the NAAM surface
appears where the pores are opened. EDX analysis has been carried out along the yellow segment,
indicating the presence of different elements through it. The blue line corresponds to Al, while the red
and green ones correspond to Si and Ti, respectively.

Using ImageJ software (version 1.52a, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA), the
reduction in pore diameter has been calculated from the SEM surface images, and the results are
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shown in Table 4. Taking into account the starting diameter of 65 nm and the thickness values shown
in Table 2, the pore diameter is expected to be around of 53 nm after the deposition of the BE, 35 nm
after the dielectric material conformation, and 23 nm after deposition of the TE. The experimental
data obtained for the reduction in pore diameter are in good agreement with expectations, so that the
respective layers forming the capacitor have the appropriate thicknesses.

Table 4. Average pore diameters after deposition of the different layers, either BE, dielectric, or
TE. Data have been obtained from the analysis of scanning electron microscope (SEM) images with
ImageJ software.

Deposition Stage
Pore Diameter of Single

Dielectric Layer Capacitor (nm)
Pore Diameter of Triple

Dielectric Layer Capacitor (nm)

BE 52 ± 3 51 ± 5
BE + Dielectric 33 ± 4 38 ± 3

BE + Dielectric + TE 27 ± 3 20 ± 2

2.3. Electrical Contacts

The electrical contacts were made by fixing a copper wire with silver paint directly on the two
electrodes of the capacitor. To isolate the electrodes and thus be able to access the bottom one without
limitations, part of the NAAM has been masked with a Kapton tape after the BE deposition process.
Once the deposition of the dielectric material and the TE is done, the Kapton mask is removed with
acetone in such a way that the lower electrode can be further contacted.

2.4. Electrical Characterization

To describe the properties of the capacitors, the electrical behavior of these devices has been
analyzed by integrating them on a real electronic circuit. In order to do this, two stages have been
differentiated according to the nature of the current supplied to the device. First, the properties have
been studied in a dynamic regime, that is, by supplying an alternating current, from 40 Hz to 100 MHz
on frequency range. In this work, a precision impedance analyzer model Agilent 4294A (Keysight
Technologies, Santa Rosa, CA, USA) has been used. This study allows knowing the characteristic
magnitudes of the capacitor, such as the impedance module and phase as a function of the input
AC frequency. Secondly, the capacitors were tested in static regime, that is, with continuous input
current. This section is essential when checking the energy storage properties of the device because
the procedure consists of charging and discharging the device, analyzing the intensity of the current
flowing through the capacitor at all times. To allow this, the assembly of a charge–discharge RC circuit
is required, as shown in Figure 4.

V represents the DC voltage supplied by the power supply, RL is the load resistance, RD is the
discharge resistance, and the values are set as V = 2 V and RL = RD = 2 MΩ. In addition, the circuit is
fitted with an ammeter (A) to measure the current intensity (I) flowing through the capacitor branch as
well as a switch (S) to select the working mode of the capacitor (C), either charging or discharging.
A Keithley 2410 1100 V Source-Meter (Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton, OR, USA) has been used as the power
source and a Keithley 2700 1100 V Multimeter/Data Acquisition System (Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton,
OR, USA) as the ammeter. Through the data of current intensity transient collected by this device, it is
possible to know the energy storage capacity of the capacitor.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Schematic view of the RC charge–discharge circuit. In the charge configuration, (a) the
capacitor (C) is powered by the power supply (V) through the load resistance (RL = 2 MΩ). In the
discharge configuration, (b) the discharge resistance (RD) is powered by the capacitor. Note that
the current (I) flows in different directions through the ammeter (A) depending on whether the
configuration is charge or discharge.

By modifying the circuit (see Figure 5), it is possible to find the maximum operating voltage
of the device or breakdown voltage, in which the dielectric medium loses its insulating properties
and the current circulates through it as if it were a conductive medium, thus losing the properties for
energy storage.

Figure 5. Circuit diagram for breakdown voltage measurements. The power supply (V) is directly
connected to the capacitor (C), so the current flowing through the device can be simply monitored
by the ammeter (A). A linear increase in the current read by the ammeter indicates the loss of the
insulating properties of the capacitor.

3. Mathematical Framework

3.1. Capacitance Estimation

In parallel with the development of the super-ENCs manufacturing procedures, analytical
calculations have also been carried out to estimate the electrical properties that can be expected
from these devices. Special attention has been paid to magnitudes as the capacitance, the behavior of
the phase, and the impedance module when an AC current is applied, as well as the current flowing
through the device when in use.

To estimate the capacitance of the device, it is essential to know the symmetry of the substrate
on which the layers that make up the super-ENC are deposited. It is considered that inside each
one of the NAAM’s pores, a capacitor of cylindrical symmetry is generated, all of them with similar
characteristics because of the geometrical uniformity of the NAAM. This single capacitor is connected
in parallel with the six single capacitors of cylindrical symmetry present in the six adjacent pores,
as a result of the spatial pores distribution with hexagonal symmetry. The total capacitance of the
device is then the sum of the capacitance of all the individual capacitors present in the NAAM, as they
are connected in parallel with each other. In Figure 6, a diagram of the cross-section of the capacitor
generated within a pore can be seen. Three parts can be clearly differentiated according to the geometry,
each of them associated with a type of capacitor. In the upper part, a flat symmetry capacitor appears;
the intermediate part corresponds to a capacitor of cylindrical symmetry; and the lower part, the
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bottom of the pore, is associated with a capacitor of hemispherical symmetry. From the calculations
reported in the work of [5], where the capacitance provided by each of the parts is calculated, it follows
that the main contribution to the total capacitance of the super-ENC comes from the cylindrical part of
the pores. Taking into account that the pores of the NAAMs used in this work have a height of 1.2 μm,
it is estimated that 95% of the capacitance of the super-ENC comes from the cylindrical part, so the
contributions of the top flattened and bottom hemispherical parts are considered negligible.

 

Figure 6. Schematic cross-section of the supercapacitor conductor/dielectric/conductor (C/D/C)
structure across a NAAM’s pore. All the sections that make up the device are represented, starting
from the aluminum substrate on which the pores are grown. Between the electrodes (TE and BE), the
layers forming the dielectric material can be seen, representing those corresponding to the triple layer
capacitor in this figure. The yellow color represents the SiO2 layers and the orange represents the one
of TiO2, indicating their relative permittivity (εR1 and εR2) and thickness (a, b, c, and d). Note that for
the single layered capacitor, instead of three dielectric layers, there would be only one, occupying the
same space as the sum of the three layers.

One of the innovations presented in this work relays on the estimation of the capacitance for triple
dielectric layer capacitors (SiO2/TiO2/SiO2) instead of single layer capacitors. This fact constitutes
the main contribution of this work with respect to the calculations exposed in previous literature [5],
where only single layer capacitors are treated. The capacitance expression for the cylindrical part is
then slightly different, as shown in Equation (2), where a, b, c, and d represent the radii of the different
dielectric layers with respect to the axis of symmetry of the cylinder. Therefore, the interdistance d − c
corresponds to the thickness of the internal layer, c − b to that of the intermediate layer, and b − a
to that of the outer layer of dielectric. Note that a is the distance from the axis of the cylinder to the
outer layer of dielectric, a quantity that does not depend on the thickness of the TE. On the other hand,
rp − d is the thickness related to the BE, but this one does not influence the capacitance calculations.
As the internal and external dielectric layers are formed by the same material, two values of relative
permittivity come into play, εr1 for the inner and outer layers (SiO2) and εr2 for the intermediate layer
(TiO2). In the case of the super-ENC formed by a single layer (Al2O3), the capacitance calculation for a
single pore is simpler (Equation (3)), obtaining an expression similar to that shown in the work of [5].
For the single layer capacitor, the thickness and relative permittivity of the dielectric layer is given by
d − a and εr, respectively.

C =
2πε0h

1
εr1

ln
(

db
ca

)
+ 1

εr2
ln
( c

b
) (2)

C =
2πε0εrh
ln(d/a)

(3)
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To account for the total capacitance of the super-ENC, the capacitance density is usually calculated,
that is, the normalized capacitance per unit area of the NAAM. It is necessary, therefore, to know the
number of pores per unit area (σ) that the NAAMs present, which is given by Equation (4), where the
hexagonal symmetry of the membranes is also taken into account.

σ =
2√

3R2
CC

(4)

Then, the capacitance density of supercapacitors can be obtained as the result of multiplying
Equations (4) and (2) or (3) (for tri-layered or single-layered dielectric material, respectively).
By introducing a, b, c, and d distances according to the thicknesses of the respective dielectric layers
(see Table 2), the geometrical parameters of the NAAMs, RCC, and h (see Figure 1 in the Manufacturing
section), as well as the relative permittivity values, εr, (which are shown in Table 1), it is possible to
estimate the capacitance densities for the manufactured super-ENCs (Table 5).

Because manufactured NAAMs have a surface area of 0.7 cm2, the expected capacitances
for super-ENCs would be around of 6.7 and 14.8 μF for the triple and single dielectric layer
capacitors, respectively.

Table 5. Distances from the pore axis to the different dielectric layers and estimation of the capacitance
density for the manufactured devices.

Dielectric Material a (nm) b (nm) c (nm) d (nm) Capacitance Density (F/cm2)

Triple layer (SiO2/TiO2/SiO2) 17.5 20.5 23.5 26.5 9.5
Single layer (Al2O3) 17.5 – – 26.5 21.1

3.2. Electrical Behavior of the Capacitor in a Real Circuit

Inserting an electronic device in a real circuit is the most appropriate approach to check its
operational behavior. In particular, by monitoring the current passing through the capacitor as a
function of time, two magnitudes that characterize the device can be known, such as its capacitance
(C) and leakage current (ILK). These two features can be measured at the same time with a given
experimental configuration, which is the load curve of the capacitor within a DC RC circuit (see
Figure 4a). To extract the appropriate information, Equation (5) has been deduced, which represents
the decay of the current (I) that the ammeter records as function of time (t), from a maximum current
value (I0). As can be seen in Figure 7, and from Equation (5) also, a resistance in parallel to the capacitor
has been included in such a way that this element represents the internal resistance of the capacitor
itself to the current flow, which is, the leakage resistance (RLK). Note that this resistance is not a real
element of the experimental circuit.

Figure 7. Theoretical RC charge circuit setup. The ideal model that simulates the electrical behavior of
the capacitor (C) in the charging mode has been obtained by adding a parallel resistance, or leakage
resistance (RLK), in the capacitor’s branch. The intensity (I) flowing through the load resistance
(RL) would be divided into two, the one that circulates through the capacitor itself (IC), and the one
circulating through the leak resistance (ILK). Note that this figure is a schema because the real circuit
used is the one represented in Figure 4a.
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Equation (5) shows the intensity flowing through the ammeter as the sum of an intensity that
decays due to the capacitance presence (IC), plus the capacitor leakage current, which has a constant
value and acts as an offset. This magnitude varies according to the DC voltage (V) applied by the
source and the load resistance (RL) of the circuit, as can be seen in Equations (6) and (7). Then, the
leakage intensity is a relative property, typical of the circuit or experimental configuration, so this work
is also going to account for an intrinsic feature of the capacitor, as it is the leakage resistance. Note also
that this model is valid as long as RL is much greater than the internal resistance (R) of the capacitor
itself, otherwise R should be taken into account as a series resistor in the capacitor’s branch. The real
capacitor could be thus modelled as an RC circuit (where the R value should be the capacitor’s internal
resistance and C the capacitance) connected to a resistor in parallel, which represents the leakage
resistance. As will be demonstrated below, the internal resistance of the capacitor (R) has a value three
orders of magnitude lower than the load resistance (RL), so the presence of the internal capacitor’s
resistance can be eliminated in the theoretical charge–discharge circuit (as shown in Figure 7).

I(t) =
V

RLK + RL
+ I0e−

RLK+RL
RLKRL

1
C t (5)

ILK =
V

RLK + RL
(6)

IC(t) = I0e−
RLK+RL
RLKRL

1
C t (7)

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Dynamic Regime Study

Next, the analysis performed with the manufactured capacitor working under AC conditions will
be explained. The data obtained from the impedance analyzer are the impedance module (|Z|) and
the capacitor phase as a function of the applied current frequency. As can be seen in Figure 8a,b, both
the single layer capacitor as well as the triple layer capacitor show a decay of the impedance module
until reaching the resonance frequency, which is located around 2.9 × 107 Hz for the single-layered
capacitor, and around 1.7 × 107 Hz for the triple-layered capacitor. Being capacitive electronic
components, the output signal of this type of devices has a phase shift of −90◦ with respect to the
input current. However, once the resonance frequency has been exceeded (in which the imaginary part
of the impedance is canceled), this value changes to positive 90◦, becoming in an inductive element.
This pattern can be clearly seen in Figure 8a,b.

|Z| =
√

R2 +

(
1

2πυC

)2
(8)

Despite that the phase of the manufactured devices does not remain constant at −90◦ throughout
the frequency range analyzed, it remains close to this value within the low frequency range, confirming
that manufactured devices behave as capacitors in this region. In fact, this work places special emphasis
on the electrical behavior at a low frequency, as its application for electrostatic energy storage requires
the use of low frequency input signals. Following this approach, it is considered that, at low frequency,
the capacitor can be analyzed as a pure RC circuit. The data of the impedance module as a function of
the frequency (υ) have been fitted to Equation (8), in such way that R represents the internal resistance
of the device and C its capacitance. Note that all the fittings shown below have been made by least
squares, offering a minimum value for R2 of 0.999, while fitting uncertainties have been calculated
with a 95% confidence level. In Figure 8c,d, it is possible to see how, between 40 and 1000 Hz, the
electrical behavior of the manufactured capacitors are similar to an RC circuit, because fittings exactly
represent the experimental data. R and C values have been extracted from the fitting for each type of
capacitor, as shown in Table 6.
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 8. Module of impedance (|Z|) and phase curves as a function of frequency for the single
dielectric layer (a) and triple dielectric layer (b) capacitors. Below, the impedance module data limited
to the low-frequency range (from 40 up to 1000 Hz) and its fittings for the single dielectric layer (c) and
triple dielectric layer capacitor (d), respectively, are represented.

By considering that R is the internal resistance of the capacitor and taking into account that it
reaches values between 2.3 and 3.9 kΩ, they are of in the order of 1000 smaller than the 2 MΩ for the
load resistance. In this way, the condition imposed in the mathematical framework section is fulfilled
in order to apply Equation (5) to the charge curves.

Table 6. Main features obtained from low frequency impedance fitting curves of the manufactured capacitors.

Dielectric Material Resistance (R) Capacitance (C)

Single layer (Al2O3) 2.3 ± 0.2 kΩ 41.60 ± 0.07 nF
Triple layer (SiO2/TiO2/SiO2) 3.9 ± 0.5 kΩ 36.2 ± 0.2 nF

4.2. Static Regime Study

After an analysis of the capacitor’s properties under an AC input current, another test performed
is reported, this time applying an input current DC through the devices. In particular, the charge–
discharge cycles have been analyzed on a test circuit (see Figure 4) where the super-ENC prototypes
have been placed, obtaining the intensity signal for the capacitor’s branch as a function of time.
The typical signal of the charge–discharge cycles in circuits including this type of electrostatic capacitors
has two main characteristics; namely, the intensity decays are symmetrical with respect to the time axis,
and the curves have different signs. The symmetry is due to the fact that RL and RD have the same
value, and the sign differences are caused by the polarity of the capacitor’s branch, which is inverted
depending on whether it is in charge mode or in discharge mode. In this work, these conditions are met
because RL and RD have a value of 2 MΩ, however, as can be seen in Figure 9, the measured signals
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have a particularity because the charge cycles appear elevated by a constant value with respect to the
0. This offset is of special interest as it accounts for the leakage current of the capacitor (represented by
a red line).

 

Figure 9. Several charge and discharge cycles for the triple dielectric layer capacitor, representing the
intensity (I) flowing through the ammeter of the circuit as a function of time (t). An offset current (red
dashed line) can be observed for charge cycles, revealing the leakage current of the capacitor.

By applying Equation (5) to the load cycle, not only C can be estimated, but also both ILK and RLK

can be determined. To improve the quality of the fitting as well as the statistics of the experiment, the
signal of three consecutive loads is accumulated in order to fit a curve that contains triple the number
of points. As can be seen in Figure 10, the proposed model is fitted to the experimental results, which is
shown in Table 7. It should be noted that for the single dielectric layer capacitor, it was not possible to
detect the presence of leakage current, being, in the existing case, below 50 nA, which is the minimum
resolution of the experiment.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Intensity (I) decays in charge cycle for single dielectric layer (a) and triple dielectric layer
(b) capacitors as a function of time (t). Its fittings to Equation (5) are also shown.

Table 7. Mean results obtained by applying Equation (5) to the charge cycle intensity decays.

Dielectric Material Leakage Current (ILK) Leakage Resistance (RLK) Capacitance (C)

Single layer (Al2O3) – – 54 ± 5 nF
Triple layer (SiO2/TiO2/SiO2) 220 ± 60 nA 7.1 ± 0.8 MΩ 93 ± 8 nF
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4.3. Breakdown Voltage Test

Finally, the maximum voltage value to which the device can operate was tested. For this, the
device is placed in the circuit of Figure 5 and the intensity shown by the ammeter is recorded as
a function of the applied voltage. The triple dielectric layer capacitor (SiO2/TiO2/SiO2) exhibited
a breakdown voltage of 14 ± 1 V, while the single dielectric layer capacitor (Al2O3) has reached a
higher value at 63 ± 1 V. In Figure 11, the voltage ranges at which the capacitors lose their insulating
properties and become conductors appear highlighted, as they are indicated by an arrow. It is clear
that the multi-layered dielectric SiO2/TiO2/SiO2 is not reaching the insulating features that it was
supposed display. On the one hand, it exhibits leakage currents and on the other hand, it has a
lower breaking voltage than the Al2O3 capacitor. As no inhomogeneities have been detected in the
triple dielectric layer of SiO2/TiO2/SiO2 ALD deposited material, the main causes of this decrease in
performance may be other reasons. For example, a higher ALD process temperature for SiO2 causes
breaking voltage decreasing [34]. It can also be because of the combination of thin films depositions
of different oxides, which may form a new alloyed material that leads to a band-gap reduction with
respect to the corresponding ones of SiO2 and TiO2 [35]. In such a way, an a priori insulating material
becomes a semiconductor material and, consequently, it could not perform as a dielectric medium.

 

Figure 11. Breakdown current–voltage curves for the single dielectric layer (red) and three-layered
(blue) capacitors. Representing the intensity (I) recorded by the ammeter (Figure 5) as a function of the
applied voltage, it is possible to find the breakdown values, which are indicated by an arrow.

5. Conclusions

This work has faced the development of electrostatic capacitors and its enhanced possibilities by
using nanomaterials, in this way covering the full manufacturing and characterization process of these
energy storage devices. An innovative fabrication method has been proposed and achieved, based on
the successive combination of an ultrathin layered nanomaterial for the conformation of the dielectric
medium of the capacitors. Likewise, an experimental procedure has been followed for the complete
characterization of these devices, consisting of three phases, from which the intrinsic magnitudes that
completely characterize a capacitor can be measured, such as internal resistance, leakage resistance,
capacitance, and breakdown voltage. The test of the manufactured devices in a real circuit, including
a model to explain their electrical behavior, which is the main novelty of this study, has obtained
experimental results confirming the validity of such a model.

It has been found that the Al2O3 single-dielectric layer capacitors of 9 nm in thickness have
been shown to exhibit a better performance than the triple dielectric layer capacitors composed of
SiO2/TiO2/SiO2 sheets, each 3 nm in thickness. In particular, single dielectric layer capacitors have less
internal resistance (2.3 kΩ), so they are more favorable for storage applications because of a consequent
lower power consumption. Al2O3 single-layered capacitors also offer a higher capacitance in dynamic
regime (41.6 nF) than those of triple-layered SiO2/TiO2/SiO2. Furthermore, the former display leakage
current is lower than 50 nA, so it guarantees that the current losses will be minimal. The main
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advantage shown by these capacitors is the high value of breakdown voltage (63 V), as a higher
working voltage greatly improves the storage capacity of electrical energy of these devices. Only the
static regime of capacitance for triple dielectric layer capacitors (93 nF) is higher than that of the single
dielectric layer devices (54 nF). However, taking into account all the features in which the Al2O3

capacitors offer better performance, a single property is not enough to affirm that SiO2/TiO2/SiO2

devices have better characteristics.
Nevertheless, the capacitance values derived from our electrostatic supercapacitor prototype

are not as high as expected. The values obtained are coherent with the performed analysis, as both
the dynamic and the static procedures yield values of the same order of magnitude (nF). However,
they are far from the expected capacitance values in the μF range theoretically predicted for these
kind of devices, so certain aspects of the manufacture of the supercapacitor devices should be further
reconsidered. A feasible explanation on the discrepancies between the expected values of capacities
and the experimentally measured ones is that the AZO layer is not properly fulfilling its function as
electrode material, for either of two reasons. The first one is that the contact to the AZO layer with
silver paint would not be appropriate and thus there is no electron transfer between the AZO layer and
the conductive silver paint. The second reason would be that the AZO layer itself is a semiconducting
material, and hence it is not able to efficiently conduct the electrical current along the channels of
the pores. In addition, the design of the electrical connections of the device becomes critical, because
current leakages and short circuits between the electrodes need to be avoided. For example, leakage
currents may be decreased in the case of triple layer capacitors, whether or not it can be guaranteed
that the electrodes are completely isolated to achieve the most desirable device performance.

There are, therefore, two ways of improving the super-ENCs’ capacitance. On the one hand, the
substitution of the AZO layer by using a better conductive material that fits the cylindrical morphology
of the pores, such as carbon nanotubes, thus taking advantage of the internal surface of the NAAM
to increase the capacitance of the devices. On the other hand, the use of more refined techniques to
contact the electrodes, such as wire bonding, would allow precise delimitation of the contact zones,
avoiding regions in which short circuits could occur, thus reducing the presence of leakage currents.
These advances would significantly improve the performance of the manufactured prototypes that,
according to the reported results, could become in very promising energy storage devices. In fact,
the super-ENCs are suitable complements for the batteries of electrical systems such as vehicles or
electricity supply domestic networks. Besides having a high energy density and faster response under
a specific power demand, they also present an environmentally sustainable alternative to the current
polluting energy supply systems.
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Abstract: Lithium-ion batteries are the enabling technology for a variety of modern day devices,
including cell phones, laptops and electric vehicles. To answer the energy and voltage demands of
future applications, further materials engineering of the battery components is necessary. To that end,
metal fluorides could provide interesting new conversion cathode and solid electrolyte materials
for future batteries. To be applicable in thin film batteries, metal fluorides should be deposited
with a method providing a high level of control over uniformity and conformality on various
substrate materials and geometries. Atomic layer deposition (ALD), a method widely used in
microelectronics, offers unrivalled film uniformity and conformality, in conjunction with strict
control of film composition. In this review, the basics of lithium-ion batteries are shortly introduced,
followed by a discussion of metal fluorides as potential lithium-ion battery materials. The basics
of ALD are then covered, followed by a review of some conventional lithium-ion battery materials
that have been deposited by ALD. Finally, metal fluoride ALD processes reported in the literature
are comprehensively reviewed. It is clear that more research on the ALD of fluorides is needed,
especially transition metal fluorides, to expand the number of potential battery materials available.

Keywords: atomic layer deposition (ALD); lithium-ion batteries; fluoride; thin films

1. Introduction

The technological advancements that have taken place during the last few decades have created
the need to store more energy in ever smaller volumes. Lithium-ion batteries can store large amounts of
energy in small weights and volumes, making them the technology-of-choice for multiple applications.
In addition to their use in everyday portable electronics and all-electric vehicles, lithium-ion batteries
could also provide a way to store large amounts of energy harnessed by using solar cells and wind
turbines [1]. It is clear that the market for lithium-ion batteries will continue to increase in the years
to come [2,3]. However, urgent materials engineering advances are needed to enable the continued
progress of the technology and answer the high demands of future applications.

The most widely used lithium-ion battery materials include oxides and phosphates for
cathodes [4,5]. These materials are intercalation electrodes and thus have relatively low usable
capacities of 100–150 mAh/g. Graphitic carbon is the most frequently used anode material, with
spinel lithium titanate and elemental silicon gaining more interest: the titanate for its enhanced
safety and elemental silicon for its huge maximum capacity of 3600 mAh/g, made possible by its
alloying reaction with lithium [4,5]. Alloying anodes have presented challenges in battery fabrication,
because large volume changes associated with the alloying reactions can lead to electrode pulverization
and degradation. However, with recent advances in nanofabrication, these problems might soon be
mitigated by the use of proper micro- and nanoscale battery constructions [6–10].
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Whereas high capacity alternatives, such as silicon, are already being intensely studied to replace
the present anode materials, oxide and phosphate materials still dominate the research on cathodes,
despite their limited capacities. Fluorides were studied extensively in the 1960s and 1970s for use in
primary lithium batteries (i.e., batteries that would not be rechargeable) due to their high theoretical
capacities and energy densities [11]. It was hoped that these materials would act as conversion
cathodes, forming lithium fluoride during discharge (Equation (1)):

nLi+ + ne− + MFn → nLiF + M (1)

Conversion cathodes generally suffer from the same volume change problems as alloying anodes.
However, by using the same nanofabrication methods as for anodes, these materials could provide
a new, interesting class of lithium-ion battery electrode materials. Additionally, fluorides have also
been reported to show high lithium-ion conductivities, making them possible solid electrolytes for
all-solid-state thin film batteries [12–14].

Many enhancements in lithium-ion battery properties can be achieved by depositing component
thin films onto 3D substrate geometries, as both active materials and protective layers on the active
materials. During the 21st century, the thin film manufacturing method known as atomic layer
deposition (ALD) has become a vital enabler of progressive technology nodes in microelectronics and
is now becoming similarly important in the fabrication of Li-ion batteries. The advantages of ALD,
including high film uniformity and excellent conformality over high-aspect-ratio substrates, make it
ideal for the deposition of materials for ever-smaller, more complicated batteries: strict conformality
is especially important for integrated, all-solid-state batteries, in which the small electrode thin
film thicknesses can still produce high energy densities per footprint area when deposited into deep
trenches [8]. The deposition of solid electrolyte materials, instead of using the current liquid electrolytes,
could solve many of the safety issues associated with lithium-ion batteries.

This review briefly introduces the basic concept of lithium-ion batteries, some of the materials
currently used in these batteries and the use of ALD in depositing these materials. Liquid electrolytes
will not be discussed but instead potential inorganic solid electrolytes are shortly reviewed.
Fluoride materials are presented as a potential “new” class of battery materials with uses as both
electrodes and solid electrolytes for lithium-ion batteries. To motivate further studies on fluoride
deposition using ALD, the literature in this area is reviewed.

2. The Lithium-Ion Battery

2.1. Basic Principle

Lithium-ion batteries are used for energy storage in applications ranging from cell phones and
laptops to electric vehicles. The basic concept of a lithium-ion battery is the same as for any other
battery: chemical energy stored in the electrodes is converted into electrical energy via a chemical
reaction. Some of the battery types in use today are depicted in Figure 1. As can be seen, lithium-ion
batteries have surpassed many of the older battery technologies in energy density. This is related to
the fact that lithium ions are relatively small and light-weight, which makes it possible to obtain high
energy densities from lithium-containing materials. In addition, lithium forms compounds with large
enough potentials to produce so-called “high quality” energy, or high power densities [15]. The small
size of the lithium-ion is also an advantage in that lithium-ions are highly mobile in many materials,
ensuring only low energy losses due to kinetic effects.

Figure 2 depicts the basic schematic of a lithium-ion battery. The battery consists of two electrodes
(the positive cathode and the negative anode), an electrolyte and two current collectors. Because the
active materials in the battery, the electrodes, are separated by an inert electrolyte, the energy liberated
in the chemical reaction between the electrode materials can be converted into electrical work.
During battery operation, lithium-ions flow through the electrolyte from the anode to the cathode.
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At the same time electrons flow in the outer circuit from the anode to the cathode, balancing the net
charge flow. These electrons can be used to do work, such as operate a laptop.

 

Figure 1. Comparison of energy densities in different battery types in use today. Reprinted with
permission from [16]. Copyright 2001 Springer Nature.

 

Figure 2. Basic schematic of a lithium-ion battery, showing the flow of lithium ions and electrons
during discharge.

In addition to the high energy and power densities, interest in lithium-ion batteries derives from
the fact that most of them can be recharged multiple times without prohibitive loss of battery capacity.
During recharging a voltage is applied to the outer circuit, which reverses the flow of electrons and
Li+-ions, moving them from the cathode to the anode. During the charge-discharge cycling, the battery
capacity should stay as constant as possible. Usually the capacity slowly degrades with increased
cycling as a result of, for example, reactions between the electrolyte and the electrodes and changes in
the morphology of the electrodes, such as breakage or delamination [15].

Most lithium-ion batteries employ an organic liquid electrolyte material, composed of organic
carbonates such as ethylene, dimethyl and diethyl carbonates, lithium hexafluorophosphate and
potentially different additives [5,15]. Liquid electrolytes enable very high lithium-ion conductivities,
which are beneficial for the battery operation. At the same time, the electrolyte should be an electron
insulator so that no self-discharge takes place [15]. Liquid electrolytes can accommodate volume
changes in the electrodes during cycling, which reduces stress in the battery. However, liquid
electrolytes are also a major reason for the safety concerns of lithium-ion batteries: the electrolyte can
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decompose at the electrodes, most often on the anode and form a solid-electrolyte interphase layer,
or SEI-layer [15]. Commonly the SEI-layer protects the electrodes from further reactions with the
electrolyte but in the event of an incomplete SEI-formation, reactions can proceed further with pressure
building up inside the battery. Since the electrolyte materials are flammable, explosions can occur [17].

2.2. Conventional Electrode Materials

The electrodes define the capacity and voltage of any battery. Since both lithium-ions and electrons
move inside the electrodes, the materials need to be both ion and electron conductors. The reactions
taking place in the electrodes can be roughly divided into conversion reactions, alloying reactions and
insertion or intercalation reactions (Figure 3) [4]. Conversion and alloying electrodes generally provide
higher battery capacities but there can be problems with electrode degradation during cycling due
to repeated volume changes associated with the conversion reaction. Thus, conversion and alloying
electrodes have more often been used in primary batteries, meaning non-rechargeable batteries.

 

Figure 3. Schematic illustrating the different kinds of reactions possible with lithium ions and electrode
materials. (a) Intercalation; (b) Alloying; (c) Conversion. With alloying and conversion reactions,
significant volume changes often take place in the electrode.

In rechargeable, or secondary, batteries intercalation reactions are the most commonly used,
with the LiCoO2–C6 (graphite) battery being a prime example of this reaction. Even if intercalation
electrodes do not generally suffer from volume changes of similar magnitude to conversion electrodes,
they still require care in the charging-discharging process: too deep charge-discharge cycling can lead to
irreversible changes in the electrode structure, which in turn can lead to a diminished battery capacity.

2.2.1. Cathodes

Intercalation cathode materials are most often lithium containing transition metal oxides, in which
the insertion and extraction of lithium is made possible by the redox capabilities of the transition
metal [4,18]. Although LiCoO2 is the most commonly used cathode material, manganese and nickel
oxides are gaining interest as possible future cathodes [18,19]. Table 1 contains the potentials and
capacities obtainable from some of the most studied cathode materials. Despite their common use in
batteries today, transition metal oxide cathodes have some serious drawbacks. Firstly, the potentials
obtainable from these materials are limited, which is a problem especially for high power density
applications. Secondly, the capacities available from these materials are quite low as a result of the
limited amount of lithium available before irreversible changes in the structures occur. For example,
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only half of the lithium-ions in LiCoO2 can be reversibly utilized [19]. Lastly, liquid electrolytes
are known to give rise to dissolution of the transition metal, thus decreasing the cathode capacity
even further [18]. However, thin film methods such as atomic layer deposition can be used to
deposit thin layers (e.g., Al2O3 or AlF3) onto cathode materials to protect them from side reactions
such as transition metal dissolution [20–24]. Some of these problems can also be circumvented
by using mixture cathodes, such as LiNi(1−y−z)MnyCozO2, which can also produce slightly higher
capacities [5,18,19]. In addition to oxides, sulphates and phosphates, such as LiFePO4, have also
been studied extensively [19]. Despite being cheaper and less toxic than most cathode materials
and providing a reasonable capacity, LiFePO4 suffers from low electronic conductivity, limiting its
applicability [19]. For cathodes, alloying and conversion reactions have not gained much attention.

Table 1. Potentials and capacities obtainable from some of the most studied lithium-ion battery
cathode materials.

Material Type Potential (V) (vs. Li/Li+) Specific Capacity (mAh/g) Ref.

LiCoO2 Intercalation ~3.9 140 [4]
LiNiO2 Intercalation 2.7–4.1 140–200 [4,19]

LiMn2O4 Intercalation 3.5–4.5 150 [4]
LiFePO4 Intercalation 3.4 170 [4,5,19]

V2O5 Intercalation 3.2–3.4 120 [4]

2.2.2. Anodes

Table 2 presents some potential anode materials for lithium-ion batteries. For an anode, a potential
as low as possible is desired to reach a high cell voltage. As with the cathode materials, intercalation
anodes are more common than the other types of anodes. However, a lot of work is now being put
into studying materials such as silicon and tin as lithium-ion battery alloying anodes [4,5,9,25].

Table 2. Potentials and capacities obtainable from some of the most studied lithium-ion battery
anode materials.

Material Type
Potential (V)
(vs. Li+/Li)

Specific Capacity
(mAh/g)

Ref.

C6 Intercalation <0.6 370 [4,5]
Li4Ti5O12 Intercalation 1.5 175 [4]

Li Alloying 0 3800 [26]
Si Alloying 0.1–0.3 3580 [4,5]
Sn Alloying 0.6–0.8 990 [4,5,9]

MO (M = Co2+, Fe2+, Cu2+, Ni2+) Conversion ~1.8–2.0 670–750 [27–29]

Metallic lithium was, unsurprisingly, the first choice for the anode of a lithium-ion battery [18,26].
However, safety concerns such as dendrite formation [26] have moved the interest towards other
anodes such as graphitic carbon C6, which produces capacities of 370 mAh/g [5,15]. The use of C6 still
does not help avoid dendritic lithium deposition due to the very low electrode potential of carbon
anodes. One possible replacement for carbon is the spinel lithium titanate Li4Ti5O12, which has a
reasonable capacity with a very small volume expansion during lithiation. In addition, the titanate
is environmentally benign with a reasonable cost [28]. A major drawback of this material and many
insertion oxide anodes in general, is the high electrode potential, which results in cells with low
operation voltages [5,28].

Of the alloying anodes, elemental silicon has attracted much attention because of its low cost,
abundance in nature and high specific capacity of over 3500 mAh/g [28]. However, alloying the
maximum 3.75 lithium-ions per one Si atom produces volume changes of up to 300% in the electrode,
limiting the cycling ability of the anode [5]. Nanostructured silicon is now studied in the hope of
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alleviating the problems with volume expansion [5,9]. In addition, atomic layer deposition has been
utilized in contact with Si anodes to improve their mechanical integrity and to stabilize the interfaces
of the anode [10].

Similarly, elemental tin has attracted much attention but suffers from the same problems as
silicon [9]. Attempts have been made to circumvent the volume change problems by using conversion
anodes composed of, for example SnO or SnO2. In these anodes, lithium first forms lithium oxide
and tin is reduced to metallic tin, which can further alloy lithium and is responsible for the reversible
capacity [28]. However, the problems related to volume changes still persist to some extent in these
anodes [28]. Many transition metal oxides have also been studied as conversion anodes, with capacities
ranging from 600 to 700 mAh/g [27]. In addition to the persisting volume change problem, conversion
anodes often also suffer from large overpotentials [9].

2.3. Conventional Solid Electrolyte Materials

Solid electrolyte materials are the enablers of all-solid-state Li-ion batteries. These materials
have stringent property demands: they must be unreactive at the electrode potentials and have a
high lithium-ion conductivity at room temperature [15,30]. In addition, they must be good electron
insulators to avoid self-discharge and short-circuits [4]. Despite the high specification for material
properties, a vast number of solid electrolyte materials suitable for lithium-ion batteries have been
reported in the literature [30–33]. In addition to inorganic ceramics, composites and polymer mixtures
can be used as solid electrolytes [31,33,34].

Inorganic fast lithium-ion conducting materials can be single-crystalline, polycrystalline or
amorphous, with many different structural types reported for the crystalline materials (Table 3,
Figure 4) [31,32]. Generally, an amorphous electrolyte material would be preferred as grain boundaries
in crystalline materials can lead to both impeded ion movement and electron leakage and thus poorer
insulating properties [33,34]. In addition, amorphous materials can provide isotropic lithium-ion
conduction in a wide range of different compositions [32].

Table 3. Structures and ionic conductivities of some of the most studied solid inorganic lithium-ion
conducting materials.

Material Structure Ionic Conductivity at RT (S/cm) Ref.

LiPON Amorphous 10−8–10−6 [31,32]
Li2O–SiO2–V2O5 (LVSO) Crystalline/Amorphous 10−7–10−5 [32]

Li2S–GeS2–Ga2S3 Amorphous 10−4 [32]
(Li,La)TiO3 (LLT) Perovskite 10−3 [31,33]

LiTi2(PO4)3 NASICON 10−5 [31,32]
Li14ZnGe4O16 LISICON 10−6 [33]

Li6BaLa2Ta2O12 Garnet 10−5 [31]

Amorphous, or glassy, electrolytes can be roughly divided into oxide and sulphide glasses [32].
Probably the most studied amorphous solid electrolyte material is nitrogen doped lithium phosphate
(lithium phosphorus oxynitride), LiPON, which is in fact already in use in thin film lithium-ion
batteries [32,33]. The material is usually deposited by sputtering in a nitrogen atmosphere and the
resulting films have lithium-ion conductivities of the order of 10−8–10−6 S/cm [32], as compared to
the ~10−2 S/cm for liquid electrolytes [5]. The success of LiPON comes not only from its reasonably
high lithium-ion conductivity but also from its excellent stability against the electrode materials [32].
Sulphide glasses, on the other hand, have been studied much less than the corresponding oxides,
mostly because of their reactivity in air and corrosiveness [32].
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Figure 4. Bulk ionic conductivities of selected oxides and phosphates as a function of temperature.
Reprinted with permission from [33]. Copyright 2009 Elsevier.

Out of crystalline electrolyte materials, the perovskite (Li,La)TiO3 (LLT) is known to show high
bulk conductivity. However, reduction of Ti4+ and the consequent increase in electronic conduction
are problems associated with this material [31,33]. Titanium-free perovskites, such as (Li,La)NbO3

have thus been studied [32]. Phosphates with the NASICON (sodium superionic conductor) structure
are also known to show high lithium-ion conductivities [32]. In Table 3 LiTi2(PO4)3 is given as an
example but many other +IV oxidation state metals can be substituted for titanium in the structure.
LISICON (lithium superionic conductor) materials, on the other hand, are mixtures of lithium silicates
or germanates, lithium phosphates or vanadates and lithium sulphates and can produce similar
conductivities as the NASICON structures [32]. In addition to these material classes, oxides such as
Li6BaLa2Ta2O12 with the garnet structure have been studied extensively and shown to have reasonable
ionic conductivities [31]. Another benefit of the garnet materials is their high chemical stability in
contact with the electrodes [32].

3. Metal Fluorides as Lithium-Ion Battery Materials

Metal fluorides can be utilized in lithium-ion batteries in many ways [11]. This review will focus
only on metal fluorides as electrodes, artificial SEI-layers and solid electrolytes. The reader is advised
that much work has also been done on other fluorinated materials in batteries, such as fluorinated
salts as additives in liquid electrolytes [11,35], fluorinated solvents in batteries [35], carbon fluorides as
negative electrodes [11] and fluorinated binder materials [11,35]. These topics will not be discussed
further here.

3.1. Electrode Materials

Amatucci and Pereira note in their review on metal fluoride based electrode materials that “The
use of fluorides stems from the intrinsic stability of fluorinated materials and their ability to generate high
electrochemical energy as electrodes” [11]. Indeed, metal fluoride cathodes generally produce higher
potentials than the corresponding oxides of the same redox-couple, which can lead to higher energy
densities [11]. Thus, fluoride materials could be used in high voltage batteries, where the stability of
active materials is especially important. Fluorides can be used as cathodes either as pure fluorides or as
doped materials, such as oxyfluorides, fluorosulphates or fluorophosphates [11,35]. Fluoride doping
has been reported to improve capacity retention of intercalation cathodes such as lithium nickel oxide
and lithium nickel cobalt oxide [11]. This could be related to a slower dissolution of transition metals
into liquid electrolytes from the oxyfluorides [11]. For fluorophosphate cathodes, such as Li2CoPO4F,
high potentials of over 5 V are obtainable, accompanied again by a slower dissolution of the transition
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metal [11,35]. However, the performance of these cathodes is limited due to poor ionic and electronic
conductivity and instability of liquid electrolytes at such high potentials [35].

As already mentioned in the Introduction, pure metal fluorides gained interest decades ago as
electrodes for primary batteries because of their high capacities (Figure 5). With the increased interest in
high capacity alloying and conversion anodes such as Si and SnO2, fluoride conversion cathodes could
also resurface as interesting materials for secondary lithium-ion batteries [11,25,29,36–39]. Similar to
alloying anodes, fluoride conversion cathodes suffer from large volume changes and subsequent
pulverization during cycling. In addition, fluorides are very poor electron conductors due to their
high band gaps and often show high overpotentials, which can make their integration as reversible
electrodes challenging [25,29]. In the early years materials such as CuF2 and HgF2 were studied but
with little success. Recently, interesting progress has been made in this research area. For example,
BiF3, FeF2 and FeF3 have been studied extensively as cathodes using nanocomposites of the metal
fluorides and conductive carbon [38,40]. Using nanocomposites with carbon can not only help with
the volume change but also with the inherently low electrical conductivity of fluoride materials.

 

Figure 5. Theoretical (black), first discharge (dark grey) and charge (light grey) specific capacities of
conversion fluoride cathode materials. Adapted with permission from [36]. Copyright 2010 Wiley-VCH.

Due to the work on primary batteries pure fluorides are generally considered only as conversion
cathodes but some reports on intercalation fluorides have been published [41–43]. For example, Li3FeF6

has been reported to show intercalation of 0.7–1 Li+ ions per fluoride unit in a carbon nanocomposite
form, resulting in a reversible capacity of 100–140 mAh/g [41,42]. The capacity depends on the size of
the Li3FeF6 particles, with smaller particles resulting in a higher capacity [42]. A deeper discharge of
the material was reported to lead to LiF formation, indicating a conversion reaction at low potentials.
Similarly, a nanocomposite of Li3VF6 was reported to reversibly intercalate up to one Li+ per fluoride
unit [43]. Calculations predict that fluorides such as LiCaCoF6 could provide very high intercalation
voltages [44].

In addition to their potential use as electrode materials, fluorides can also be utilized as
solid-electrolyte-interface layers deposited on the more conventional electrode materials to protect
them from reactions with the organic liquid electrolytes. AlF3 has been studied extensively in this
regard, on both cathodes [45–49] and anodes [50]. AlF3 is suitable for electrode protection because it is
rather inert and the Al3+-ion cannot be reduced or oxidized in battery conditions [20]. The material
has been reported to decrease the irreversible capacity losses of electrodes and improve cycling
stability, [45,47] and increase the thermal stability of electrodes [45,46,49]. Figure 6 illustrates how a
layer of AlF3 can increase the capacity retention in a lithium cobalt nickel manganese oxide cathode.
Using too much AlF3, however, decreases the capacity considerably.
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Figure 6. The effect of an AlF3 coating on the discharge capacity of a lithium cobalt nickel manganese
oxide cathode as a function of the number of charge/discharge cycles. Reprinted with permission
from [47]. Copyright 2012 Wiley-VCH.

3.2. Solid Electrolyte Materials

The applicability of metal fluorides as solid electrolytes for Li+ ions has not been studied as
extensively as their use as electrodes. However, some examples of potential electrolyte materials can
be found in the literature. Li3AlF6, a stoichiometric ternary of LiF and AlF3, has been reported to show
high ionic conductivities of the order of 10−6 S/cm in thin film form [12–14,51]. In addition, milling this
ternary fluoride with LiCl has been reported to lead to high conductivities [52]. Other fluorides that
also show high conductivities when mixed with LiF include NiF2, VF3, CrF3 and YF3 (Figure 7) [13,53].
These materials have been deposited by thermal evaporation and fast quenching, resulting in
amorphous thin films. The increased ionic conductivity in these mixtures is attributed to the formation
of amorphous intermediate phases with high coordination numbers for lithium, such as in the Li3AlF6

phase [13]. Even more complicated fluoride mixtures have been studied as well [12,14,54–56], such as
the LiF–AlF3–ScF3 system, which can reach similar conductivity values as the pure Li3AlF6 [12].
With fluoride glasses of the type LiF–ZrF4–LaF3 high lithium-ion conductivities can be obtained for
materials with sufficient LiF component [54].

 

Figure 7. Room temperature ionic conductivities log10σ of fluoride thin films composed of LiF and
AlF3, VF3, NiF2 or CrF3. Adapted with permission from [13]. Copyright 1984 Elsevier.

In addition to the applications in lithium-ion batteries, some metal fluoride mixtures can act as
electrolytes for F−-ions, making high voltage fluoride-ion batteries a possibility [57–61]. Mixed fluoride
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glasses can, in some cases, conduct both lithium- and fluoride-ions, depending on the molar ratios of
the metal fluorides [54,56].

4. Atomic Layer Deposition

4.1. Basic Principle

Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a gas phase thin film deposition method, best known for
producing thin films of high uniformity and conformality. It is closely related to chemical vapour
deposition (CVD). Whereas in CVD gaseous precursors are supplied simultaneously, in ALD precursor
pulses are separated by purge gas pulses or evacuation periods, resulting in no gas phase reactions.
Instead, the precursors react one at a time with the substrate or film surface groups in a digital
manner [62,63]. ALD has different variations, including thermal ALD [64], plasma-enhanced ALD
(PEALD) [65] and photo-ALD [66,67], depending on how energy is supplied to the deposition reaction.
Thermal ALD refers to a process where the energy for the surface reactions is produced by heating.
In PEALD, additional energy from radicals and, depending on the reactor configuration, possibly
also ions and electrons, is used [65]. In photo-ALD reactions are enhanced with UV-and/or visible
light [67].

The atomic layer deposition cycle is composed of four steps (Figure 8). In step 1, the first precursor
adsorbs and reacts on a substrate surface. After all potential surface sites have reacted with the
first precursor, excess precursor molecules and side products are purged or pumped away in step
2. In step 3, the second precursor reacts with the surface, forming a binary film. In step 4 reaction
by-products and excess precursor two are purged and pumped away. By repeating the four-step cycle,
a film of desired thickness can be formed [62]. Generally, a film of one monolayer or less is formed in
one ALD cycle [68]. The amount of material deposited depends both on the density of active surface
groups and the size of the precursor molecules [62,68].

Figure 8. Schematic illustrating one cycle in ALD. 1. Precursor 1 molecules react with a surface covered
with active sites; 2. Reaction side products and excess precursor are purged away; 3. Precursor 2 is
introduced and it reacts with the surface covered with precursor 1 molecules; 4. The reaction side
products and excess of precursor 2 are again purged away, resulting ideally in one monolayer of
material on the substrate.

In ALD literature, the reaction type illustrated in Figure 8 has been traditionally called “ligand
exchange” [68]: for example, in the case of Al2O3 deposition trimethylaluminum (TMA) and water react
in a way that methane is produced as a side product. Thus, it can be viewed as methyl ligands changing
their bonding from aluminum in TMA to hydrogen from hydroxide surface groups. In synthesis work,
this type of reaction is commonly called metathesis. This broad definition of ligand exchange can be
applied to most ALD reactions in use today. Other ALD-type reactions include combustion with ozone
and oxygen radicals, an additive reaction with elemental precursors and controlled decomposition of
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an adsorbed species [64]. Ideal ALD processes should show an ALD window, meaning a temperature
region where the film growth rate stays constant as a function of deposition temperature. However,
usually small deviations from this behaviour are seen, because the number of active surface sites
can be highly dependent on the deposition temperature [64]. As most often less than a monolayer
is deposited per one ALD cycle, the slowness of the deposition process is considered as one of the
greatest weaknesses of ALD [62].

All reactions in ALD occur between surface groups and adsorbing gaseous precursors, so the
reactions become terminated when all the surface groups have reacted or when the steric hindrance
from large precursor molecules prevents further precursor adsorption [68]. This results in self-limiting
growth which means that using higher precursor doses, often in practice meaning longer precursor
pulse times, will not result in more growth and that a constant amount of film is deposited in each
cycle [62,64]. To achieve this self-limiting or saturative behaviour, it is important that the precursor
does not self-decompose. In addition, long enough purge times between precursor pulses are required
to ensure that no excess precursor remains in the gas phase or adsorbed onto the surface when the
second precursor is introduced. Self-limiting growth enables the large area uniformity, excellent
conformality and nanometre-level thickness control of ALD films: the growth per cycle is constant,
which means that the film thickness can be specified by choosing a proper cycle number. Thus, with
ALD even very demanding 3D structures can be covered with a film of constant thickness, when long
enough precursor pulse times and purges are employed [62].

ALD is a promising method for the deposition of small, integrated 3D all-solid-state batteries
due to the precision it affords in thickness control and conformality. All-solid-state batteries can be
integrated into, for example, microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) to achieve autonomous sensing
devices. For this type of integration, very small batteries are generally required because the size of the
battery can limit the size of the whole device [8,17]. Making a battery smaller by using thinner active
layers is a viable solution for all-solid-state batteries because thinner layers result in smaller transport
losses and over-potentials due to smaller diffusion length scales [8,17,69]. Importantly, the limitations
imposed by the low lithium-ion conductivities of solid electrolytes can thereby be circumvented [8].
However, thin electrode layers limit the energy available from the battery. By making batteries smaller
with complex 3D structures, gains in both energy and power density can be achieved due to simple
geometrical reasons: more active material can be packed into a smaller foot print area, with the
advantages of short diffusion lengths still present [8].

4.2. Atomic Layer Deposition of Conventional Lithium-Ion Battery Materials

In this section, a few examples of the more conventional lithium-ion battery materials deposited
by ALD are introduced. Examples of binary oxide electrodes (specifically V2O5 and TiO2) and lithium
containing materials are presented. Lithium containing materials are quite a new addition to the ALD
materials toolbox—the first paper on the subject was published in 2009 [70]. Since then, this area of
research has expanded very rapidly. Due to the mobility and reactivity of Li+ ions, ALD of lithium
containing materials has additional process development issues in comparison to most other ALD
processes and some of these issues are discussed in the following subsections. In this section emphasis
is given to potential solid electrolyte materials, as these are generally considered the most difficult
materials to deposit. For a more thorough review of this subject, both review articles and books are
available [71–79]. In recent years, ALD has also been studied extensively as a method to modify
the interfaces between the electrodes and the electrolyte by forming an artificial SEI-layer [75,80,81].
ALD Al2O3 is generally used for this application and it has been found that a few ALD cycles can
improve the cycling capability and capacity retention of the electrodes [80,81]. These results will not be
discussed further here but the reader is advised that a lot of literature on this subject is available [80–83].
Some examples of ALD-made metal fluorides as artificial SEI layers will be shortly mentioned in
Section 5.
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4.2.1. Cathodes

Table 4 includes examples of some of the conventional lithium-ion battery cathode materials
deposited by ALD. Both binary and ternary oxides and phosphates have been deposited for
conventional batteries. Li2S has been envisioned as a cathode for lithium-sulphur batteries [84].

Table 4. Examples of conventional lithium-ion battery cathode materials deposited by ALD.
Abbreviations used: OiPr = iso-propoxide, OtBu = tert-butoxide, Cp = cyclopentadienyl,
TMPO = trimethyl phosphate, thd = 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedionato.

Material Precursors TDep (◦C)
Growth Rate

(Å)/Binary Cycle
Capacity (mAh/g) Ref.

V2O5 VO(OiPr)3 + H2O 105 0.15–0.2 455 [85,86]
V2O5 VO(OiPr)3 + O3 170–185 0.25 440 [86]

LixCoyO LiOtBu + CoCp2 + O2
plasma 325 1.0 with Li:Co

pulsing ratio 1:1
96 for Li:Co
pulsing 1:4 [87,88]

LixFeyPO4
LiOtBu + FeCp2 + O3 +

TMPO + H2O 300 0.85 with Li:Fe
pulsing ratio 1:5 150 at 0.1 C [89]

LixMnyO Lithd + Mn(thd)3 + O3 225 0.2 with Li:Mn
pulsing ratio 1:19 – [90]

LixMnyO LiOtBu + H2O or Lithd + O3
on MnO2

225 – 230 [90]

Li2S LiOtBu + H2S 150–300 1.1 at 150–300 ◦C 500 [91]

Vanadium oxide was one of the earliest materials to be deposited by ALD for lithium-ion
batteries [85,86,92]. Vanadyl tris-iso-propoxide with either water or ozone as co-reactant have been used
as precursors for this material. Using water produces amorphous films, while with ozone crystalline
films can be obtained. Crystalline and amorphous films produce different capacities depending on
the extent of lithium intercalation, with crystalline films having higher capacities when 1 or 2 Li-ions
intercalate per one V2O5 unit [86]. A surprisingly high capacity of 455 mAh/g has been reported
for 200 nm of amorphous V2O5 between 1.5 and 4.0 V (Li/Li+) [85]. This high value is related to the
large potential range used for cycling, resulting in 3 Li-ions intercalating per one V2O5 [85]. For a
thicker amorphous film of 450 nm, a capacity of 275 mAh/g was obtained in the same range. Both the
thicker and the thinner films showed reasonable capacity retention after 90 cycles. For crystalline films,
capacities of 127–142 mAh/g have been obtained in the potential range 2.6–4.0 (1 Li per V2O5) [86].
Between 1.5 and 4.0 V (3 Li per V2O5), a capacity of 440 mAh/g is obtainable but the capacity degrades
to 389 mAh/g already in the second cycle.

As already discussed, lithium cobalt oxide LiCoO2 is currently the most often used cathode
material in lithium-ion batteries. Despite this, only two reports from one group on the deposition of
LiCoO2 by ALD can be found in the literature [87,88]. It appears that the challenges in cobalt oxide
deposition have had an effect on the research of the lithiated material. The reported LiCoO2 process
makes use of oxygen plasma combined with CoCp2 (cobaltocene) and LiOtBu (lithium tert-butoxide).
The deposition supercycle consists of Co3O4 and Li2CO3 subcycles and the effect of different pulsing
ratios on film properties was studied. The process showed saturation with both metal precursors
with Li:Co = 1:1 pulsing ratio and the film thickness increased fairly linearly with the number of
cycles when using a 1:4 pulsing ratio. After annealing the films consisted of the hexagonal phase of
LiCoO2 according to both Raman and GIXRD (grazing incidence X-ray diffraction) measurements.
Electrochemical characterization revealed that a 12% capacity loss was evident between charge and
discharge cycles. For a film deposited with a 1:4 pulsing ratio, the capacity was only about 60% of
the theoretical value. For a 1:2 ratio film, the capacity was even lower, which might be explained by
the higher impurity contents in this film. With the 1:4 pulsing ratio, the composition of the films was
Li1.2CoO3.5, as determined by elastic backscattering [88].

The potential cathode material lithium iron phosphate, LiFePO4, has also been the subject
of ALD studies [89,93] The material has been deposited at 300 ◦C on silicon substrates using
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ferrocene and ozone as precursors for the Fe2O3 subcycle, trimethylphosphate (TMPO) and water
for POx and lithium tert-butoxide and water for the Li2O/LiOH subcycle [89] Iron oxide and the
phosphate were pulsed sequentially for five cycles, after which one cycle of Li2O/LiOH was applied.
The resulting films were amorphous and showed a linear increase in thickness as a function of
deposited supercycles. The material could also be deposited onto carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [87]
The CNT-based films were amorphous but crystallization to orthorhombic LiFePO4 was observed
after annealing in argon at 700 ◦C for 5 h. The Fe:P ratio in the annealed film was 0.9, as determined
by EDX (energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy). Unfortunately, no compositional information on
Li content was given. The LiFePO4 film deposited onto CNTs showed good electrical performance,
with clear redox peaks in a cyclic voltammetry curve at 3.5 V and 3.3 V (vs. Li/Li+) and a discharge
capacity of 150 mAh/g at 0.1 C [89]. Encouragingly, the material could maintain a discharge capacity
of 120 mAh/g at 1 C even after 2000 cycles.

LiFePO4 has also been deposited using metal-thd complexes [93]. Pulsing Lithd (lithium
2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedionate) and ozone between subcycles of Fe(thd)3 + O3 and TMPO
+ O3 + H2O resulted in stoichiometric LiFePO4 when the fraction of Li2CO3 subcycles was 37.5%.
The as-deposited films were amorphous but could be crystallized in 10/90 H2/Ar atmosphere at 500 ◦C.
These films were reported to show poor electrical conductivity, as expected with this material [19],
however very little additional information was given. It should be noted that the same research group
has also published an ALD process for the de-lithiated cathode material FePO4 [94]. They reported an
initial electrochemical capacity of 159 mAh/g for the as-deposited, amorphous 46 nm thick FePO4

film. The capacity increased to 175 mAh/g after 230 charge-discharge cycles and after 600 cycles the
capacity was still 165 mAh/g.

Lithium manganese spinel LixMn2O4 is an interesting cathode material for lithium-ion batteries
due to its low volume change during (de)lithiation, high voltage and environmentally benign elements.
The material has been deposited by ALD by Miikkulainen et al. using various methods [90]. Firstly,
Mn(thd)3 and ozone were used as precursors for manganese oxide and this process was combined
with the Lithd + O3 process for lithium incorporation. Interestingly, even with exceedingly small
numbers of Li2CO3 subcycles, high Li+ incorporation was achieved, with only a 5% Li2CO3 pulsing
leading to a Li:Mn ratio of 1:1. This was in fact the maximum content of lithium obtained: using larger
numbers of Li2CO3 subcycles led to a decrease in uniformity. To achieve the stoichiometric lithium
level for LiMn2O4, 1% of Li2CO3 pulsing was sufficient. All the films showed the crystalline spinel
phase as-deposited, with MnO2 impurities present in the films with the lowest lithium concentrations.
Crystalline spinel LiMn2O4 was also obtained by using LiOtBu and water as precursors, however little
else was reported on this process.

The lithium manganese spinel process is unique in that while the growth rate of the films stays
rather constant at below 0.3 Å/cycle, the lithium content increases very rapidly and reaches a high
value with very small Li-subcycle numbers [90]. This indicates that the mechanism of this process
differs significantly from conventional ternary ALD processes. Another clue about the mechanism was
given by ToF-ERDA (time-of-flight elastic recoil detection analysis) elemental depth profiles which
showed uniform film composition, albeit with a lithium deficiency on the film surface. To achieve such
high lithium concentrations, either more than one monolayer should be deposited in one subcycle,
or the growth should include a bulk component in addition to the normal surface reactions. Multilayer
growth could be assumed to lead to lithium excess on the film surface, since lithium carbonate was
always the last material deposited. Therefore, the bulk must be playing a role in the deposition process.
Miikkulainen et al. postulated that the reduction needed for manganese to change from +IV in MnO2

to +III/+IV in LiMn2O4 takes place during the Lithd pulse, which affects not only the surface but also
deeper parts of the film [90]. The following ozone pulse removes organic residues from the surface and
re-oxidizes the topmost manganese ions on the surface. This reaction then drives lithium ions deeper
into the film, resulting in a uniform elemental distribution with a slightly lithium deficient surface.
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Miikkulainen et al. continued their studies on LiMn2O4, using both LiOtBu and water and Lithd
and ozone exposures on MnO2 at 225 ◦C [90]. Interestingly, 110 nm of manganese oxide could be
converted to the spinel phase with only 100 cycles of the lithium carbonate process applied on top of
the film. The carbonate was not present in the X-ray diffractogram. Lithiation was achieved to some
extent also without ozone pulses. The manganese oxide films lithiated with LiOtBu and water in a
similar manner showed the best electrochemical storage properties, with a capacity of 230 mAh/g at
50 μA. The capacity retention was very good up to 550 cycles at 200 μA. Similar to LiMn2O4, vanadium
oxide V2O5 could also be lithiated by pulsing either LiOtBu and water or Lithd and ozone on top of
the oxide film [90]. Using the Lithd and ozone precursors, lithium contents as high as 15 at% were
obtained with only 100 cycles of the Li2CO3 process applied on the 200 nm oxide film.

Lithium sulphide, Li2S, is an attractive cathode material for high capacity lithium-sulphur
batteries. It has recently been deposited by ALD [91] and requires inert atmosphere during sample
handling to prevent reactions with ambient air, in a similar way to pure Li2O [95]. Li2S has been
deposited using LiOtBu and hydrogen sulphide between 150 and 300 ◦C. Unlike most lithium
containing processes, this one produced a constant growth rate over the whole deposition temperature
range studied. The refractive index of the films was much lower than the value for bulk crystalline
Li2S, indicating a lower density of the films. The films were amorphous and could not be crystallized
with annealing in inert atmosphere. Both XRF (X-ray fluorescence) and XPS (X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy) gave a Li:S ratio of 2:1, with no carbon contamination in the Li2S layer. Thus, the reaction
between the precursors was very efficient. The Li2S films produced high capacities of 800 mAh/g
when deposited onto mesocarbon microbeans and a somewhat lower capacity of 500 mAh/g when
deposited directly onto a 2D Cu current collector. In both cases the Coulombic efficiency was ~100%,
indicating that the material could indeed be used as a cathode in lithium-sulphur batteries. However,
film thickness had a large effect on the capacity, with thicker films producing smaller capacities per
gram, as Li2S is rather insulating. In addition, reactions with the copper current collector affected the
charge-discharge profiles, indicating the formation of CuxS.

4.2.2. Anodes

Table 5 presents examples of lithium-ion battery anode materials deposited by ALD. The selection
of materials is quite a bit more limited than in the cathode case, most likely illustrating the consensus
that improvements in battery energy density are more easily obtained with improved cathode materials.
ALD-made TiO2 has been studied as an anode material mostly in various 3D-constructions, illustrating
the conformal coating ability of ALD [78,96–98]. Using 3D-structures the areal capacity of the titania
anode can be greatly improved [96,97] Generally, TiO2 can intercalate 0.5 Li, resulting in a capacity of
170 mAh/g [97] However, using nanomaterials more lithium can be intercalated and capacities
of 330 mAh/g have been obtained with anatase nanotubes with a wall thickness of 5 nm [98].
These nanotubes also showed excellent capacity retention.

Table 5. Examples of conventional lithium-ion battery anode materials deposited by ALD.
Abbreviations used: OiPr = iso-propoxide, OtBu = tert-butoxide, thd = 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-
heptanedionato, TPA = terephthalic acid, LiTP = lithium terephthalate.

Material Precursors TDep (◦C) Growth Rate (Å)/Binary Cycle
Capacity
(mAh/g)

Ref.

TiO2 Ti(OiPr)4 + H2O 160 0.33 330 [98]
LixTiyO LiOtBu + Ti(OiPr)4 + H2O 225, 250 0.7 with Li:Ti pulsing ratio 1:1 40 [99–101]

LiTP Lithd + TPA 200–280 3.0 at 200 ◦C, decreases with TDep 350 [102]

Attempts on the deposition of lithium titanate spinel, Li4Ti5O12, have been made using both
titanium tetrachloride TiCl4 [99] and titanium tetra-iso-propoxide Ti(OiPr)4 as precursors [99–101].
In both cases, LiOtBu was used as the lithium source and water was used as the oxygen source. Titanate
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films deposited using TiCl4 reacted rapidly in air [99]. The films were amorphous as determined
with X-ray diffraction and showed only very small amounts of lithium in ERDA measurements.
In contrast, when using Ti(OiPr)4 as the titanium source and applying a long pulse time for this
precursor, uniform titanate films with higher lithium contents could be deposited [99]. These films
also reacted with air, however the reaction was much slower than when using TiCl4 as the titanium
precursor. The growth rate of the films did not depend much on the pulsing ratio of the two metal
precursors, being approximately 0.7 Å/cycle at 225 ◦C [99]. In another report using the same precursors,
the growth rate was said to be slightly different at 0.6 Å/cycle at 250 ◦C [100]. For the process at 225 ◦C,
ERDA measurements revealed that the lithium content of the films could be routinely tuned over a
wide range by changing the metal pulsing ratio [99]. For example, with 33% lithium cycles the film
stoichiometry was Li1.19TiO2.48 and the carbon and hydrogen impurity contents were low. XPS and
ERDA revealed that in this material lithium was enriched on the film surface, most likely forming a
carbonate layer: carbonate peaks were visible both in FTIR (Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy)
and XPS [99,101]. Despite the carbonate formation, the films showed the Li4Ti5O12 spinel phase in
XRD measurements also in the as-deposited state. The crystallinity could be improved by annealing in
nitrogen at 640–700 ◦C. The annealed titanate films showed electrochemical activity but the capacity
remained low at 40 mAh/g [101]. However, this low value might be related to uncertainties in the
calculation of film mass. For the film deposited at 250 ◦C, the Li:Ti ratio was reported as 2:1 with
44% lithium pulsing [100], which could indicate Li2TiO3 formation—a well-known impurity phase
for Li4Ti5O12 [103,104]. After annealing in argon at 850 and 950 ◦C these films showed XRD peaks
belonging to Li4Ti5O12 [100].

In addition to purely inorganic materials, ALD can also be used to deposit hybrid materials using
organic molecules as the second precursor [105]. Lithium terephthalate (LiTP) has been deposited
using Lithd and terephthalic acid as precursors between 200 and 280 ◦C [102]. This material has
been proposed as a possible Li-ion battery anode due to its high theoretical capacity of 300 mAh/g
and a low potential of 0.8 V (vs. Li+/Li) [106]. The ALD process for LiTP showed saturation but
no ALD window or constant growth rate as a function of the number of cycles [102]. The changing
growth rate, accompanied by changes in the film density, could be related to the island growth
mechanism of the film. The films were crystalline as deposited, which is unusual for ALD hybrid
films. The films were electrochemically active and showed high rate capabilities with good capacity
retention. The electrochemical properties of the films could further be enhanced by a protective LiPON
layer on top of the electrode. The higher than theoretical capacity of 350 mAh/g is partly explained by
difficulties in determining the electrode film thickness in electrochemical analyses. Recently, this anode
material was combined with an organic cathode material dilithium-1,4-benzenediolate to produce a
functioning atomic layer/molecular layer deposited thin film battery [107].

4.2.3. Solid Electrolytes

ALD has showcased its versatility in the deposition of potential solid electrolytes for lithium-ion
batteries (Table 6). Many materials, both crystalline and amorphous, have been deposited and ionic
conductivities of the order of 10−7 S/cm have been obtained with various materials. Of the traditional
solid electrolytes, LiPON has been deposited using both ALD and PEALD [108,109].
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Table 6. Examples of potential solid lithium-ion battery electrolyte materials deposited by
ALD. Abbreviations used: LiHMDS = lithium hexamethyldisilazide, LiTMSO = lithium trimethyl
silanolate, OtBu = tert-butoxide, TEOS = tetraethyl orthosilicate, TMPO = trimethyl phosphate,
DEPA = diethyl phosphoramidate, OEt = ethoxide, thd = 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedionato,
TMA = trimethyl aluminum, La(FMAD)3 = lanthanum tris(N,N-di-iso-propylformamidinate),
TDMAZ = tetrakis(dimethylamido)zirconium , TDMA-Al = tris(dimethylamido) aluminum,
HF-py = mixture of HF and pyridine.

Material Precursors TDep (◦C)
Growth Rate

(Å)/Binary Cycle
Ionic Conductivity (S/cm) Ref.

LixSiyO
LiHMDS + O3 150–400 Varies with

temperature Not measured [110,111]

LiTMSO + O3 + H2O 175–300 1.5 at 200–300 ◦C Not measured [112]
LiOtBu + TEOS + H2O 225–300 0.5 at 250 ◦C 10−10–10−9 at 30 ◦C [113]

Li3PO4 LiOtBu + TMPO 225–300 [114]
250–350 [115]

0.7 at 225–275 ◦C [114],
0.69 at 300 ◦C [115] 10−8–10−7 at RT [115,116] [114–116]

LiPON
LiHMDS + DEPA 250–350 0.7 at 270–310 ◦C 6.6 × 10−7 at RT (9.7 at.%

nitrogen)
[108]

LiOtBu + H2O +
TMPO + N2 plasma 250 1.05

1.45 × 10−7 (5.5 at.%
nitrogen, increases with

nitrogen contents)
[109]

LixTayO LiOtBu + Ta(OEt)5 +
H2O 225 0.7 with Li:Ta pulsing

ratio 1:6. 1.2 × 10−8 at RT [117]

LixNbyO
LiHMDS + Nb(OEt)5 +

H2O 235 ~0.64 with Li:Nb
pulsing ratio 1:2 Not measured [118]

LiOtBu + Nb(OEt)5 +
H2O 235 ~0.68 with Li:Nb

pulsing ratio 1:2 6.4 × 10−8 at 30 ◦C [119]

LixLayTizO LiOtBu + La(thd)3 +
TiCl4 + O3 + H2O 225 Varies with pulsing

ratio Not measured. [120]

LixAlySizO LiOtBu + TMA + TEOS
+ H2O 290 1.0 with Li:Al pulsing

ratio 6:10
10−9–10−7 at RT, depends

on Li contents
[121]

LixLayZrzO:Al LiOtBu + La(FMAD)3 +
TDMAZ + TMA + O3

225 1.0 with Li:La:Zr:Al
ratio 8:28:12:1

1 × 10−8 at RT for
amorphous film

[122]

LixAlyS LiOtBu + TDMA-Al +
H2S 150 0.5 with Li:Al ratio 1:1 2.5 × 10−7 at RT [123]

LixAlyF
LiHMDS + TMA +

HF-py 150 0.45 with Li:Al pulsing
ratio 1:1 7.5 × 10−6 at RT [51]

LiOtBu + AlCl3 + TiF4 250 1 with Li:Al pulsing
ratio 1:1 (3.5 ± 0.5) × 10−8 at RT [124]

Lithium silicates can have reasonably high lithium-ion conductivities, especially in the amorphous
state [125–127]. The silylamide precursor LiHMDS (lithium hexamethyldisilazide) provides a
convenient route to lithium silicate deposition when combined with ozone [110,111]. The process
exhibited good ALD behaviour at 250 ◦C, with saturation of both precursors seen and the film thickness
increased linearly with the number of cycles. However, no ALD window was present and instead the
growth rate increased from approximately 0.3 Å/cycle at 150 ◦C to 1.7 Å/cycle at 400 ◦C. This increase
was explained with subsequent reaction mechanism studies [111]. The HMDS-ligand of the metal
precursor reacts with surface hydroxyl groups, decomposing to different side products. Some of these
side products are unreactive in the process but can still block active sites from the desired –Si(CH3)3

groups. At higher temperatures, the decomposition of the ligand to –Si(CH3)3 is enhanced and in
addition desorption of unreactive products is faster. The deposited films were amorphous below 400 ◦C
and showed only small amounts of carbon and hydrogen impurities, as determined by ERDA [110].
Notably, no nitrogen was detected in the film despite the lithium precursor being a silylamide. The Li:Si
and Si:O ratios changed with deposition temperature but at 250 ◦C the film composition was Li2SiO2.9

which is very close to the lithium metasilicate Li2SiO3. The ionic conductivity of these films was
not measured.
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Recently, lithium silicates have been deposited also using LiTMSO (lithium trimethyl
silanolate) [112] and lithium tert-butoxide [113]. With LiTMSO, to obtain good quality films both
an ozone and a water pulse were needed after the metal precursor pulse [112]. It was postulated
that the water generates hydroxyl groups on the surface of the silicate film, which are beneficial for
the adsorption of LiTMSO. All the films were amorphous and the growth rate remained constant at
1.5 Å/cycle between 200 and 300 ◦C. Films deposited at low temperatures had significant hydrogen
contents of 14 at.%. The amounts of both lithium and silicon increased with increasing deposition
temperatures while the levels of impurities decreased but the Li:Si ratio remained at 2:1. No ionic
conductivity information is available for these films.

Lithium tert-butoxide could deposit lithium silicates in combination with TEOS (tetraethyl
orthosilicate) and water [113]. For these films, a Li:Si ratio close to Li4SiO4 was obtained at all
deposition temperatures. The ionic conductivity of these films was quite low, reaching a maximum of
5 × 10−9 S/cm in films deposited at 250 ◦C.

LiPON, currently the most often used solid lithium-ion electrolyte material, was undoubtedly
the stimulus for the ALD studies on lithium phosphate films. Li3PO4 can be deposited using either
LiOtBu or LiHMDS as the lithium source and TMPO (trimethyl phosphate, Figure 9) as the phosphate
precursor [114,115]. The LiOtBu + TMPO process showed a constant growth rate of approximately
0.7 Å/cycle between 225 and 275 ◦C [114]. However, no complete saturation was observed. The films
were slightly crystalline and showed decreasing impurity levels at higher deposition temperatures in
ERDA measurements. At 300 ◦C, the film composition was Li2.6PO3.7. The process utilizing LiHMDS is
less than ideal, as the film growth rate varies strongly with deposition temperature, being 0.4 Å/cycle at
275 ◦C and 1.3 Å/cycle at 350 ◦C. At 300 ◦C, these films were close to stoichiometric lithium phosphate,
being Li2.8PO3.9 as determined by ERDA. However, using LiHMDS as the lithium precursor led to
higher carbon and hydrogen impurities than the LiOtBu process. Regardless of the lithium precursor,
the phosphate films crystallized into the orthorhombic Li3PO4 phase during HTXRD measurements.

 

Figure 9. The structures of three phosphorus precursors used to deposit lithium phosphate and
LiPON. (a) TMPO, or trimethyl phosphate; (b) DEPA, or diethyl phosphoramidate; (c) TDMAP, or
tris(dimethylamino)phosphine.

Wang et al. [115] and Létiche et al. [116] have studied the Li3PO4 process using LiOtBu and
TMPO in an effort to measure the lithium-ion conductivity of these films. Wang et al. reported an
increasing growth rate as a function of the deposition temperature at 250–325 ◦C, which might be a
result of the somewhat unsaturative behaviour of the process [114]. Electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy showed that the films had rather good conductivities when deposited at 300 ◦C:
3.3 × 10−8 S/cm was extrapolated for a film with a composition of Li2.8POz (as determined by
XPS) [115]. Similarly, Létiche et al. reported conductivities as high as 4.3 × 10−7 S/cm for Li3PO4

deposited at 300 ◦C [116]. These results are rather surprising, as it is common knowledge that lithium
phosphate is generally no match for its nitrogen-doped counterpart LiPON and its conductivities
of 10−8–10−6 S/cm [32]. It appears that small film thicknesses can play a role in these high ionic
conductivities [116]. Li3PO4 layers have been studied in contact with electrode materials [128,129]
and it has been found that although the phosphate layer can decrease the electrode capacity, capacity
retention is improved due to decreased transition metal dissolution and more stable SEI formation [128].
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Recently, the deposition of LiPON was achieved both by thermal and plasma-enhanced
ALD [108,109,130]. In the PEALD process, LiOtBu was used as the lithium source combined with
a pulsing sequence of water, TMPO and nitrogen plasma [109]. Deposition of Li2O/LiOH before
exposure to TMPO resulted in less carbon impurities as compared to the process used by Hämäläinen
et al. for Li3PO4 [114]. By using nitrogen plasma after the TMPO pulse, nitrogen could be incorporated
into the films, causing the amorphization of the crystalline Li3PO4. In the thermal ALD process,
the problems of nitrogen incorporation and nitrogen-phosphorous bond formation were resolved by
using diethyl phosphoramidate, DEPA, a phosphate precursor with an amine group (Figure 9) [108].
By using DEPA with LiOtBu, nitrogen contents as high as 9.7 at.% were achieved. However, the
thermal ALD process led to high carbon impurities from 9.9 to 13.3 at.% compared to virtually none in
the PEALD process [109]. Both processes deposited conformal coatings on demanding substrates as
required from a potential solid electrolyte material. In addition, very good electrochemical properties
were realized with ionic conductivities of 1.45 × 10−7 S/cm for the PEALD process (5 at.% nitrogen)
and 6.6 × 10−7 S/cm for the thermal ALD process (9.7 at.% nitrogen) [108,109]. The plasma-deposited
LiPON has already been studied as a protecting layer for a conversion lithium-ion battery electrode.
It was found that the LiPON layer enhanced the capacity retention of the electrode by providing both
a high lithium-ion conductivity and mechanical support during cycling [131].

The most recent addition to the ALD LiPON processes was reported by Shibata, using TDMAP or
tris(dimethylamino)phosphine (Figure 9) as the phosphorous source, LiOtBu as the lithium source and
O2 and NH3 for oxidation and nitrification [130]. The high process temperatures of over 400 ◦C raise
concerns of more CVD- than ALD-type film growth, especially combined with the changing growth
rate as a function of cycles. However, no carbon impurities were found in the films with XPS. The N
contents varied between 2 and 6 at.% and an ionic conductivity of 3.2 × 10−7 at 25 ◦C was obtained for
these films.

Lithium tantalate, similarly to lithium niobate, is an interesting ferroelectric material [132,133].
Its amorphous form has also been suggested as a possible solid electrolyte material for lithium
ions [117,134,135]. The material has been deposited by ALD using LiOtBu, Ta(OEt)5 and water as
precursors at 225 ◦C [117]. The film growth rate changed depending on the cycle ratio of the two
binary processes, being 0.74 Å/binary cycle with a 1Li2O + 6Ta2O5 pulsing sequence. Similarly, the
lithium contents of the films changed drastically with pulsing ratio (Figure 10). Both XANES (X-ray
absorption near edge structure) and XPS measurements revealed that the chemical environment of
tantalum in the films was similar to that of tantalum in stoichiometric LiTaO3. However, in the films
deposited with the highest tantalum oxide pulsing ratios there were also some indications of a Ta2O5

phase. XPS also revealed some carbonate formation on the film surface. Less carbonate was formed
on the surface of films deposited with high numbers of tantalum oxide subcycles, indicating that
Ta2O5 was offering some protection for the lithium in the film against reactions with carbon dioxide
in air. A lithium tantalate film with a composition of Li5.1TaOx was studied with electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) [117]. The film showed a room temperature lithium-ion conductivity
of 1.2 × 10−8 S/cm, which increased to 9.0 × 10−7 S/cm at 100 ◦C. The material has later been used
as a protective layer on lithium nickel cobalt manganese oxide cathodes [135]. With 5 supercycles of
LiTaO3 (metal oxide pulsing ratio Li:Ta = 1:6), enhancements in both electrode capacity and cycling
ability were obtained. Recently, LiTaO3 films were also made using ALD and solid state reactions:
Li2CO3 was deposited from Lithd and O3 onto amorphous ALD-Ta2O5 and upon annealing at 750 ◦C
in air crystalline LiTaO3 was formed with low impurity levels and a Li:Ta ratio of 1.5:1 [104]. The ionic
conductivity of this film has not been measured but it can be expected to remain small due to both the
crystalline structure of the film and its close-to-stoichiometric content of lithium.
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Figure 10. The amount of lithium cations deposited into lithium tantalate and lithium niobate films as a
function of the amount of lithium containing subcycles. Data points obtained from [117–119]. The solid
line represents the stoichiometry obtained for the lithium tantalate deposited by using 3000 cycles
of Lithd and O3 on 50 nm of Ta2O5 in Ref. [104]. The dashed line represents the stoichiometry
obtained for the lithium niobate deposited by using same conditions but on Nb2O5 film in Ref. [104].
For stoichiometric LiTaO3 and LiNbO3, the lithium content is 50%.

Similar to lithium tantalate, lithium niobate thin films have also been deposited by ALD [118,119].
In the first paper, LiNbO3 was deposited using Nb(OEt)5, LiHMDS and water as precursors [118].
This work focused on the evolution of the lithium content in the films (Figure 10), on the epitaxial
growth of the film on various surfaces and on the ferroelectric properties of the films. Later, the
material was also deposited with LiOtBu as the lithium source [119]. It is interesting to note that while
the two processes use different lithium precursors, they produce films with the same stoichiometry
when the pulsing sequence is Li:Nb = 1:1 (Figure 10). For other pulsing ratios, the LiOtBu process
seems to produce much higher lithium contents but this might be an artefact caused by the differing
analysis methods used in these reports, XPS [119] and ToF-ERDA [118]. For the LiOtBu process, the
films with the lowest lithium contents showed the highest ionic conductivity of 6.4 × 10−8 S/cm at
30 ◦C [119]. In addition to these reports, LiNbO3 has also been made with the same combination of
ALD and solid state reactions as was mentioned for LiTaO3 [104]. In this case also the post-deposition
annealing of a bilayer of Li2CO3 and Nb2O5 produced a film with low impurity content. However,
compared to the LiTaO3 case, here the films were slightly lithium deficient (Figure 10).

The first truly quaternary lithium material deposited by ALD was lithium lanthanum titanate
(LLT), reported by Aaltonen et al. in 2010 [120]. Thin films were deposited by combining binary
ALD processes for TiO2, La2O3 and Li2O/LiOH and were amorphous as deposited. In that work
TiCl4 was used as the titanium precursor and it was found that applying the Li2O/LiOH subcycle
after the TiO2 cycle resulted in rougher and less uniform films than when lithium was pulsed after
the La2O3 subcycle. This is a clear indication that the pulsing order can have a large effect on the
deposition of quaternary materials. As reactivity problems were also observed in the deposition of
lithium titanate using TiCl4 [99], the chloride precursor might be playing a large, thus far unknown
role in these processes. These problems could be related to LiCl formation, for example. For the
LLT deposition, a pulse sequence where 3 cycles of La2O3 were applied after one TiO2 cycle and the
number of lithium subcycles was varied, was used. The content of lithium in the film did not linearly
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follow the number of Li2O/LiOH subcycles. This could mean that the reactivity of LiOtBu is lower on
a Li2O/LiOH surface compared to its reactivity on a La2O3 surface, a somewhat similar conclusion
as was made in the deposition experiments on lithium aluminate [136]. Nevertheless, saturation as
a function of the LiOtBu pulse length was observed [120]. The maximum lithium content reached
with this pulsing scheme was approximately 20 at.%. The lanthanum content stayed constant in all
experiments but the content of titanium decreased as a function of the increased lithium content.
Under saturative conditions the film composition, as determined by ToF-ERDA, was Li0.32La0.30TiOz.
Interestingly, SIMS (secondary ion mass spectrometry) depth profiling seemed to indicate that lithium
was somewhat concentrated onto the film-substrate interface, whereas in many cases lithium has
been reported to preferably reside on the outer surface of the film [99,118]. However, this observation
could be an artefact caused by sputtering during SIMS. The films could be crystallized by annealing in
oxygen. The XRD diffractograms matched well with the reported peak positions of Li0.33La0.557TiO3,
however four peaks could not be identified [120].

LixAlySizO, another amorphous solid electrolyte, has been studied by Perng et al. [121].
The material belongs to the lithium aluminosilicate family, which includes materials with high
lithium-ion conductivities with various metal ratios [30]. Lithium aluminosilicate was deposited
by ALD using a pulsing sequence of Al2O3 from TMA and water, Li2O/LiOH from LiOtBu and water
and SiO2 from TEOS and water [121]. With a pulsing sequence of Al:Li:Si = 10:6:4 the film thickness
increased linearly with the number of supercycles. The lithium contents of the films, as determined by
synchrotron ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS), increased with increasing lithium oxide
pulsing ratio but showed quite a lot of scattering (Figure 11). The deposited films were shown to
be pinhole free and had ionic conductivities between 10−9 and 10−7 S/cm at room temperature,
depending on the lithium content. Higher lithium contents led to higher conductivities but also
increased the activation energy. It should be noted that the film thicknesses used in these experiments
were very small, 10 nm and below. Larger thicknesses led to a lower ionic conductivity.

 

Figure 11. The lithium content in lithium aluminosilicate films as a function of the Li2O cycle fraction
a/(a + b + c), as determined from syncrotron UPS spectra. Adapted with permission from [121].
Copyright 2014 The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Kazyak et al. have taken on the impressive task of depositing the garnet oxide Li7La3Zr2O12 by
ALD [122]. This crystalline material is known to have a lithium-ion conductivity close to 10−3 S/cm at
room temperature [137]. In order to stabilize the desired cubic phase at room temperature, the material
was doped with alumina [122]. This resulted in an ALD process combining 8 subcycles of Li2O,
28 subcycles of La2O3, 12 subcycles of ZrO2 and 1 Al2O3 subcycle at 225 ◦C to obtain an amorphous
film with metal ratios Li:La:Zr:Al = 52:27:19:2 (ideal composition 54:26:17:2). Interestingly, despite
using ozone as the oxygen source for all subcycles, no Li2CO3 or La2(CO3)3 formation was evident
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from XPS results. The thickness of the films increased linearly with the number of supercycles and
good conformality was also obtained. The ionic conductivity of the as-deposited, amorphous film
was 1.2 × 10−6 S/cm at 100 ◦C and did not differ between in-plane and through-plane measurements.
By extrapolation, the conductivity was 10−8 S/cm at RT. The films could be crystallized to the cubic
Li7La3Zr2O12 phase with annealing at 555 ◦C in inert atmosphere. A lithium-excess in the film and an
extra lithium source were needed during the annealing due to lithium loss from the film. The annealed
films had an island morphology, which prevented reliable conductivity measurements.

Although the majority of published ternary lithium ALD processes are for oxide materials,
sulphides and fluorides have been studied as well [51,123]. Lithium aluminum sulphide
LixAlyS has been deposited using subcycles of Li2S [91] (LiOtBu + H2S) and Al2S3 [138]
(tris(dimethylamido)aluminum(III) + H2S). Using a 1:1 subcycle ratio resulted in a Li:Al ratio of
2.9:1 in films deposited at 150 ◦C, as determined with ICP-MS (inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry) [123]. Evaluation of the metal ratio from QCM (quartz crystal microbalance) data,
assuming stoichiometric growth, resulted in a metal ratio of 3.5:1 which is reasonably close to the
value from ICP-MS. The ternary sulphide growth was linear as a function of cycles, with a reported
growth rate of 0.50 Å/cycle. The growth rate during the Li2S subcycle seemed somewhat lower in the
ternary process than the one reported for the binary process [91]. This difference was not commented
on in ref. [123] but it most likely originates from different starting surfaces. A 50 nm LixAlyS film was
measured to have a room temperature ionic conductivity of 2.5 × 10−7 S/cm, which is among the
best quoted conductivities of ALD-made films [108,109,117,121,123]. The sulphide was studied as an
artificial SEI-layer on metallic Li and it was found to effectively stabilize the interface between the
metal anode and an organic liquid electrolyte [123]. In addition, the coating decreased lithium metal
dendrite formation during cycling, which considerably improves the safety of lithium metal anodes.

Multicomponent, lithium-containing fluorides have not been studied extensively by
ALD [51,124,139]. Still, Li3AlF6, has been deposited using multiple processes. This material will
be discussed in the next section on fluoride deposition using ALD.

5. Atomic Layer Deposition of Metal Fluorides

Metal fluorides have been of interest to ALD chemists since the beginning of the 1990s. In the
very beginning, doping of electroluminescent materials with fluorine was studied [140] and soon after
the first report on depositing CaF2, ZnF2 and SrF2 was published [141]. For the first two decades,
metal fluorides were studied mainly because of their optical properties, namely low refractive indices
and low absorption in the UV range [142]. However, with the rise of lithium-ion battery related
ALD research, the potential of ALD metal fluorides in batteries has also been recognized [51,143–145].
Still, very few results on using atomic layer deposited metal fluoride thin films in lithium-ion batteries
is available at this time.

Table 7 summarizes all reported ALD fluoride processes. Electrochemical analysis results are
reported when available. The processes are divided into sections based on the fluorine precursor used.
The materials are listed in the order of main groups followed by transition metals and lanthanides in
the order of atomic numbers. For discussion purposes, a somewhat historical approach has been taken
in the following subchapters. Besides this review, ALD of metal fluorides has been discussed in the
academic dissertations of Pilvi [142], Lee [146] and Mäntymäki [79].
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Table 7. ALD processes reported for fluoride materials. Abbreviations used: LiHMDS = lithium
hexamethyldisilazide, HF-py = mixture of HF and pyridine, EtCp = ethylcyclopentadienyl,
thd = 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedionato, TMA = trimethyl aluminum, Ac = acetate,
DEZ = diethylzinc, TEMAZ = tetrakis(ethylmethylamido) zirconium, OtBu = tert-butoxide,
TDMAH = tetrakis(dimethylamido) hafnium, hfac = 1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoro-2,4-pentanedionato.

Material Precursors TDep (◦C) Growth Rate (Å)/Cycle Ref.

Fluorides Using HF as the Fluorine Precursor

LiF LiHMDS + HF-py 150 0.5 [147]
MgF2 Mg(EtCp)2 + HF-py 150 0.4 [147]
MgF2 Mg(EtCp)2 + HF 100–250 Varies, 0.6 at 100 ◦C [148]
CaF2 Ca(thd)2 + HF/NH4F 300–400 0.2 at 320–400 ◦C [141]
SrF2 Sr(thd)2 + HF/NH4F 260–320 Varies, 0.6 at 300 ◦C [141]
AlF3 TMA + HF-py 75–300 Varies, 1.0 at 150 ◦C [143]
AlF3 TMA + HF 100–200 Varies, 1.2 at 100 ◦C [149]
MnF2 Mn(EtCp)2 + HF-py 150 0.4 [147]
ZnF2 Zn(Ac)2·2H2O + HF/NH4F 260–320 0.7 at 260–300 ◦C [141]
ZnF2 DEZ + HF-py 150 0.7 [147]
ZrF4 TEMAZ + HF-py 150 0.9 [147]
ZrF4 Zr(OtBu)4 + HF-py 150 0.6 [147]
HfF4 TDMAH + HF-py 150 0.8 [147]

LixAlyF LiHMDS + TMA + HF-py 150 0.45 with Li:Al pulsing ratio 1:1 [51,146]

Fluorides Using Metal Fluorides as the Fluorine Precursor

LiF Lithd + TiF4 250–350 1.0 at 325 ◦C [150]
LiF Mg(thd)2 + Lithd + TiF4 300–350 1.4 at 325 ◦C [151]
LiF LiOtBu + WF6 150–300 – [152]
LiF LiOtBu + MoF6 150–300 2.6 [152]
LiF LiOtBu + TiF4 200–300 0.5 at 250 ◦C [124]

MgF2 Mg(thd)2 + TiF4 250–400 Varies, 1.6 at 250 ◦C [153]
MgF2 Mg(thd)2 + TaF5 225–400 Varies, 1.1 at 225–250 ◦C [154]
CaF2 Ca(thd)2 + TiF4 300–450 Varies, 1.6 at 300–350 ◦C [155]
AlF3 AlCl3 + TiF4 160–340 Varies, 0.75 at 240 ◦C [156]
AlF3 TMA + TaF5 125–350 Varies, 1.9 at 125 ◦C [145]
YF3 Y(thd)3 + TiF4 175–325 Varies, 1.3–1.5 at 200–300 ◦C [157]
LaF3 La(thd)3 + TiF4 225–350 Varies, 5.2 at 225–250 ◦C [158]

LixAlyF LiF + Al(thd)3 + TiF4 250–350 – [139]
LixAlyF LiOtBu + AlCl3 + TiF4 250 1 [124]
AlWxFy TMA + WF6 200 1–1.5 [144,159]

Fluorides Using Other Processes

LiF MgF2 + Lithd 275–325 – [151]
MgF2 Mg(thd)2 + Hhfac + O3 – 0.38 [160]
CaF2 Ca(hfac)2 + O3 300 0.3 [160]
CaF2 Ca(thd)2 + Hhfac + O3 250–350 0.4 [160]
AlF3 TMA + SF6 plasma 50–300 Varies, 0.85 at 200 ◦C [161]
LaF3 La(thd)3 + Hhfac + O3 – 0.49 [160]

LixAlyF AlF3 + Lithd 250–300 – [139]

5.1. ALD of Metal Fluorides Using HF as the Fluorine Source

ZnF2, SrF2 and CaF2 films, reported in the first paper on ALD of fluorides in 1994, were deposited
using HF as the fluorine source [141]. The HF gas was generated in the reactor in situ by thermal
decomposition of ammonium fluoride, NH4F. Thus, there was no need to store and handle large
amounts of gaseous HF. An added benefit of this method was that excess HF can be condensed
again inside the reactor as ammonium fluoride, without the gas entering and damaging the vacuum
pump. Metal thd-complexes were used as precursors for strontium and calcium and zinc fluoride was
deposited using zinc acetate. All the films were close to stoichiometric and polycrystalline, with carbon
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impurities of the order of 0.5 at.%. For the calcium and strontium fluoride processes, the growth rates
decreased with increasing deposition temperatures (Figure 12b).

The work on fluoride deposition using HF has been continued by many groups, including
Hennessy et al., who have deposited magnesium and aluminum fluoride films using anhydrous HF
with bis(ethylcyclopentadienyl)magnesium and TMA as metal precursors [148,149]. Magnesium
fluoride is an interesting material due to its large band gap and low refractive index [142,153].
Aluminum fluoride is a material with a similar variety of possible optical applications [149,162–164].
In addition, as already mentioned, AlF3 is a potential artificial SEI-layer for protecting both cathodes
and anodes [47,143,145,165–167]. Thus, AlF3 has become a much studied ALD material in the past
few years [143,145,147,149,156]. Magnesium fluoride showed growth rates of 0.6 to 0.3 Å/cycle in the
deposition temperature range of 100 to 250 ◦C (Figure 12a) [148]. AlF3 showed a similar decrease in
growth rate, being 1.2 Å/cycle at 100 ◦C and 0.5 Å/cycle at 200 ◦C (Figure 12c) [149]. MgF2 films were
crystalline and showed small amounts of carbon and oxygen impurities and a slight fluorine deficiency
in XPS measurements (Figure 12d) [148]. AlF3 films were amorphous, with 1–2 at.% of oxygen [149].
The aluminum fluoride films were stoichiometric based on XPS measurements. The anhydrous HF
required an unconventionally long purging time to obtain good film uniformity. It was speculated that
multilayer physisorption might be the cause of this effect. However, it has been reported in another
publication that MgF2 does not readily adsorb HF during the ALD growth process [147].

 

Figure 12. (a) Growth rates of MgF2 films as a function of deposition temperature using different
precursor combinations; (b) Growth rates of CaF2 films as a function of deposition temperature
using different precursor combinations; (c) Growth rates of AlF3 films as a function of deposition
temperature using different precursor combinations; (d) F-Mg ratios of MgF2 films deposited at
different temperatures and with different precursor combinations. The HF-process was analysed with
XPS and the TiF4 and TaF5 processes with ERDA. Data obtained from References: (a) [147,148,153,154];
(b) [141,155,160]; (c) [143,145,149,156]; (d) [148,153,154].
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A number of metal fluorides have recently been deposited by Lee et al. using HF, including
AlF3 [143], LiF, ZrF4, ZnF2 and MgF2 [147]. Of these materials, lithium fluoride is of special interest
because of its band gap of approximately 14 eV and low refractive index of 1.39 at 580 nm, much like
AlF3 as discussed previously [168,169]. For the deposition of these fluorides, HF was generated
from a solution containing 30 wt.% of pyridine and 70 wt.% HF (“Olah’s reagent”) to mitigate the
safety concerns of anhydrous, gaseous HF. This solution is in equilibrium with gaseous HF, with no
pyridine detected in the gas phase and provides a safer alternative to anhydrous HF [143,147].
Metal precursors used included a diethylcyclopentadienyl complex for magnesium, a silylamide for
lithium and an alkylamide for zirconium. All processes resulted in saturation at 150 ◦C, with growth
rates below 1 Å/cycle (Figure 12). All films, except AlF3 and ZnF2, were crystalline. Generally,
the films contained less than 2 at.% of oxygen impurities, as determined with XPS. Only ZrF4

contained some carbon impurities in addition to the oxygen. The films appeared somewhat fluorine
deficient, however this is speculated to be a result of preferential fluorine sputtering during the XPS
measurement [143,147]. The AlF3 deposition from TMA and HF showed an interesting etching reaction:
above 250 ◦C the precursor pulses etched the AlF3 film [143,149]. This reaction has later been exploited
in developing atomic layer etching processes [170–172]. The AlF3 process has been successfully utilized
in protecting freestanding LiCoO2/MWCNT (multi-walled carbon nanotube)/nanocellulose fibril
electrodes, showing better protection at high potentials compared to the more common artificial SEI
material Al2O3 [173].

Li3AlF6 has been deposited using subcycles of AlF3 and LiF using TMA and HF-pyridine and
LiHMDS and HF-pyridine as precursors [51]. One subcycle of AlF3 and one subcycle of LiF were used
at 150 ◦C and monoclinic Li3AlF6 was obtained with a growth rate of 0.9 Å/cycle [51,146]. The films
had a Li:Al ratio of 2.7:1, as determined with ICP-MS and carbon, silicon and oxygen impurities
were below the XPS detection limit. The films had an ionic conductivity of 7.5 × 10−6 S/cm at room
temperature [146], which is similar to the first reports from the literature on thermally evaporated
amorphous Li3AlF6 films [12,13]. Interestingly, changing the pulsing ratio to three subcycles of
AlF3 and one LiF resulted in the same metal ratio in the as-deposited film as the pulsing ratio of
1:1, suggesting a similar conversion reaction as we have seen in our experiments on LiF [151] and
Li3AlF6 [139].

5.2. ALD of Metal Fluorides Using Metal Fluorides as the Fluorine Source

The deposition of many metal fluorides has been studied at the University of Helsinki using TiF4

as the fluorine source, including materials such as MgF2, LaF3 and CaF2 [153,155,157,158]. TiF4 is a
relatively safe alternative to HF, since it is a solid at room temperature. It possesses relatively high
volatility and thermal stability, combined with high reactivity, which are vital attributes for an effective
ALD precursor. The use of TiF4 is made possible by a net ligand exchange reaction with a metal
thd-complex (Equation (2)):

4M(thd)x (g) + xTiF4 (g) → 4MFx (s) + xTi(thd)4 (g) (2)

Other volatile side products, such as TiFx(thd)4−x can form in addition. Recently this precursor
was also demonstrated in an ALD process used in conjunction with AlCl3 [156].

Generally, metal fluorides deposited using TiF4 as the fluorine source show a decrease in growth
rate as the deposition temperature is increased (Figure 12) [155]. This decrease has been proposed
to be due to a decrease in the TiFx adsorption density but this has not been verified experimentally.
Using TiF4 as the fluorine source leads to higher growth rates compared to the use of HF, possibly due
to the formation of the fluoride in question during both precursor pulses [155,156]. When using TiF4

as the fluorine source, the film growth usually shows saturation with respect to the fluorine precursor
(Figure 13b) but the metal precursor can show either poor [150,153,157] or good saturation [158],
depending on the material deposited (Figure 13a). Pilvi et al. postulated that the reason for
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the non-saturative behaviour might be either slow kinetics or an enhancement of metal precursor
decomposition caused by the TiFx-surface groups [153]. Films deposited with TiF4 are generally very
close to stoichiometric, as determined with ERDA (Figure 12d). Titanium is often found as an impurity
in the deposited films but usually in only very small amounts [150,153,155]. Still, this impurity can
limit the UV transmittance of these films when optical applications are the goal. The impurity level
decreases as the deposition temperature is increased but at the same time film roughness increases
resulting in more scattering of UV-light [153,157,158].

In an effort to obtain even purer metal fluoride films for optical applications, deposition of MgF2

has been studied using TaF5 as the fluorine source [154]. The growth process is very similar to that
using TiF4 (Figure 12a) although with using TaF5 saturation with respect to the Mg(thd)2 pulse length
is observed. The films contained lower metal impurity levels than those deposited with TiF4 and in
addition the films were much smoother at high deposition temperatures [153,154]. This low roughness
resulted in improved optical properties.

 

Figure 13. (a) Saturation curves for the metal precursor for CaF2, MgF2, YF3 and LiF deposition
processes; (b) Saturation curves for the fluorine precursor TiF4 for CaF2, MgF2, YF3 and LiF processes.
Data obtained from [150,153,155,157].

Following the work of Pilvi et al., a process for the deposition of LiF was developed [150].
Lithd and TiF4 were used as precursors and the deposition temperature was varied between 250
and 350 ◦C. Crystalline LiF films with only small proportions of impurities were obtained at all
deposition temperatures. Saturation of the growth was not found for Lithd at 325 ◦C (Figure 13a).
TiF4, on the other hand, showed saturation type behaviour between 0.5 and 2.0 s pulses. With longer
pulse times, the growth rate increased linearly. Such an increase has not been observed with other
processes utilizing TiF4, however in these studies the TiF4 pulse lengths have been limited to 2 s or less
(Figure 13b) [153,155,157,158].

The pulsing sequence Mg(thd)2 + TiF4 + Lithd + TiF4 can produce LiF thin films between 300 and
350 ◦C [151]. Unlike the Lithd + TiF4 process of ref. [150], this sequence shows both an ALD window
between 325 and 350 ◦C and saturation with respect to both Lithd and TiF4 (Figure 14). The growth
rate at 325 ◦C was 1.4 Å/cycle, as opposed to 1.0 Å/cycle in the previous LiF process. All the films
were again highly crystalline, with the film roughness being 19–20 nm for 70–80 nm films regardless of
the deposition temperature. ToF-ERDA measurements showed the films to be very pure LiF, with only
minute amounts of Mg and Ti impurities. C and H formed the largest part of impurities, however both
were below 1 at.% in the deposition temperature range of 300–350 ◦C. It is surprising that despite the
use of Mg(thd)2 in the pulsing sequence, no magnesium ended up in the LiF films. We have proposed
a mechanism to explain the deposition process (Equations (3)–(6)). In Equation (3), Mg(thd)2 and TiF4

deposit MgF2 as has been previously reported [153]. In Equation (4), Li+ from Lithd replaces Mg2+ in
the fluoride film and forms LiF. Magnesium leaves the films as Mg(thd)2, because the low levels of O,
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C and H impurities imply that virtually no ligand decomposition is occurring during the growth. This
type of fluoride-to-β-diketonate ligand exchange might at first seem unexpected, however it has been
reported that metal oxides can be dry etched using β-diketone vapours to form volatile β-diketonato
complexes of metal ions [174]. After the removal of magnesium, Lithd adsorbs onto the formed lithium
fluoride (Equation (5)) and is converted to LiF during the last TiF4 pulse (Equation (6)).

2Mg(thd)2 (ads) + TiF4 (g) → 2MgF2 (s) + Ti(thd)4 (g) (3)

MgF2 (s) + 2Lithd (g) → 2LiF (s) + Mg(thd)2 (g) (4)

LiF (s) + Lithd (g) → Lithd (ads) (5)

4Lithd (ads) + TiF4 (g) → 4LiF (s) + Ti(thd)4 (g) (6)

 

Figure 14. (a) Growth rate of LiF films as a function of Lithd (black squares) and TiF4 (white squares)
pulse lengths at 325 ◦C; (b) Growth rate of LiF films as a function of deposition temperature.
Data from [151].

Xie et al. have studied the use of LiOtBu instead of Lithd with TiF4 as the fluorine source [124].
This precursor combination led to the deposition of crystalline LiF between 200 and 300 ◦C.
The maximum growth rate of 0.5 Å/cycle was achieved at 250 ◦C. The films had a refractive index
close to 1.4 and a Li:F ratio of 1:0.97. Little else has been reported on the process thus far.

Similar to the methodology of using TiF4 or TaF5 as fluorine sources, Mane et al. have reported on
the deposition of LiF using LiOtBu and either WF6 or MoF6 as the fluorine source [152]. Film growth
took place between 150 and 300 ◦C, with amorphous films being deposited at the lowest temperature.
This is an interesting finding, as using LiHMDS and HF-py at 150 ◦C led to crystalline LiF films [147].
With MoF6 as the fluorine source the films had a growth rate of 2.6 Å/cycle, which is much higher than
that obtained with the Lithd + TiF4 process [150]. The films showed a 1:1 ratio of Li and F, with very
small amounts of oxygen and carbon impurities. Most importantly, metal impurities were not detected
with XPS.

After the success of alkaline and alkaline earth metal fluoride deposition, our group studied
Al(thd)3 and TiF4 as precursors for AlF3 [156]. However, this precursor combination led to no film
growth on silicon and aluminum oxide. Our assumption is that this lack of reactivity has to do with
the presence of aluminum-oxygen bonds in the Al(thd)3 complex. Therefore, another aluminum
precursor was needed in combination with TiF4. AlCl3 is a widely used ALD precursor, with no
oxygen present in the molecule. In addition, TiCl4 is a well-known, volatile ALD precursor [175,176],
which is encouraging considering the expected ligand-exchange reaction taking place between AlCl3
and TiF4. Thus, this combination was studied for the deposition of AlF3 [156]. Film growth was
observed between 160 and 340 ◦C (Figure 12c). The saturation of the growth rate was studied at 160,
200 and 240 ◦C (Figure 15a). TiF4 showed similar behaviour as in the LiF case [150], with an increased
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growth rate with the longest pulse times. AlCl3, on the other hand, showed an opposite trend with
growth rates decreasing as a function of pulse time. AlCl3 vapour has been reported to enhance the
volatility of AlF3 [177], which might explain the etching-type behaviour seen in this process. As already
mentioned, a similar decrease in the growth rate of AlF3 was also observed in the TMA + HF-py
process. Despite these effects, the AlF3 growth rate remained constant with different cycle numbers at
all temperatures studied (Figure 15b) [156]. ToF-ERDA measurements revealed that the films contained
decreasing amounts of Cl and Ti impurities as the deposition temperature was increased, both being
well below 1 at.% at 280 ◦C. However, the H and O impurities showed the opposite trend, with the
films deposited at 280 ◦C containing up to 6 at% of oxygen.

 

Figure 15. (a) Growth rate of AlF3 films as a function of AlCl3 (black) and TiF4 (white) pulse lengths at
160, 200 and 240 ◦C; (b) Growth rate of AlF3 films as a function of deposition cycles at various deposition
temperatures. The AlCl3 pulse time was 0.5 s and the TiF4 pulse time was 1 s. Data from [156].

Jackson et al. have attempted to combine the methods discussed above for the deposition
of AlF3 by using TMA and TaF5 as precursors [145]. This approach is somewhat questionable,
as it has been reported that combining TMA with metal halides generally leads to metal carbide
deposition [178–180]. In addition, a similar ligand exchange reaction between TMA and TaF5, as was
depicted in Equation (2), should produce pentamethyl tantalum which has been reported to be
unstable [181,182]. Indeed, significant amounts of TaCx were deposited at elevated temperatures [145].
At 125 ◦C the content of tantalum impurity was decreased and the process showed ALD-like behaviour.
The films contained approximately 20 at.% of oxygen, meaning that the process is unable to deposit
good quality AlF3. Despite the large amounts of impurities, the deposition of this material onto a
high-voltage lithium-ion battery cathode nickel-manganese-cobalt oxide (NMC) led to significant
improvements in its rate performance (Figure 16).

Similar to Jackson et al., Park et al. used TMA with WF6 to deposit an amorphous composite
fluoride composed of AlF3 and metallic W and WCx [144,159]. The material was studied as an artificial
SEI layer for LiCoO2 cathodes and was found to improve the cycling properties of the material.
It appeared that the composite nature increased the electron conductivity of the fluoride layer while
still retaining its chemical inertness.

Our group has also studied ternary fluoride deposition using metal fluorides as precursors [139].
The deposition of Li3AlF6 proved complicated when using the binary processes of LiF and AlF3

described in Refs. [150,151,156]: uncontrollable conversion of AlF3 to LiF by Lithd was a threat to
using the ALD subcycle approach. More importantly, exposing LiF to AlCl3 could result in undesirable
LiCl formation. Thus, attempts at depositing Li3AlF6 were made using two processes (Figure 17) [139].
In Process 1, Al(thd)3 and TiF4 were pulsed sequentially onto LiF thin films and a conversion reaction
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to the ternary Li3AlF6 took place during the deposition process. In Process 2, AlF3 films were exposed
to Lithd vapour in an ALD reactor (described in more detail in section “5.3. Other Approaches to
ALD of Metal Fluorides”). In Process 1, Al(thd)3 was used instead of AlCl3 to avoid Li+ contact
with Cl− from AlCl3. Despite the prior knowledge that Al(thd)3 and TiF4 do not produce AlF3 on
silicon substrates [156], a reaction did occur between these precursors when pulsed onto LiF films.
The fluorides mixed together during the deposition process, resulting in crystalline Li3AlF6 with
crystalline LiF residues. High deposition temperatures together with long Al(thd)3 pulses resulted in
less LiF impurity in the film, as observed with GIXRD. However, these same conditions worsened the
visual appearance of the films. ToF-ERDA revealed that even in the best samples, the content of Al
was very low, although Li3AlF6 was clearly visible in the X-ray diffractograms. In addition, the level
of titanium impurity was high. Thus, it was concluded that in the end Process 1 was not efficient in
depositing Li3AlF6.

 

Figure 16. Gravimetric capacity of coin cells as a function of cycle number with different discharge
rates. Black squares denote an NMC-cathode coated with TMA + TaF5. Red circles denote uncoated
NMC. Reprinted with permission from [145]. Copyright 2016 American Vacuum Society.

 

Figure 17. Process 1 utilizes Al(thd)3 and TiF4 in a conversion reaction to form Li3AlF6 out of LiF thin
films. Process 2 uses a conversion reaction between ALD-made AlF3 and the lithium precursor Lithd
to deposit Li3AlF6. Reprinted with permission from [139]. Copyright 2017 Elsevier.

Recently, Xie et al. published their results on the deposition of LiAlF4 [124]. By combining the
processes for LiF and AlF3 using LiOtBu, AlCl3 and TiF4 as precursors they were able to deposit
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amorphous LiAlF4 with a Li:Al ratio of 1.2:1 and an ionic conductivity of 3.5 × 10−8 S/cm. The LiAlF4

film was used as a protective layer on top of a lithium nickel manganese cobalt oxide cathode and was
found to improve the stability of the cathode without sacrificing its rate performance.

5.3. Other Approaches to ALD of Metal Fluorides

Putkonen et al. provided other interesting pathways for avoiding the use of HF in fluoride
deposition by depositing metal fluorides through oxide chemistry [160]. They found that by using the
fluorinated β-diketonate precursor Ca(hfac)2 and ozone as precursors CaF2 is deposited, instead of
CaCO3 that is formed when the non-fluorinated β-diketonate Ca(thd)2 is used together with
ozone [183]. The fluoride films had a growth rate of 0.3 Å/cycle at 300 ◦C and were close to
stoichiometric, although approximately 5 at.% of oxygen was present in the films [160]. An even
more interesting approach to CaF2 used the non-fluorinated metal precursor Ca(thd)2 in combination
with ozone and the Hhfac molecule. First, Ca(thd)2 was pulsed onto the substrate followed by an
ozone pulse, resulting in CaCO3 deposition. Then Hhfac, which is known to adsorb to surfaces,
was pulsed followed again by an ozone pulse. Ozone breaks down the Hhfac on the surface, providing
fluoride ions which react with the calcium ions, resulting in a conversion reaction from CaCO3 to
CaF2. This process provided a growth rate of 0.4 Å/cycle between 250 and 350 ◦C, which is close to
the rate of CaCO3 deposition from Ca(thd)2 and ozone in similar conditions. The CaF2 films were
polycrystalline and close to stoichiometric and the amount of oxygen was below the detection limit of
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS). The same approach was reported to be successful also
for MgF2 and LaF3 deposition.

Vos et al. recently reported on an interesting process for depositing AlF3 using TMA and SF6

plasma [161]. Plasma-enhanced ALD processes have not been previously available for fluoride
deposition. However, F-containing plasmas, such as CF4, have been widely used for etching processes.
In this work, SF6 was used because it is stable and non-toxic. Inductively coupled SF6 plasmas contain
species such as F, F2, SF5+ and F− with S and S+ as minor components. The AlF3 deposition showed
saturation with both TMA and the plasma with good film uniformity and conformality. As with
all other AlF3 processes, the film growth rate decreased with increasing deposition temperature,
being 0.85 Å/cycle at 200 ◦C. All the films were amorphous with very low S and O impurity levels and
an Al:F ratio close to stoichiometric.

After noting that the pulsing sequence Mg(thd)2 + TiF4 + Lithd + TiF4 produced LiF with little to no
Mg impurities, our group studied the conversion reaction of MgF2 films upon exposure to Lithd [151].
As it turned out, with high enough Lithd doses MgF2 films of 150 nm in thickness could be converted
into LiF with no indication of MgF2 or Mg impurities in GIXRD, EDX or ToF-ERDA measurements.
The lower the reaction temperature, the larger the Lithd dose needed to completely convert the MgF2

film into LiF. Although the resulting LiF films were again highly crystalline as determined with GIXRD,
they showed much smaller grain sizes and thus lower roughness than the films deposited with either
the two [150] or four [151] step LiF processes (Figure 18). In addition, the adhesion of the films to
the silicon substrates was markedly improved. Our experiments demonstrated that the conversion
reaction with Lithd is not limited to the surface regions of MgF2 films but can in fact proceed very
deeply into the films. The high mobility and reactivity of Li+ seen in these experiments is likely to play
a role in many processes used to deposit materials containing lithium, especially in the case of ternaries.
For example, Miikkulainen et al. later reported similar results in their conversion experiments to form
spinel LiMn2O4 using MnO2 films and Lithd, as was already discussed in a previous section [90].
However, their conversion reaction also led to significant amounts of hydrogen and carbon impurities
when no ozone was used after the Lithd pulse, as opposed to our conversion reactions of MgF2 with
Lithd which led to purer film products.
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Figure 18. AFM images of LiF films deposited at 325 ◦C using three different processes: (a) Lithd +
TiF4, thickness 73 nm, rms roughness 15.9 nm; (b) Mg(thd)2 + TiF4 + Lithd + TiF4, thickness 68 nm,
rms roughness 20.1 nm; (c) conversion from a MgF2 film using Lithd, thickness 94 nm, rms roughness
4.8 nm.

Li3AlF6 was also deposited using a similar conversion reaction as with MgF2 and Lithd (Process 2,
Figure 17) [139]. Approximately 50 and 100 nm thin films of AlF3 were exposed to the lithium precursor
at different temperatures and for different Lithd pulse numbers to determine whether good quality
Li3AlF6 could form from this conversion reaction. GIXRD analyses showed that amorphous AlF3

transformed into monoclinic Li3AlF6 with Lithd exposure. Choosing too large a number of Lithd
pulses resulted in crystalline LiF formation. The mechanism of the conversion is most likely similar
to the MgF2 conversion, as the oxygen, carbon and hydrogen impurity levels were very low in the
films after the conversion, as determined with ToF-ERDA. Despite crystalline Li3AlF6 being visible
in the X-ray diffractograms, obtaining the correct Li:Al ratio was challenging. ToF-ERDA revealed
that doubling the Lithd exposure from 20 to 40 pulses increased the Li:Al ratio from 0.93:1 to 7.9:1 for
approx. 50 nm AlF3 films (Figure 19). With 100 nm AlF3 films exposed to 40 Lithd pulses, the ratio
varied between 1.33:1 and 1.49:1. Thus, thinner films were much faster to convert than thicker ones,
as was to be expected. The exposure temperature also played a role in the conversion. Just a 25 ◦C
increase from 250 to 275 ◦C increased the Li:Al ratio for a 40 pulse sample from 1.49:1 to 2:1. However,
despite the lithium deficient metal ratio, the 275 ◦C exposure temperature sample already contained a
prominent amount of crystalline LiF based on GIXRD. The converted films showed a porous structure
in FESEM (field emission scanning electron microscopy) (Figure 20), preventing ionic conductivity
measurements due to top electrodes short circuiting with the bottom electrode.
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Figure 19. The content of lithium cations in converted AlF3 films as a function of the number of
Lithd pulses. Black and white symbols denote samples prepared at different times but with same
exposure parameters. Dotted and dashed lines illustrate that the content of lithium increases linearly
with the number of Lithd pulses. The solid line illustrates the correct metal stoichiometry of Li3AlF6.
Data from [139].

 

Figure 20. FESEM images of (a) ~90 nm crystalline Li3AlF6 film made by conversion from AlF3 and
Lithd and (b) ~50 nm crystalline Li3AlF6 film made by conversion from AlF3 and Lithd and taken by
tilting the sample.

6. Conclusions

Metal fluorides could provide an interesting, high voltage and high capacity alternative to
current oxide based lithium-ion battery cathode materials. However, because most metal fluorides
act as conversion cathodes, special effort must be made to enhance their cycling ability and to
alleviate problems related to electrode pulverization. For some fluorides, encouraging lithium-ion
conductivities have been measured, meaning that they could act as highly stable solid electrolytes in
all-solid-state Li-ion batteries. In addition, fluoride thin films have been shown to function as artificial
solid-electrolyte-interface layers, protecting both cathodes and anodes from metal dissolution and
other undesired side reactions during battery cycling. All these results show that there is a lot of
untapped potential in this class of battery materials, worthy of more research. For future applications,
methods producing high quality, conformal fluoride thin films with precise thickness control are
needed, for example for depositing cathodes in intricate 3D structures and for depositing protecting
films of 1 nm or less on current electrode materials. Atomic layer deposition can be the method for
answering these demands. The lithium-ion exhibits unique ALD chemistries through its high mobility,
which needs to be taken into account when designing processes for battery material deposition by ALD.
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Many metal fluoride thin films have been deposited using ALD, however the focus of these studies
has mainly been on optical applications. Only very recently studies on the deposition of materials such
as AlF3 and L3AlF6 have emerged, with the main motivation of utilizing these materials in lithium-ion
batteries. In the future, much more research effort should be put into depositing transition metal
fluorides and multi-component fluorides for use in lithium-ion batteries. These materials have received
next to no interest in the past 25 years of ALD fluoride studies, meaning there is much to be discovered
in this area of materials science. These future studies will undoubtedly greatly benefit from recent
studies utilizing new fluorine sources such as metal fluorides and SF6 plasma.
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